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Abstract 
Austrian art historian Alois Riegl (1858-1905), a core member of the first Vienna School of Art 
History that flourished during the late-nineteenth century, is widely acknowledged as one of the key 
figures of art history leading into the twentieth century, and remembered for his then-radical 
treatises that used formal analysis to narrate a history of the evolution of artistic forms. The 
uniqueness of Riegl’s project, in which he developed a model that emphasised both the instances of 
continuity and innovation in the history of art, stands alone amongst his contemporaries, and has 
kinship with the evolutionary theories proposed by Charles Darwin (1809-1882). Riegl was 
preoccupied with delineating the uninterrupted history of art’s evolution, which accounted not only 
for changes in form and style, but also the function and role of art in society. However, despite 
intriguing analogies between Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection and Riegl’s model 
for the continuous evolution of art, the relationship between Riegl and Darwin has remained largely 
unexplored. 
Over the past two decades, contemporary interest in Riegl has surged, as art historians uncover his 
ongoing relevance to questions which preoccupy their current investigations. However, interaction 
with Riegl has largely been delineated by a framework of Hegelian aesthetics and art history, which 
as this thesis will demonstrate, does not appropriately account for the uniqueness of Vienna’s 
intellectual context, in which Darwinism was hugely popular. Part of today’s interest in Riegl stems 
from his stark contrast to his contemporaries, and rereading Riegl’s works through the lens of 
Darwin’s theories is key to unpacking his singular approach to relating the history of art. 
This thesis explores the nature and extent of Riegl’s engagement with Darwin and Darwinian theory 
in three key ways. First, by establishing the intellectual climate of mid-nineteenth century Vienna 
from 1860 to 1890: its scientific and art historical traditions. Secondly, we turn to Riegl’s 
engagement with Darwin in his first major theoretical work, Stilfragen (Questions of Style) (1893). 
It is through the ideas of German architect and theorist Gottfried Semper (1803-1879), and his 
followers, the so-called ‘Semperians,’ that Riegl engages most explicitly with Darwin. Moreover, a 
broader evolutionary construct will be shown to be at work in Stilfragen. Third, the continued use 
and development of Darwinian constructs in Riegl’s mature work (from 1897-1902) is 
demonstrated. The intellectual consequences of Darwinian theory in Riegl’s work are seen in three 
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aspects of his mature art history: (i) its loss of telos; (ii) Kunstwollen (‘the will of art’); and (iii) the 
death of beauty.  
Ultimately, Riegl develops a history of art that prioritises looking, but is fundamentally suspicious 
of beauty. Beauty is, in fact, all but negated. Instead, Riegl prioritises the genetic relationships 
between objects and motifs, tracing the interwoven history of their development. Riegl’s art history 
is continuous, and like the existence of life on earth, all pervasive. It considers objects in a 
hierarchy of descent, and engages with the relationships between objects, artists, even cultures, in 
diachronic manner, rather than ranking them according to a subjective idea of beauty or virtue. It is 
a history of art that is no longer reduced to a series of cyclical drives towards a universal goal or 
telos.  
What Riegl took from Darwin is the understanding that questions can and must remain unanswered 
and open; that the interest and wonder of our shared histories of art and life lies in the story and 
development of how they unfolded, rather than in the pursuit of a single, obedient, absolute truth. 
What Riegl offers today’s art historians is an approach to the history of art that is simultaneously 
limitless and systematic, material and intuitive. By reading Riegl through his interaction with 
Darwin, we can begin to engage with his nuances and seemingly idiosyncratic contradictions.  
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Introduction 
The wisdom of beginning with foundations that pretend to be 
nothing more than that is obvious. In a situation where not only 
the field of action is hotly contested at every step along the way 
but even the groundwork itself is constantly in dispute, our first 
concern is to secure a few positions, a connected series of 
strongholds from which a comprehensive, systematic, and 
complete offensive can later be launched. 
- Riegl, Problems of Style 
The need to create art was conceived of [by Riegl] as a 
biological imperative and described in a scientific and 
anthropological language. 
- Morton, “Art’s ‘contest with nature’” 
 Austrian art historian Alois Riegl (1858-1905), a core member of the first Vienna School of 
Art History that flourished during the late-nineteenth century, is widely acknowledged as one of the 
key figures of art history leading into the twentieth century, and remembered for his then-radical 
expositions which focussed on form, style, and context. Riegl developed a model that emphasised 
both the instances of continuity and innovation in the history of art. In other words, Riegl was 
preoccupied with delineating the uninterrupted history of art’s evolution, which accounted not only 
for changes in form and style, but also the function and role of art in society. However, despite 
intriguing analogies between Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection and Riegl’s model 
for the continuous evolution of art, the relationship between Riegl and Darwin has remained largely 
unexplored in English scholarship.   1
 In 2013, a richly suggestive essay by Marsha Morton, entitled “Art’s ‘contest with nature’: 
Darwin, Haeckel and the Scientific Art History of Alois Riegl,” was published as part of a volume 
considering the relationship between British naturalist Charles Darwin (1809-82) and theories of 
 For this thesis, I have largely restricted my investigations to include English secondary scholarship on Riegl, with 1
some German sources engage with in translation. Whilst English scholarship has lagged in considering Riegl’s 
relationship to his contemporary scientific context, German scholarship has already begun to consider the issue. My 
thanks to an examiner of this thesis for bringing to my attention the works of: Andrea Reichenberger, particularly Riegls 
"Kunstwollen": Versuch einer Neubetrachtung (Sankt Augustin: Academia Verlag, 2003); Willibald Sauerländer and his 
“Alois Riegl und die Entstehung der autonomen Kunstgeschichte am Fin de Siècle” in Fin de siècle : zu Literatur und 
Kunst der Jahrhundertwende, edited by Roger Bauer and Eckhard Heftrich (Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 1977), 
125-139; and Georg Vasold’s Alois Riegl und die Kunstgeschichte als Kulturgeschichte (Freiburg in Breisgau: 
Rombach, 2004) and his edited volume Alois Riegl revisited: Beiträge zu Werk und Rezeption (Wien: Verlag der 
Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2010). 
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aesthetics and cultural history.  Crucially, Morton is the first scholar to systematically and 2
thoroughly engage with at length Riegl’s relationship to Darwin’s theories. Specifically, Morton’s 
essay deals with the relationship between the theories of Riegl and German biologist Ernst Haeckel 
(1834-1919), a key proponent of Darwin’s theories in Germany and Austria. In her essay, Morton 
rightly determines that despite recent art historical obsession with contextualising Riegl, and 
describing the relationships between his ideas and contemporaneous theories of philosophy, 
psychology, and aesthetics (to name only a few disciplines), “scholars have not, however, attempted 
to position his writings within his scientific milieu.”  Tracing Riegl’s relationship to Darwin 3
through the intermediary figure of Haeckel, Morton aims to demonstrate that Riegl’s thinking 
“evidences an absorption of evolutionary theory in its methodology, language, content...even ways 
of conceptualising problems and processes.”  Steeped in an intellectual context saturated with 4
references to evolutionary theory, Morton argues that “evolution provided the conceptual structure 
for nearly all of Riegl’s writings.”  A structure apparent, for example, in Riegl’s detailed analysis of 5
ornamental motifs and their stylistic traditions in Stilfragen (Questions of Style) (1893), through to 
his all-encompassing history of Western art, traced from its origins in ancient Egypt and Greece, in 
Historische Grammatik der bildenden Künste (Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts) (1897-99; 
first published 1966).  While Morton’s essay represents important progress in recognising the 6
relationship between the ideas of Riegl and Darwin, it does not attempt to account for the art 
historical traditions from which Riegl emerged, nor the unique intellectual environment of Vienna 
during the nineteenth century. Moreover, it does not demonstrate how Riegl’s art history, reinforced 
by the conceptual structure of evolution, marked a rejection of, and separation from, the accepted 
mode of art history, as practiced by Riegl’s contemporaries. Why did Riegl turn to Darwin’s ideas, 
and how were these revolutionary evolutionary ideas received? 
 Marsha Morton, “Art's ‘contest with nature’: Darwin, Haeckel, and the Scientific Art History of Alois Riegl,” in 2
Darwin and Theories of Aesthetics and Cultural History, ed. Barbara Larson and Sabine Flach, (Farnham: Ashgate, 
2013), 53-68.
 Morton, “Art’s ‘contest with nature,’” 53. A rare exception to Morton’s statement here is Margaret Olin, “‘Look at 3
your fish’: Science, Modernism and Alois Riegl’s Formal Practice” 33-55, in German Art History and Scientific 
Thought: Beyond Formalism, ed. Mitchell B. Frank and Daniel Adler (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012). Here Olin relates 
Riegl’s dedication to closely looking at objects to the methodology of Swiss biologist Louis Agassiz (1807-73).
 Morton, “Art’s ‘contest with nature,’” 53.4
 Morton, “Art’s ‘contest with nature,’” 58.5
 Alois Riegl, Stilfragen: Grundlegungen zu einer Geschichte der Ornamentik (Berlin: Siemens, 1893); Alois Riegl, 6
Problems of Style: Foundations for a History of Ornament, trans. Evelyn Kain (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1992); Alois Riegl, Historische Grammatik der bildenden Künste, ed. Karl M. Swoboda and Otto Pächt (Graz: Böhlau, 
1966); Alois Riegl, Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, trans. Jacqueline E. Jung (New York: Zone, 2004).
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 This thesis explores the nature and extent of Riegl’s engagement with Darwin and 
Darwinian theory in three key ways. First, by clearing establishing the intellectual climate of mid-
nineteenth century Vienna, and its reception of not only Darwin’s theories but also the constructs of 
art history. This underscores the receptivity of Vienna to the ideas of Darwinism and irrationalism, 
and its unique disregard for the traditional mores of art historical thought: Hegel, Kant, and 
Winckelmann. Secondly, Riegl’s engagement with Darwin in his first major theoretical work, 
Stilfragen (Questions of Style) (1893) is thoroughly explored. Crucially, it is through the ideas of 
German architect and theorist Gottfried Semper (1803-1879), and his followers, the so-called 
‘Semperians,’ that Riegl engages most explicitly with Darwin. Furthermore, beyond Riegl’s explicit 
invocations, a broader evolutionary construct will be shown to be at work in the arguments and 
ideas put forth by Riegl in Stilfragen. There are two key areas where Darwin’s influence can be 
evidenced in Stilfragen: his methodology, which is radically unifying, non-hierarchical, and 
systematic, and the very structure of the art historical narrative that Riegl presents, which is 
continuous and non-cyclical. Finally, the continued use and development of Darwinian constructs in 
Riegl’s mature work (from 1897-1902) is demonstrated. The intellectual consequences of 
Darwinian theory in Riegl’s work are seen in three aspects of his mature art history: (i) its loss of 
telos; (ii) his concept of Kunstwollen (‘the will of art’); and (iii) the death of beauty.  
 In this introduction, three elements crucial to the foundation of my arguments will be 
outlined: (i) Riegl’s life and works; (ii) his subsequent interpretation and reception; and (iii) the 
critical concepts of Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection. 
Alois Riegl: Life and Works 
 Riegl has often been considered a mysterious figure in art historiography, about whose life 
little is known. This perception of Riegl was certainly reinforced by the fact that among his 
collected writings at the University of Vienna, no personal notes, letters, or musings can be found: 
Riegl was an intensely private person. However, despite the shroud of obscurity surrounding his 
personal life, the narrative of his education and professional life is widely acknowledged. Alois 
Riegl was born at Linz, in Upper Austria, on 14 January 1858. His father, employed in the imperial 
tobacco administration, had been educated in Prague and spoke both Czech and German.  When 7
Riegl was a small child, his father took their family for a three-year leave of absence in Romania, 
 Margaret Olin, Forms of Representation in Alois Riegl’s Theory of Art (University Park: Pennsylvania State University 7
Press, 1992), 17.
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before finally finishing his career in Galicia, then a Polish area of the Austrian Empire (now part of 
the Ukraine).  The Austrian Empire - which would become the Austro-Hungarian Empire after 1867 8
- included nations we today recognise as Austria, Hungary, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Croatia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, parts of Serbia and Romania, and smaller parts of Italy, 
Montenegro, Poland and Ukraine. Although loosely defined politically, this was an ethnically and 
linguistically diverse state, which combined with Riegl’s childhood spent traveling the empire, 
would give him an appreciation for multiculturalism. As Margaret Olin highlights, “the legacy of 
[Riegl’s] childhood was a lifelong commitment to the international composition of the Hapsburg 
Empire and strongly held views about the necessity for the union of diverse forces in historical 
development.”  That is to say, Riegl grew up with a vital awareness of the diversity of the empire, 9
which demonstrated to him that seemingly diverse and disparate elements are often interrelated in 
exciting and meaningful ways. 
 After his father’s death in 1873, Riegl returned to Linz where he completed Gymnasium in 
1875. Against the wishes of his legal guardian, who would have preferred Riegl to study law, Riegl 
enrolled in the philosophy faculty at the University of Vienna.  During his time as an 10
undergraduate Riegl took classes in history, philosophy, and psychology. In 1880, Riegl was 
accepted as a fellow at the Institute for Austrian Historical Research, where under the instruction of 
teachers such as Franz Brentano, Alexius Meinong, Robert Zimmermann, and Moritz Thausing, he 
began to study subjects that complemented the pursuit of the empirical historian: diplomatics, 
chronology, heraldry, languages and paleography.  The institute, founded in 1854, was the home of 11
art history in Vienna, and had been established to advocate and further the work of historians across 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire. However, as Matthew Rampley points out, the institute was not 
without an agenda, as it also aimed “to ensure that [the energies of historians] would be channeled 
into work on ‘imperial’ rather than ‘nationalist’ historical narratives - the Institute also brought with 
it a set of methodological norms.”  The combined experiences of Riegl’s youth, which exposed 12
him to the diversity of the Austro-Hungarian empire, and his education at the university and its 
institute, reinforced an approach to the telling of history which emphasised pluralism and 
 Olin, Forms of Representation, 17.8
 Olin, Forms of Representation, 18.9
 Olin, Forms of Representation, 18.10
 Olin, Forms of Representation, 5-7.11
 Matthew Rampley, “The Idea of a Scientific Discipline: Rudolf von Eitelberger and the Emergence of Art History in 12
Vienna, 1847-1873” Art History 34, no. 1 (2011): 68.
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inclusivity. This would be demonstrated, for example, in Riegl’s historically diverse, but continuous 
narrative of Historische Grammatik, or the use of late Roman artefacts discovered within the empire 
as evidence in Die spätrömische Kunstindustrie (Late Roman Art Industry) (1901) (figure 1.1).  13
Further to this, the institutional context in which Riegl found himself was crucial to the direction 
and themes Riegl would pursue as an art historian, and his engagement with the museum context in 
Vienna (to be discussed in Chapter 1). 
 Riegl passed the exams for his diploma in 1883, and was also awarded his doctorate. Next, 
he travelled to Rome and spent some time there on a fellowship, before returning to Vienna. In 
1885, Riegl commenced as a curator of textiles at the Österreichisches Museum für Kunst und 
Industrie (Austrian Museum of Art and Industry), now the Museum für angewandte Kunst Wien 
(Museum of Applied Art Vienna), an institute modelled on the Victoria and Albert Museum in 
London, and established by Rudolf von Eitelberger in 1864.  Riegl earned his Habilitation in 1889 14
with Die Mittelalterliche Kalendarillustration, a thesis on medieval calendar manuscripts (figure 
1.2), in which he argued that the iconography employed by these manuscripts could be traced to the 
Hellenistic period.  In his thesis Riegl’s concern for historical continuity is palpable, as he 15
comments on “the budding and growth of new ideas and forms characteristic of the Middle Ages,” 
which arose after a period of innovative stagnation in which the motifs of antiquity were merely 
perpetuated by Byzantine copyists.  In Die Mittelalterliche Kalendarillustration, as Olin 16
summarises, “Riegl celebrated the importance of the Hellenistic period and emphasised the unity of 
the development it began. [...] Thus he introduced the Roman calendar as a continuation of the 
Hellenistic, and the medieval calendar as a continuation of the Roman.”  Olin asserts that Riegl’s 17
argument is extended in Stilfragen (1893), where he presents Hellenistic art as the basis for 
Byzantine and Sassanian art.  Tellingly, Riegl was not solely interested in the continued 18
propagation of forms from antiquity, but also their appropriation and adaptation in the medieval 
 Alois Riegl, Die spätrömische Kunst-Industrie, nach den Funden in Österreich-Ungarn (Vienna: Hoff- & 13
Staatsdruckerei, 1901); published in a second edition, ed. Otto Pächt, with a preface by Emil Reisch (Vienna: Österr. 
Staatsdruckerei, 1927).
 Rampley, “The Idea of a Scientific Discipline,” 68.14
 Alois Riegl, “Die Mittelalterliche Kalendarillustration,” Mittheilungen des Intstituts für Österreichische 15
Geschictsforschung 10 (1889): 1-74. See also Olin, Forms of Representation, 9-15.
 Riegl, “Die Mittelalterliche Kalendarillustration,” 30, trans. Olin, Forms of Representation, 13. 16
 Olin, Forms of Representation, 10.17
 See Riegl, Problems of Style, 229-305.18
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period. Significantly, these themes of continuity and stylistic evolution would become central to 
Riegl’s mature work. 
 With his Habilitation accepted, Riegl began lecturing at the University of Vienna, while 
maintaining his post at the museum. In Chapter 1, it is demonstrated that Riegl’s participation in 
both spheres of art historical practice—the museological and the academic—proved to be crucial 
sites of engagement, which problematised several theoretical and ideological issues for Riegl.  In 19
1895, Riegl was made Professor Extraordinarius, and subsequently Ordinarius in 1897. Until his 
appointment as Ordinarius, Riegl continued his curatorial duties at the museum, and published on a 
wide range of topics.  Riegl’s first major academic volume, Stilfragen (Questions of Style), was 20
published in 1893, followed by Die spätrömische Kunstindustrie (Late Roman Art Industry) (1901), 
and Das holländische Gruppenporträt (The Dutch Group Portrait) (1902).  In the years before his 21
death, Riegl became increasingly deaf, which made contact with students and lecturing difficult. 
However, he channelled his remaining energies into his position at the head of the Art Conservation 
Commission, which was responsible for the conservation and preservation of several baroque 
buildings.  Alois Riegl died in 1905, at the age of forty-seven, from cancer.  22 23
 Throughout Riegl’s oeuvre, which covers a diversity of topics almost unheard of in 
contemporary scholarship, several key themes can be detected. Firstly, Riegl is the art historian of 
the noncanonical and the obscure. Not only did he consider styles and historical periods 
traditionally shunned by art history, such as the late Roman and early Christian period (ca. 300-500 
CE), but he also brought entire categories of objects into the art historical purview for the first time. 
This included jewellery, textiles, and other so-called ‘minor’ or applied arts. Riegl’s inclusivity is 
tied to two major concerns: the continuity of the history of art, and his disinterest in beauty or 
perceived notions of value. The continuous nature of history is demonstrated both in macrocosmic 
narratives (for example, in Stilfragen and Historische Grammatik), but also in the microcosmic 
moments of innovation and rapid change (in Die spätrömische Kunstindustrie and Die Entstehung 
 See also Diana Reynolds Cordileone, Alois Riegl in Vienna 1875-1905: an Institutional Biography (Burlington: 19
Ashgate, 2014).
 Margaret Iversen, Alois Riegl: Art History and Theory (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1993), 17.20
 Alois Riegl, “Das holländische Gruppenporträt.” Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 23 (1902): 21
71-278. Republished as Alois Riegl, Das holländische Gruppenporträt, ed. Karl M. Swoboda (2 vols) (Vienna: Österr. 
Staatsdruckerei, 1931); trans. Evelyn Kain and David Britt as Alois Riegl, The Group Portraiture of Holland (Los 
Angeles: Getty Research Center for the History of Art and the Humanities, 1999).
 Iversen, Alois Riegl, 17.22
 Otto Pächt, “Art Historians and Art Critics - vi: Alois Riegl,” Burlington Magazine 105, no. 722 (1963): 188.23
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der Barockkunst in Rom (1908)).  Riegl’s disinterest in beauty, as both a goal and characteristic of 24
art, gained potency as his thought developed, and is discussed in Chapter 3. These components of 
Riegl’s art history, I argue, are influenced by the conceptual constructs of Darwinian theory.  
 Riegl’s infamous concept of Kunstwollen also demonstrates intriguing Darwinian parallels. 
Certainly the most problematic and misunderstood aspects of Riegl’s thought, its best translation is 
(most literally): ‘the will of art.’ Kunstwollen has previously been translated as ‘artistic will’ or 
‘artistic impulse,’ but these translations, as Benjamin Binstock argues, are far from satisfactory. The 
translation of Kunstwollen as ‘the will of art,’ he asserts, “accurately conveys that the principle at 
stake is not subsumed within an impersonal social or historical will, or limited to the intention or 
will of the artist, but grounded in art’s evolving formal or visual elements or language.”  25
Kunstwollen first appeared in Stilfragen and as I shall demonstrate in Chapter 3, was subjected to a 
turbulent and inconsistent existence in Riegl’s subsequent work. Significantly, recent scholarship 
arguably demonstrates that Kunstwollen is not as crucial to Riegl’s art history as previously thought, 
leading to a revision of its place in his approach.  Scholars have referred to Kunstwollen as the 26
“motor” which drives the creation of art, and its potentially problematic relationship to Darwin’s 
concept of natural selection requires careful and deliberate consideration.   27
 Finally, Riegl is further hailed for pioneering a formalist approach to understanding objects, 
in which he relied heavily on visual analysis and description to develop his insights regarding works 
of art. Other recurring themes in Riegl’s work include his twin categories of haptic and optic vision, 
and his theory of the Rezeptionästhetik (the aesthetics of reception), first proposed in 
Gruppenporträt. Whilst these elements of Riegl’s art history have been of considerable interest to 
other scholars, they do not form a significant part of my analysis.   28
 First published as Alois Riegl, Die Entstehung der Barockkunst in Rom, eds. Arthur Burda and Max Dvořák (Vienna: 24
Schroll, 1908). Published in a second edition with 23 additional illustrations (Vienna: Schroll, 1923); Alois Riegl, The 
Origins of Baroque Art in Rome, ed. and trans. Andrew Hopkins and Arnold Witte (Los Angeles: Getty Research 
Institute for the History of Art and the Humanities, 2010).
 Benjamin Binstock, foreword to Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, by Alois Riegl, trans. Jacequeline E. Jung 25
(New York: Zone Books, 2004), 14.
 See: Alina Payne, “Beyond Kunstwollen,” in The Origins of Baroque Art in Rome, by Alois Riegl, trans. and ed. 26
Andrew Hopkins and Arnold Witte (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute for the History of Art and the Humanites, 
2010), 1-33.
 Michael Gubser, Time’s Visible Surface: Alois Riegl and the Discourse on History and Temporality in Fin-de-Siècle 27
Vienna (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2006), 151.
 See particularly: Olin, Forms of Representation, 155-187; Michael Podro, The Critical Historians of Art (New 28
Haven: Yale University Press, 1982), 71-97; Iversen, Alois Riegl, 2-19, 92-147.
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Alois Riegl: Early Reception and the Riegl ‘Renaissance’ 
 The reception of Riegl’s art history unfolded in two stages. First, a delay occurred in the 
entrance of Riegl’s ideas into Anglo-American scholarship, which can be traced to his reception and 
appropriation in the first half of the twentieth century. Second, once his ideas had eventually pierced 
the Anglo-American sphere during the 1980s and 1990s, Riegl’s reception was largely dominated 
by the concerns of Kunstwollen, his aesthetics of reception, and his earlier ‘theoretical’ work, 
Stilfragen. As a result, other aspects of Riegl’s work, such as his disinterest in beauty, or the 
continuous, inclusive nature of his art historical narratives went substantially unnoticed. Recently, 
Riegl’s reception has undergone considerable revision, leading to the development of a more 
balanced and holistic perspective on his work. However, despite this resurgence of interest in Riegl, 
most scholars have failed take up the relationships and interconnections between Riegl’s art history 
and contemporaneous themes in the sciences.  
 Initially, we turn to the first half of the twentieth century. Immediately following Riegl’s 
death in 1905, a critical silence developed that would last fifteen years. In 1920, Erwin Panofsky’s 
essay, “Der Begriff des Kunstwollens” (“The Concept of Kunstwollen”), marked the beginning of a 
decade in which Riegl’s art history would become of significant interest.  This renewal was further 29
spurred on by new editions of several works by Riegl: in 1923, Stilfragen (first published in 1893) 
and Die Entstehung der Barockkunst in Rom (first published in 1908). In 1927, a reprint of Die 
spätrömische Kunstindustrie (first published in 1901) appeared, followed by a volume of collected 
essays in 1929, and finally a republication (as two volumes) of “Das holländische Gruppenporträt” 
in 1931.  During this period, two accounts of his art history largely determined Riegl’s reception: 30
the work of the New (Second) Vienna School, and the interpretation of Erwin Panofsky. It was 
during this time that Riegl’s ideas encountered their first instance of misrepresentation and misuse. 
 Erwin Panofsky, “Der Begriff des Kunstwollens,” Zeitschrift für Ästhetik und allgemeine Kunstwissenschaft 14, no. 4 29
(1920): 321-29, trans. Kenneth J. Northcott and Joel Snyder as Erwin Panofsky, “The Concept of Artistic Volition,” 
Critical Inquiry 8, no. 1 (1981): 17-33.
 Alois Riegl, Stilfragen: Grundlegungen zu einer Geschichte der Ornamentik (Berlin: Siemens, 1893); a second 30
edition was published with the addition of 197 illustrations (Berlin: Schmidt and Company, 1923). Alois Riegl, Die 
Entstehung der Barockkunst in Rom, eds. Arthur Burda and Max Dvořák (Vienna: Schroll, 1908); published in a second 
addition with 23 additional illustrations (Vienna: Schroll, 1923). Alois Riegl, Die spätrömische Kunst-Industrie, nach 
den Funden in Österreich-Ungarn (Vienna: Hoff- & Staatsdruckerei, 1901); published in a second edition ed. Otto 
Pächt (Vienna: Österr. Staatsdruckerei, 1927). Alois Riegl, Gesammelte Aufsätze, ed. Karl M. Swoboda (Augsburg: 
Filser, 1929). Alois Riegl, “Das holländische Gruppenporträt,” Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 23 
(1902): 71-278; republished as Alois Riegl, Das holländische Gruppenporträt, ed. Karl M. Swoboda (2 vols) (Vienna: 
Österreichischen Staatsdruckerei, 1931). See also: Andrew Hopkins, “Riegl Renaissances,” in The Origins of Baroque 
Art in Rome, by Alois Riegl, trans. and ed. Andrew Hopkins and Arnold Witte (Getty Research Institute: Los Angeles, 
2010), 60.
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 Hans Sedlmayr (1896-1984) and Otto Pächt (1902-1988), the leaders of the New Vienna 
School of Art History, while both too young to have studied directly under Riegl, would have had 
their education at the University of Vienna imbued with Riegl’s thought.  Seldmayr and Pächt drew 31
upon and radicalised key elements of Riegl’s art history, such as his formalist methodology, 
Kunstwollen, and historical-contextual approach.  In 1929, Sedlmayr was asked to write the 32
introduction to a volume of Riegl’s collected essays (Gesammelte Aufsätze) by the volume’s editor, 
Karl Maria Swoboda.  Sedlmayr’s essay, “Der Quintessenz der Lehren Riegls” (“The Quintessence 33
of Riegl’s Thought”), is now an infamous interpretation of Riegl’s work, in which Sedlmayr 
appropriates Riegl’s concept of Kunstwollen, not only insisting on its overt dominance throughout 
Riegl’s thinking, but also manipulating it into, as Andrew Hopkins comments, a “sinister, political” 
concept.  “Der Quintessenz” also served as a platform for Sedlmayr to propagate his own ideas 34
about Struktur (Structure). For Sedlmayr, Struktur was to replace and supersede Kunstwollen as the 
fundamental unit of art history.  Kunstwollen, was transmuted by Sedlmayr into Struktur, becoming 35
a tool to draw rigorous and often brutal conclusions; not only about the historical context of the 
object, but also the ideologies and cultural biases of the artist.  Needless to say, Sedlmayr’s art 36
history has remained highly controversial, with the quasi-facist overtones of Struktur being further 
reinforced by Sedlmayr’s enrolment in the Nazi Party in 1930, and it continues to provoke a wide 
range of polarising responses from contemporary art historians.  Pächt and Sedlmayr published a 37
journal promoting their model of art history, Kunstwissenschaftliche Forschungen, and it appeared 
twice: in 1931 and 1933.  Kunstwissenschaftliche Forschungen attracted harsh criticism, famously 38
from American art historian Meyer Schapiro, whose 1936 review “The New Viennese School,” 
 Sedlmayr did study with Max Dvořàk, a close colleague of Riegl, for one year before the Dvořàk’s death in 1921. See 31
Hopkins, “Riegl Renaissances,” 67.
 See Christopher Wood, introduction to The Vienna School Reader, ed. Christopher S. Wood (New York: Zone, 2003), 32
9.
 Hans Sedlmayr, “Die Quintessenz der Lehren Riegls,” in Gesammelte Aufsätze, by Alois Riegl, ed. Karl M. Swoboda 33
(Augsburg: Filser, 1929), xii-xxxii; trans. Matthew Rampley as Hans Sedlmayr, “The Quintessence of Riegl’s 
Thought,” in Framing Formalism: Riegl’s Work, ed. Richard Woodfield (Amsterdam: G + B Arts International, 2001), 
11-31.
 Hopkins, “Riegl Renaissances,” 67.34
 For a thorough analysis of the idea of Struktur, see Wood, introduction to Vienna School Reader, 10-11.35
 Margaret Iversen delivers an accurate summary of Sedlmayr’s iconoclastic tendencies:”The rise of German 36
nationalism was no doubt, for him, an inevitable and meaningful movement of history.” Iversen, Alois Riegl, 14. Iversen 
is particularly referencing a from Sedlmayr, in which he provides a list of ideas which must be discarded in modern 
society. See Sedlmayr, “Quintessence,” 26-27; Sedlmayr, “Quintessenz,” xxxi.
 See Hopkins, “Riegl Renaissances,” 82, n. 51.37
 Kunstwissenschaftliche Forschungen (Berlin: Frankfurter, 1931-33).38
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raised serious problems with the art historical program of Pächt and Sedlmayr.  Schapiro was 39
highly suspicious of the group’s ambitions, and their use of meaningless, suppositional terms like 
‘race’ and ‘spirit.’  His biggest criticism, however, stemmed from the group’s claims of moving art 40
history towards a new era of ‘scientific rigour.’ Here, Sedlmayr was again the driving force with his 
essay (published in his journal), “Zu einer strengen Kunstwissenschaft” (“Toward a Rigorous Study 
of Art”) (1931).  Schapiro (not unjustly) devastates the claim of the New Vienna School for a 41
rigorous study of art: 
It must be said that however sensitive, intelligent, and searching are some of the articles in the first two 
volumes of the series, they depart far from scientific rigor. Anyone who has investigated with real scruple a 
problem of art history knows how difficult it often is to establish even a simple fact beyond question and how 
difficult it is to make a rigorous explanation. To criticize the articles from the viewpoint of an ideal rigorous 
science - that is, a science scrupulous with regard to fact, probability and implication - this would be an act of 
malice, and would blind us perhaps to important approximations arrived at in reasoning, groping and guessing, 
and embedded in half-truths and errors. The articles, in general, are sketchy, clever, unsystematic, full of 
original aperçus and untested ‘belles-lettristic’ characterizations. No group of psychologists or physicists would 
venture to announce articles of such looseness as a contribution toward a more rigorous science of psychology 
or physics. [...] This is palmistry or numerology, not science.  42
 By the mid-1930s, Pächt and Sedlmayr were no longer on congenial terms, and by 1938, the 
New Vienna School had disintegrated with Pächt, a Jew, being forced to permanently flee to 
England.  Pächt, in many respects more moderate than Sedlmayr, later returned to Vienna, and is 43
recognised for his highly regarded and sensitive essay on Riegl’s life and art history, published in 
1963.  In terms of Riegl’s reception, it was Schapiro’s precise and withering critique of the New 44
Vienna School and their vocal claims for a foundation in Riegl’s work, which became the materials 
that confronted scholars investigating Riegl for the first time. 
 Alternatively to Sedlmayr and Pächt, the other trajectory of Riegl’s early reception was 
instigated by Erwin Panofsky (1892-1968), and his essay “Der Begriff des Kunstwollens” (“The 
Concept of Kunstwollen”) (1920).  In “Der Begriff,” Panofsky presents an interpretation and 45
 Meyer Schapiro, “The New Viennese School,” Art Bulletin 13, no. 2 (1936): 258-66.39
 Schapiro, “New Viennese School,” 259.40
 Hans Sedlmayr, “Zu einer strengen Kunstwissenschaft,” Kunstwissenschaftliche Forschungen 1 (1931); reprinted as 41
“Kunstgeschichte als Kunstgeschichte,” in Hans Sedlmayr, Kunst und Wahrheit (Mittenwald: Mäander, 1978), 49-80; 
trans. Mia Fineman as Hans Sedlmayr, “Toward a Rigorous Study of Art,” in The Vienna School Reader, ed. 
Christopher S. Wood (New York: Zone, 2003), 133-79.
 Schapiro, “New Viennese School,” 259.42
 Wood, introduction to Vienna School Reader, 38.43
 Otto Pächt, “Art Historians and Art Critics - vi: Alois Riegl,” Burlington Magazine 105, no. 722 (1963): 188-193.44
 Erwin Panofsky, “Der Begriff des Kunstwollens,” Zeitschrift für Ästhetik und allgemeine Kunstwissenschaft 14, no. 4 45
(1920): 321-29, trans. Kenneth J. Northcott and Joel Snyder as Erwin Panofsky, “The Concept of Artistic Volition,” 
Critical Inquiry 8, no. 1 (1981): 17-33.
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reformulation of Riegl’s problematic Kunstwollen: stripping Kunstwollen of its ties to the will of the 
individual artist or time period. Instead, Panofsky argues that Kunstwollen is best understood 
through the application of a priori classifications (transcendental categories): “artistic volition…can 
only be grasped by an interpretation of phenomena which proceeds from a priori categories.”  46
Thus, Panofsky attempts to reframe Kunstwollen by applying Kant’s transcendental categories, 
ultimately attempting to draw, from Riegl's work, an autonomous origin for art historical enquiry. 
What Panofsky could not have known, however, was that in his second draft of Historische 
Grammatik (not published in German until 1966) Riegl had already begun to understand the history 
of art through generic categories of form and the formative laws that precede individual artworks. 
This makes Panofsky’s reading of Kunstwollen largely obsolete.  Despite its importance as one of 47
the earliest art historiographical engagements with Riegl’s work, “Der Begriff” was not translated 
into English until 1981, and thus its preeminence in early-twentieth century Anglo-American 
scholarship was overshadowed by the vast distribution of Ernst Gombrich’s response to Riegl. 
 Sir Ernst Gombrich (1909-2001), another Vienna-trained art historian, held strong opinions 
on Riegl’s art history, and cast the work of his predecessor in a harsh light. Gombrich’s main issues 
with Riegl’s work surrounded what he saw as the forced periodisation of objects in order to support 
Riegl’s evolutionary narrative, and thus the perception of style as an expression of collectivity. 
Further, for Gombrich, Riegl has subordinated or minimised the discontinuities in art’s history in 
favour of a smooth narrative. For example, in The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of 
Decorative Art (1979), Gombrich highlights that,  
A careful reader of [Spätrömische Kunstindustrie] will find, for instance, that Riegl sometimes rejected 
the evidence of coins found with the objects, because they suggested a date too early to suit his sequence. 
Moreover, some of the perceptual effects he so brilliantly analysed as manifestations of an earlier phase 
in the evolution of the Kunstwollen are far from unique to this stylistic group.  48
  
Gombrich’s criticism of Riegl, though it certainly highlights a considerable weakness in Riegl’s 
history, is extensive; including Riegl’s use of physical evidence, and a perceived agenda against any 
form of stylistic diversity in modern art. Gombrich’s criticisms are tied to his belief that Riegl was 
advocating stringent stylistic doctrines, like that of the contemporaneous Vienna Secessionists, a 
group of artistic separatists from Vienna’s Künstlerhaus (including Gustav Klimt), whose motto 
espoused: “to the age its art; to art its freedom.”  As this thesis demonstrates, Riegl’s art history is, 49
 Panofsky, “Concept of Artistic Volition,” 31. Iversen, Alois Riegl, 152.46
 My thanks to an examiner of this thesis for highlighting the outdated nature of Panofsky’s work on Kunstwollen.47
 E.H. Gombrich, The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of Decorative Art (Oxford: Phaidon, 1979), 197.48
 Cited in Iversen, Alois Riegl, 21.49
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in fact, one that encourages a vibrant and open incarnation of pluralism. Due to the hugely popular 
status of Gombrich’s publications, his persuasive criticisms of Riegl (especially in light of the delay 
of Riegl’s translation into English) were widely disseminated. Ultimately, however, as Iversen 
highlights, “the forcefulness of Gombrich’s critique [of Riegl] probably ensured the next generation 
[of art historians] would begin the process of reevaluation.”  A reevaluation certainly did occur (in 50
which Iversen herself was an active participant), commencing in the 1980s and 1990s, with the 
appearance of a number of translations of Riegl’s works, as well as many secondary publications.  
 The first inklings of a second revival of interest in Riegl began in the late 1970s with the 
publication of a few articles, including Henri Zerner’s “Alois Riegl: Art, Value, and 
Historicism” (1976) and Margaret Iversen’s “Style as Structure: Alois Riegl’s 
Historiography” (1979).  However, significant barriers existed to accessing the full breadth and 51
depth of Riegl’s work. If a researcher were to pursue Riegl’s trace beyond Gombrich, they collided 
with Schapiro’s criticism of the New Vienna School, and the distasteful manipulation of Riegl’s 
ideas by Sedlmayr (recall that Panofsky’s primarily positive response to Kunstwollen did not appear 
in English until 1981). The body of criticism that had collected around Riegl by the late 1970s was 
discouraging and negative, to say the least. However, drawing on the traction of the articles by 
Zerner and Iversen, the scholarly tides began to turn.  Michael Podro’s The Critical Historians of 52
Art (1982), which discussed the historiography of German art history from the 1820s to 1920s, and 
its foundation in the philosophies of Kant, Hegel and Schiller, was followed by two major Riegl-
specific texts: Margaret Olin’s Forms of Representation in Alois Riegl’s Theory of Art (1992) and 
Margaret Iversen’s Alois Riegl: Art History and Theory (1993). The early 1990s also marked the 
first important English translation of Riegl’s work, with Stilfragen translated by Evelyn Kain as 
Problems of Style in 1992.  Chronologically, the first translation of a book-length work by Riegl 53
was of Spätrömische Kunstindustrie as Late Roman Art Industry by Rolf Winkes (1985). However, 
 Iversen, Alois Riegl, 4.50
 Henri Zerner, “Alois Riegl: Art, Value, and Historicism,” Daedalus 105, no. 1 (1976): 177-88; Margaret Iversen, 51
“Style as Structure: Alois Riegl’s Historiography,” Art History 2, no. 1 (1979): 62-72. 
 It should be noted that in Europe, largely due to the work of Zerner, the reception of Riegl outside Germany (largely 52
in France and Italy) happened earlier than in Anglophone scholarship, which emerged fully in the 1990s. 
 Alois Riegl, Problems of Style: Foundations for a History of Ornament, trans. Evelyn Kain (Princeton: Princeton 53
University Press, 1992). There are two important exceptions to this translation’s status as the first major translation, 
being the translation of two essays written late in his career: Alois Riegl, “The Modern Cult of Monuments: Its 
Character and Its Origins,” trans. Kurt W. Foster and Diana Ghirardo, Oppositions 25 (1982): 21-51. Originally 
published as Alois Riegl, Der moderne Denkmalkultus: Sein Wesen und seine Entstehung (Vienna: W. Braumüller, 
1903); and Alois Riegl, “Late Roman or Oriental?,” trans. Peter Wortsman, in German Essays on Art History, ed. Gert 
Schiff, 173-90 (New York: Continuum, 1988). Originally published as Alois Riegl, “Spätrömisch oder orientalisch,” 
Beilage zur Allgemeinen Zeitung 93-94 (1902): 153-56, 162-65. Both these translations are well-regarded.
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Winkes’ translation of Riegl is literal almost to the point of illegibility, and hence this particular 
translation has been widely excluded from scholarly discussion.  54
 Returning to the works of Podro, Olin, and Iversen, it is crucial to recognise that their 
engagement with Riegl was very much moderated by contemporaneous shifts occurring in art 
history. Broadly speaking, Podro, Olin and Iversen can be understood as occupying the category of 
the ‘New Art Historians,’ embodying a methodological shift which placed emphasis on the 
dependence of intellectual enquiry on ideological and/or political values. This emphasis led Podro, 
Olin, and Iversen to focus mainly on Kunstwollen, as well as Riegl’s aesthetics of reception and the 
‘theoretical’ nature of Stilfragen.  The result of prioritising these aspects of Riegl’s history over 55
others was the development of an understanding of Riegl and his art history dominated by 
Kunstwollen, supported by a backdrop of formal analysis and theories of perception. Both Olin and 
Iversen were primarily concerned with presenting Riegl’s art history to a new audience—making it 
accessible—and demonstrating, they argued, its ongoing relevancy to contemporary art historical 
problems.  In order to accomplish the rejuvenation of Riegl, both Olin and Iversen provided 56
thorough biographies of Riegl’s life, and detailed explorations of his intellectual context and 
influences. However, in addition to contributing to the Kunstwollen and perception-based dominant 
view of Riegl, they also contributed to the trend of placing Riegl’s work in relation to almost every 
discipline (philosophy, aesthetics, psychology, history, etc) but with the complete exclusion of the 
sciences. Podro’s work on Riegl is no exception to this trend. The Critical Historians of Art (1982) 
follows an intellectual trajectory from its beginnings with Hegel and Rumohr through to the art 
histories of Riegl, Wölfflin, Warburg and Panofsky. The aim of this trajectory, Podro asserts, was 
“to explore particular works in the light of our conception of art - of those principles which 
governed art as a whole.”  Couched in the context of this analysis, Podro’s discussion of Riegl is 57
insightful, however deeply occupied with the issues of perception, vision, and coherence. He 
recognises Riegl’s wider project of chronicling a continuous history of the development of art, but 
dismisses this evolutionary approach as “absurd.”  The ‘Riegl Renaissance’ of the 1980s and 1990s 58
was successful in many respects: it reawakened interest in Riegl, fully establishing his importance 
 Alois Riegl, Late Roman Art Industry, trans. Rolf Winkes (Rome: Giorgio Bretschneider, 1985).54
 Hopkins, “Riegl Renaissances,” 68-69.55
 Iversen, Alois Riegl, 4-6; Olin, Forms of Representation, xxi, 180-86.56
 Podro, Critictal Historians of Art, xv.57
 Podro, Critical Historians of Art, 95.58
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and relevance to the Anglo-American Académe, and it further enabled the translation and 
publication of a number of Riegl’s works. 
 Very recently, there has been a significant shift and revision of Riegl’s art history, away from 
the conceptual preoccupations of the 1980s and 1990s (such as aesthetics of vision, agency, 
postmodernism), towards a more comprehensive and complete appreciation of Riegl’s work. This is 
not to say that aspects of Riegl’s thought celebrated by the first wave of the ‘Riegl Renaissance’ 
have been entirely discarded from the current understanding of Riegl. Rather, perceptions of Riegl 
have expanded and deepened as new publications and translations appear. The publication of 
previously untranslated and not easily accessible works, such as The Origins of Baroque Art in 
Rome (2010),  opens up new perspectives onto Riegl’s art history. In Baroque Art in Rome, Riegl 59
traces the origins and development of the Baroque style in architecture, sculpture and painting, from 
the time of Michelangelo to the Counter-Reformation and beyond (loosely the period from 1520 to 
1630). To a large degree, Riegl worked within the consensus that had developed around the 
Baroque, focussing on figures including Michelangelo and Correggio, and placing Rome at the 
centre of developments.  Where Riegl’s original contribution to our understanding of the Baroque 60
lay, most scholars tended to argue, was his application of Kunstwollen, which becomes attached to 
individual artists, rather than a broad, collective stylistic consciousness. Indeed, as Alina Payne 
highlights, Kunstwollen is scarcely as prominent as traditional readings of the text suggest.  While 61
not entirely absent from Baroque Art in Rome, Kunstwollen is certainly less visible than in other 
works by Riegl, an issue that will be thoroughly explored in Chapter 3. Removing the fixation with 
Kunstwollen allows us to appreciate what is truly novel about Baroque Art in Rome: Riegl’s 
interweaving of detailed formal analyses and primary documents, all within an overarching 
conceptual framework which explores artistic problems specific to the Baroque. The unique and 
comprehensive synthesis of source materials presented by Riegl creates a rich and compelling 
account of the origins of the Baroque. In fact, it is this comprehensive, holistic approach that forms 
a large component of recent revisions of Riegl’s work. The latest readings of Riegl, encouraged by 
the translation of Baroque Art in Rome in 2010, and Historical Grammar in 2004, have shifted the 
 Alois Riegl, The Origins of Baroque Art in Rome, ed. and trans. Andrew Hopkins and Arnold Witte (Los Angeles: 59
Getty Research Institute for the History of Art and the Humanities, 2010). This text is comprised of a series of lectures 
delivered by Riegl at the University of Vienna in 1894-95, 1898-99 and 1902, then edited by Arthur Burda and Max 
Dvořák and published in 1908.
 Payne, “Beyond Kunstwollen,” 16-18.60
 Payne, “Beyond Kunstwollen,” 19.61
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focus from the mostly conceptual aspects (such as Kunstwollen), emphasised by the ‘Riegl 
Renaissance’ of the 1980s and 1990s, to other elements of Riegl’s art history.   62
 Currently, a revised picture of Riegl is emerging, one that revels in the variety of his art 
history - the sheer diversity of objects, cultures and ideas he engages with is astonishing - and one 
that is keenly seeking to unravel the subtle shifts and changes that evolved over the course of his 
career. The ‘Riegl Renaissance’ established Riegl as a vibrantly engaging and significant 
predecessor for contemporary art history. However, scholarship still neglects the exciting 
possibilities that emerge when we begin to consider Riegl’s relationship to concurrent scientific 
theories. In the case of the mid-to-late nineteenth century, one scientific theory dominated all 
others: Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection, first proposed in On the Origin of 
Species (1859).  63
Charles Darwin: Life and Works 
 On the Origin of Species proved to be the pivotal moment for Darwin, in a life that had been 
largely concerned with the pursuit of scientific knowledge. Charles Darwin was born at 
Shrewsbury, in Shropshire, England, on 12 February 1809. Interested in science from an early age, 
Darwin spent a great amount of time conducting experiments with his older brother, Erasmus, 
which continued when the brothers travelled to Edinburgh to study.  After two years’ training in 64
medicine in Edinburgh, Darwin spent three years at Cambridge University, where he studied mostly 
geometry, theology, and classical literature (with the intention of commencing a career in the 
church).  While at Cambridge, Darwin also studied under the botanist Professor John Henslow. 65
After his graduation in 1831, it was Henslow who recommended Darwin for the position of 
naturalist and captain’s companion on board the HMS Beagle. The Beagle set sail on 27 December, 
1831, under the captaincy of Robert Fitzroy.  
 Both Baroque Art in Rome and Historical Grammar remained unfinished at the time of Riegl’s death in 1905. 62
Baroque Art in Rome was compiled from Riegl’s lecture notes; see Arnold Witte, “Reconstructing Riegl’s Barockkunst 
in Rom,” in The Origins of Baroque Art in Rome, by Alois Riegl, trans. and ed. Andrew Hopkins and Arnold Witte, 
34-59 (Getty Research Institute: Los Angeles, 2010). Historical Grammar exists in two versions: a book manuscript 
from 1897-1898, and a set of lecture notes form 1899.
 Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in 63
the Struggle for Life (London: John Murray, 1859).
 Philip R. Sloan, “The Making of a Philosophical Naturalist,” in The Cambridge Companion to Darwin, ed. Jonathan 64
Hodge and Gregory Radick, 17-39, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 19-21.
 Hodge and Radick, Introduction to The Cambridge Companion to Darwin, 2-3.65
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 At the beginning of his five-year voyage on the Beagle, Darwin was not yet twenty-three 
years old, lacking both confidence and experience. By the end of his journey, Darwin had 
transformed into a confident geologist and naturalist, who had already made several important 
theoretical discoveries, collected numerous specimens of new flora and fauna, and observed vastly 
differing geological environments. The Beagle’s voyage would encompass the entire globe: 
journeying along the coast of South America (including Tierra del Fuego), the Galápagos Islands, 
New Zealand, Australia, the Pacific Islands, South Africa and many more smaller islands. During 
his time with the Beagle, Darwin carried out geological surveys, collected fossils and live 
specimens (which were regularly sent back to England), and made detailed observations on plant 
and animal life. Darwin meticulously maintained both a personal diary and a research journal, and 
also corresponded frequently with several people, including his family, his former professor John 
Henslow, and the geologist Charles Lyell.  The voyage quickly bore intellectual fruit for Darwin: 66
he established the difference between continental and oceanic islands, and developed a new theory 
on the formation of coral reefs.  67
 Upon his return to England in October 1836,  Darwin was elected to the Council of the 
Geological Society of London, and occupied the position of secretary in 1838.  In 1839, Darwin 68
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and later that year published the first version of his 
Journal of Researches into the Geology and Natural History of Various Countries Visited by H.M.S. 
Beagle, now called The Voyage of the Beagle.  The Voyage enjoyed remarkable success and 69
established Darwin’s status as a popular and well-known author. Over the next twenty years, 
Darwin would publish several works based on the findings and observations from his voyage on the 
Beagle, before the release, on 24 November 1859, of On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural 
Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life.  Refining and expanding 70
 Frank J. Sulloway, “Darwin’s Early Intellectual Development: An Overview of the Beagle Voyage (1831-1836),” in 66
The Darwinian Heritage, ed. David Kohn, 121-54 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), 122-23.
 Beer, introduction to The Origin of Species, xiii; Howard Gruber, “Going the Limit: Towards the Construction of 67
Darwin’s Theory (1832-1839),” in The Darwinian Heritage, ed. David Kohn, 9-34 (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1985), 18-21.
 Sulloway, “Darwin’s Early Intellectual Development,” 121.68
 The Voyage of the Beagle originally appeared as Voyages of the Adventure and Beagle, Volume III: Journal and 69
Remarks (1832-1836), by Charles Darwin (London: Henry Colburn, 1839). Volumes 1-2 of Voyages comprised the 
captains’ reports of P. Parker King and Robert Fitzroy, the captains of the Adventure and Beagle, respectively. Later that 
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upon the ideas expressed in the Origin would occupy the rest of Darwin’s life. In addition to a 
further five editions of the Origin (the sixth and final edition was published in 1872), Darwin’s 
other works include The Variation of Animals and Plants Under Domestication (1868), The Descent 
of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex (1872),  and The Expression of Emotions in Man and 
Animals (1872).  Charles Darwin died on 19 April 1882, and was buried at Westminster Cathedral. 71
The Origin of Species and Evolution by Natural Selection 
 The Origin of Species, published in 1859 after a gestation of twenty years, would transform 
not only the study of biology, and provide the foundation for numerous new disciplines of science, 
but also revolutionise perceptions of organic life on earth (including humans). In the Origin, 
Darwin presents his argument and supporting evidence for the theory of evolution through the 
means of natural selection. As the main expression of Darwin’s theory, the Origin will be the central 
focus for engaging Darwin and his theories in this thesis. In this section, we will consider briefly the 
history of the Origin’s conception, followed by an introduction to its central ideas. The Origin 
delivered two critical concepts that would become central to the ongoing reception of Darwinian 
theory, and were also of great importance to Riegl: the tree of life, and the principle of natural 
selection. 
 The question of when and where Darwin first arrived at the theory of evolution by natural 
selection has previously occupied a great deal of scholarly thought, with the transformative pull of 
Darwin’s voyage on the Beagle difficult to resist. From his own account in the Origin, Darwin does 
not make clear where and when he first conceived his theory.  Contrary to the popular and 72
romanticising mythology surrounding the genesis of Darwin’s ideas (“The image of the lone 
traveler standing in the Galapagos Archipelago, observing first hand that remarkable ‘laboratory of 
evolution…’” ), Frank J. Sulloway argues that the conception of the theory of evolution “did not 73
 Charles Darwin, The Variation of Animals and Plants Under Domestication (London: John Murray, 1868); Charles 71
Darwin, The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex (London: John Murray, 1871); Charles Darwin, The 
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spring full-blown as the results of [Darwin’s] voyage, but emerged gradually in intimate 
cooperation with the numerous systematists who helped to correct many of his voyage 
misclassifications.”  That is to say, Darwin was not able to grasp the full extent of what the 74
specimens he collected during his voyage demonstrated, until his return to England and the 
expertise of scientists like John Gould. Throughout his two-decade rumination on the questions 
surrounding the transmutation of species, Darwin collected evidence and testimony widely and 
prolifically, from many sources both domestic and foreign. It was not until 1858, when Darwin 
received an unpublished article, by the biogeographer Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-1913), detailing 
a theory similar to his own, that Darwin felt compelled to finally prepare a text outlining his work 
for publication. The Origin consists of fourteen chapters, one image, and two central ideas: the tree 
of life, and the process of natural selection. Each of these two fundamental ideas actively play 
distinct parts in the Origin, and were accepted and adopted to differing degrees by the public and 
scientific community. It is therefore important to consider them individually, while also examining 
their interplay in the Origin. 
 The tree of life (figure 1.3)—the sole image in the Origin—proposed that all life that 
currently exists, and that has ever existed, forms a branching tree in which species have undergone 
either transmutation (one species changing into another) or common descent (one species splitting 
into two or more species).  Darwin’s tree of life challenged the view that species were immutable 75
and unchanging, positing instead that species evolved, sharing varying degrees of ancestry. 
Significantly, Darwin was able to capture the concept of the tree of life, and all the subsequent 
phenomena it entails (transmutation, common descent, divergence, and extinction), in one image 
(figure 1.3). The importance and influence of this image, Jean Gayon argues, was profound:  
This diagram - the sole illustration in the Origin - was tremendously important for Darwin, who, in the first 
edition, devoted ten pages of comments to it in the fourth chapter and twenty-five pages in the thirteenth. It had 
an almost immediate effect upon the entirety of the biological community. Within a remarkably short period of 
time, it became the paradigmatic representation of organic evolution and its status as an established fact.  76
Darwin’s descriptions of his diagram are indeed incredibly detailed, meticulously tracing the ascent 
of twelve abstract species (A - L) as they diverge, evolve and go extinct.  As a heuristic and 77
 Sulloway, “Darwin’s Conversion,” 388-89.74
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conceptual tool, the tree of life is remarkably powerful - by tracing the descendants of species ‘A’, 
for example, Darwin is able to distill considerable insight for his reader: 
As all the modified descendants from a common and widely diffused species, belonging to a large genus, will 
tend to partake of the same advantages which made their parent successful in life, they will generally go on 
multiplying in number as well as diverging in character: this is represented in the diagram by the several 
divergent branches proceeding from (A). The modified offspring from the later and more highly improved 
branches in the lines of descent, will, it is probable, often take the place of, and so destroy, the earlier and less 
improved branches: this is represented in the diagram by some of the lower branches not reaching to the upper 
horizontal lines.  78
Through his utilisation and description of his diagram, Darwin is able to successfully and visually 
explain not only evolution, but also the subcategories of phenomena nested within it: modified 
descent, common descent, adaptation, divergence and extinction. Here, with his mention of 
“advantages,” and “more highly improved branches,” Darwin also incorporates into his discussion 
the action of the second major element of the Origin: natural selection. 
 Natural selection, Darwin argued, is the mechanism or process through which the vast 
diversity of the tree of life is established. That is to say, natural selection is the main cause through 
which evolution—the adaptive and divergent transmutation of species—occurs: 
…if variations useful to any organic being do occur, assuredly individuals thus characterised will have the best 
chance of being preserved in the struggle for life; and from the strong principle of inheritance they will tend to 
produce offspring similarly characterised. This principle of preservation, I have called, for the sake of brevity, 
Natural Selection; and it leads to the improvement of each creature in relation to its organic and inorganic 
conditions.  79
In Darwin’s account of natural selection, individuals develop variations that give them an advantage 
in their ongoing survival, and therefore a higher probability of producing offspring, which then 
inherit the advantage from their parent(s). As Daniel Dennett summarises: “the resulting process 
would necessarily lead in the direction of individuals in future generations who tended to be better 
equipped to deal with the problems [for example] of resource limitation that had been faced by the 
individuals of their parents’ generation.”  The power of natural selection (and also part of the 80
reason it appeared to be so revolutionary at the time) is that it is a cumulative process that relies, to 
some degree, on chance, with the end-product exhibiting a high degree of complexity. As Richard 
Dawkins explains, natural selection drives evolution by:  
 Darwin, Origin, 98.78
 Darwin, Origin, 104-105.79
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gradual, step-by-step transformations… Each successive change in the gradual evolutionary process was simple 
enough, relative to its predecessor, to have arisen by chance. But the whole sequence of cumulative steps 
constitutes anything but a chance process, when you consider the complexity of the final end-product relative to 
the original starting point.  81
Cumulative selection, Dawkins adds, is directed by the nonrandom survival of species, through the 
mechanism of natural selection. Crucially, while evolution may retrospectively appear purposeful 
and deliberate, in reality it is a mindless algorithmic process.  Through a vast number of small, 82
incremental changes, over a vast period of time, evolution by natural selection is responsible for the 
enormous array of life on earth. Importantly, when we come to consider the homologation of the 
evolution of life and the evolution of art (which this thesis, to some extent, infers), there are several 
important limitations. This complex analogy will be further discussed in Chapter 2. 
 The impact and influence of the Origin was immediate and profound, and will be discussed 
only in general terms here, while Chapter 2 takes up the reception of Darwin and Darwinism as it 
more specifically relates to Riegl (that is, the reception of Darwin and Darwinism in Germany and 
Austria). There are two elements of the reception of Darwin’s ideas in the years immediately 
succeeding its publication, which will be discussed here: the different responses to the individual 
ideas of evolution and natural selection, and the rise of Social Darwinism. Particularly from the 
Origin, as Jean Gayon highlights in his essay, “From Darwin to Today in Evolutionary 
Biology” (2003), Darwin’s tree of life, and the idea that species are descended from common 
ancestors, was widely accepted within the scientific community by the time of Darwin’s death in 
1882, and, “even more so after 1900, it is almost impossible to find significant biologists who 
plainly and explicitly denied the existence of evolution.”  In other words, Darwin was able to 83
effect one of the most pronounced shifts in thinking and knowledge resulting from a piece of 
scientific literature of, as C. Kenneth Waters emphasises, “the Victorian or perhaps any era.”  As 84
Gayon further highlights, “the sudden and dramatic effect of the famous tree-of-life diagram 
constitutes one of the most spectacular examples of a shift of paradigm.”  85
 However, while Darwin may have convinced the scientific community on the first argument 
of the Origin (evolution), he did not succeed to the same extent with his second argument; that 
natural selection is the main means through which evolution proceeds. This response to natural 
 Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker (London: Penguin, 2006), 43 (original emphasis).81
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selection has been noted by many scholars of Darwin, including Water, Dennett, and Gayon.  86
Indeed, Gayon emphatically argues that “what went into eclipse during the so-called ‘eclipse of 
Darwinism’ was the idea that natural selection is a cause of adaptive evolutionary change. Most 
attacks between 1859 and the 1930s indeed targeted the very existence of natural selection.”  87
These attacks, though now discredited, at the time seemed reasonable: Darwin may have been able 
to posit the existence of natural selection, but he lacked a mechanism of inheritance through which 
it could act. 
 The mechanism and laws of inheritance—famously discovered by the Augustinian monk 
Gregor Mendel in 1865, before being ignored and then rediscovered in 1900—would be combined 
with the work of American biologist Thomas Hunt Morgan, which demonstrated the linear 
arrangement of genes along chromosomes. By the 1920s, an understanding had developed in which 
“[genetic] mutations arose at very low rates and were mostly recessive and disadvantageous. In 
those rare cases where mutations chanced to be advantageous, natural selection was the only 
process that could guarantee their diffusion through the population.”  In the 1930s and 1940s, the 88
case for natural selection was strengthened yet again with the arrival of population genetics and a 
statistical approach to evolution, culminating in the ‘Modern Synthesis’ of Darwinism 
(experimental genetics, population genetics, animal and plant systematics, and palaeontology).  89
Finally, in the 1950s, the first conclusive evidence for evolution by natural selection was published: 
H. B. D. Kettlewell’s highly celebrated study of peppered moths (1955).  As a result of the critical 90
work which led to the ‘Modern Synthesis’, the theory of DNA-based (gene-based) reproduction and 
subsequent evolution, which Dennett calls “the fundamental core of contemporary Darwinism,” is, 
he continues, “now beyond dispute among scientists.”  Hence, less than one century after its 91
publication, the core tenets of the Origin had come to be accepted by the scientific community and 
their existence conclusively demonstrated. 
 However, the history and subsequent development of Darwin’s ideas do not solely reside in 
the domain of science and biology. Darwin’s theories had an impact which also reverberated 
 See Waters, “Arguments in the Origin,” 116; Gayon, “Darwin to Today,” 242-50; Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, 86
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throughout social and political contexts, influencing ideologies and movements including Social 
Darwinism, racial anthropology, the monistic theories of Ernst Haeckel, and most infamously, 
Nazism.  The work of Haeckel and his particular relevance to Riegl will be more fully discussed in 92
Chapter 2, however here I will briefly discuss the iteration of Darwinism represented by the work of 
Herbert Spencer, and the movement he fathered: Social Darwinism. 
 Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) was a British philosopher and sociologist, whose works 
include Social Statics (1851), in which he argued that individuals constantly undergo changes in 
order to better fulfil the requirements of civilised society.  In fact, Spencer’s principle of 93
‘evolution’ in nature—which essentially amounted to a progression towards greater complexity—is 
thought to be the major reason Darwin did not use the term ‘evolution’ until the sixth edition of the 
Origin in 1872, as he wished to avoid public confusion between his theories and Spencer’s 
philosophy.  Spencer, one of Darwin’s earliest and most enthusiastic proponents, was the first to 94
use the phrase “survival of the fittest” in The Principles of Biology (1864), after his reading of the 
Origin.  Spencer, and the Social Darwinists who followed him, emphasised the ideas of 95
competition, profit, and “exclusion of the weaker members of society from its good.”  They 96
identified, according to Beer, “current society with natural law and [ignored] the degree to which 
any environment is composed of many, conflicting, needs and exercises.”  Further to this, Social 97
Darwinism saw it as “‘natural’ for the strong to vanquish the weak, and for the rich to exploit the 
poor.”  The influence of Social Darwinism would be wide and incredibly damaging to Darwin’s 98
ideas—implicating them as justification for laissez-faire economics and colonialism—and further 
using them to legitimise all manner of odious political agendas.  
 Why did the Origin, and the theories Darwin proposes within its pages, have such a 
remarkable and far-reaching impact, not only on the scientific disciplines from which they 
stemmed, but also throughout philosophy, sociology, and beyond? Could the theory of evolution by 
natural selection be, as Dennett allegorises, ‘universal acid’? “[Eating] through just about every 
 Gayon, “Darwin to Today,” 240; Hodge and Radick, Introduction to The Cambridge Companion to Darwin, 9. 92
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traditional concept, and [leaving] in its wake a revolutionised world-view, with most old landmarks 
still recognisable, but transformed in fundamental ways.”  Or does the Origin derive its power, as 99
Beer suggests, “because it raised questions fundamental to the life of humankind without making 
humanity the centre of its enquiry.”  (Importantly, Riegl’s art history would also mark a shift for 100
the artist themselves; away from the centre of art-making and their originality de-emphasised.) Or 
lastly was it, as Sloan submits, Darwin’s desire as a ‘philosophical naturalist., to synthesis the 
interests of natural history (plant and animal systematics) and natural philosophy (the search for 
general physical laws), in order to develop and understand the patterns and ‘laws’ of life?  Indeed, 101
Darwin’s synthesis—the ‘Darwinian Revolution’—is, as Dennett highlights, “both a scientific and a 
philosophical revolution, and neither could have occurred without the other.”   102
 Regardless of the reason at the centre of the impact of the Darwinian Revolution, Darwin’s 
theory, and his articulation of it in the Origin, was compelling enough to be immediately 
apprehended by the scientific community, intellectuals from many spheres, and more broadly, the 
general public.  “The reason for the continued vitality of Darwinism,” Gayon explains, 103
is not that Darwin ‘was right’. Actually, in comparison with modern standards, he was wrong on many points, 
or, more precisely, partially wrong. […] Darwin’s thinking about evolution has constantly been rectified rather 
than refuted. What explains the vitality of Darwinism is the heuristic power of the concepts that Darwin left to 
his followers: variation, competition, inheritance, chances of survival and reproduction, descent and 
genealogical arrangement.  104
The heuristic power of Darwinian theory—its ability to gain, expand and extend itself through 
experience—has truly been its greatest advantage since its inception over 150 years ago. The ideas 
proposed by Darwin have continued to demonstrate their relevancy to an ever-increasing number of 
disciplines and fields of study (both within the sciences and beyond), introducing new perspectives 
and methods of engaging with a topic previously not considered. As I demonstrated in the first part 
of this introduction, the works and art history of Alois Riegl have only just begun to be considered 
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through their relationship to Darwin and Darwinism.  The (brief) history of Darwin’s 105
revolutionary theory and its reception, which I have outlined here, forms the crucial foundations 
from which my investigation of the intersection between Riegl and Darwin can commence. 
 Though there has been a lag concerning the relationship between Riegl and Darwin, the relationship between 105
Darwin, Darwinian theory and the humanities (particularly in the nineteenth century) has been vigorously considered. 
See, for example, Barbara Larson and Fae Brauer (eds.), The Art of Evolution: Darwin, Darwinisms, and Visual Culture 
(Hanover, NH: Dartmouth College Press, 2009); Gillian Beer, Darwin’s Plots: evolutionary narrative in Darwin, 
George Eliot, and Nineteenth-Century fiction (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983); David Oldroyd, and Ian 
Langham (eds.), The Wider Domain of Evolutionary Thought (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1983); Diana Donald, and Jane 
Munro (eds.), Endless Forms: Charles Darwin, Natural Science and the Visual Arts (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2009); and James Krasner, The entangled eye: Visual perception and the representation of nature in post-
darwinian narrative (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992). 
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Chapter One 
1860-1890: Intellectual Traditions in Vienna 
[Vienna had] a highly scientific, positivistic intellectual 
culture, one that was deeply committed to the objectivity of 
knowledge and to a rationality that was sharp and hard—and 
unsentimental—within the realm of scholarship. 
— Luft, Eros and Inwardness in Vienna 
[L]et us think of a culture that has no fixed and sacred 
primordial site but is doomed to exhaust all possibilities and to 
nourish itself wretchedly on all other cultures - there we have 
the present age… . The tremendous historical need of our 
unsatisfied modern culture, the assembling around one of 
countless other cultures, the consuming desire for knowledge… 
— Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy 
 The period from 1860 to 1890 in Vienna’s intellectual history was marked by a series of 
contrasting ideological and philosophical tensions: the rational and the irrational; the objective and 
the emotional; the local and the universal. Importantly for our consideration of Riegl’s reception of 
Darwin, and the art historical tradition from which he emerged, Austria’s intellectual culture was 
largely isolated from that of Germany during the Romantic period and Prussian reform movement. 
Consequently, the Austrian intellectual climate was largely unaffected by the ideas of German 
Idealists, including Johann Gottlieb Fichte, Friedrich Schelling, GWF Hegel, and Immanuel Kant. 
Austrian intellectual traditions instead drew from both the earlier German humanist tradition which 
included Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Alexander von Humboldt, Gottfried Leibniz, and Christian 
Wolff, and the English and French traditions of empiricism and positivism. In this context, 
empiricism is understood as an emphasis on the pursuit of knowledge through observable and 
verifiable evidence. The ideology of positivism reinforced this preference for knowledge to be 
accumulated through observed or logical means, whilst contributing an essentially evolutionary 
paradigm in the pursuit of progress. Importantly, both empiricism and positivism excluded 
categories of knowing and experience, including the intuitive and the irrational. Hence, the 
prevailing attitudes towards accruing knowledge emphasised the values of reason, nature, humanity, 
objectivity and realism. Austrian intellectual culture was resistant to Kant and the Idealists.  1
Another reason for Austria’s intellectual uniqueness from Germany was that unlike Prussia and 
 David S. Luft, Eros and Inwardness in Vienna (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 23.1
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northern Germany, Austria had retained its Roman Catholicism, reaching modernity through the 
intellectual rigour of the Enlightenment rather than through Protestantism. As a result, “Austrian 
intellectuals seem to have felt at home with the merely empirical reality sometimes disdained in the 
post-Hegelian atmosphere of German cultures.”  After the revolutions of 1848, the intellectual 2
cultures of Austria and Germany drew increasingly closer together, as academics arrived from 
Prussia into Vienna. However, without the presence of the German idealist tradition in Austria, 
interest in science had flourished. Furthermore, the intellectual climate of Vienna after 1848 easily 
absorbed the German scholars, scientists, and intellectuals who arrived there in the 1850s and 
1860s, and found themselves at home with Vienna’s intellectual values, drawn from the 
Enlightenment and German humanism.  3
 What this chapter does then, in order to establish the intellectual context of Vienna from 
1860 to 1890, is twofold. Firstly, it elucidates the relevant scientific currents: liberalism, scientific 
materialism, Darwin’s reception, and his populariser Ernst Haeckel. Secondly, this chapter sets out 
Vienna’s art historical tradition, both at the Museum für Kunst und Industrie, and at the University 
of Vienna, demonstrating how the tension between the intellectual traditions of scientific 
materialism and philosophical irrationalism delineated Riegl’s experience and practice of art history 
in Vienna. Importantly, this chapter is not a direct reading of Riegl’s work, and relies instead on the 
wealth of secondary sources surrounding the intellectual and cultural history of Vienna. Therefore, 
this chapter lays the foundation upon which a reading of Riegl’s innovation and difference—
especially his unique adoption and adaption of Darwinian constructs, will be demonstrated in 
Chapters 2 and 3. 
Scientific Traditions 
Liberalism and Scientific Materialism 
 The scientific traditions of Vienna were developed and shaped by a few crucial factors: the 
separation from German intellectual culture; the political liberalism which dominated Vienna in the 
second half of the nineteenth century; and the tradition of scientific materialism. Liberalism was an 
intellectual and political tradition that developed from the late-seventeenth to eighteenth centuries 
in Western Europe and North America. During the nineteenth century, liberalism emphasised 
 Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 23.2
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individualism, rationalism and freedom. However, in line with its separation from German 
intellectual culture, Austria’s experience of liberalism was influence not by Kant, but rather the 
English and French incarnations of liberalism; and the earlier German humanism of Goethe and 
Humboldt.  Liberal Vienna was an ambiguous place, as tension arose between German humanism’s 4
emphasis on freedom and the actual practice of political liberalism, which became dominated by a 
political and economic upper class during the 1860s and 1870s.  This period of political liberalism 5
was stamped by the construction of the Ringstrasse, and its accompanying buildings—including the 
Rathaus, the museums, and the university: “symbolic buildings of the bourgeois liberal era.”  That 6
is to say, the construction of public works like the Ringstrasse, provided Vienna with a physical 
embodiment of the intellectual and political liberalism enjoyed by their cultural elite. Liberalism, 
through its insistence on rational freedoms, created an ideological context in which the pursuit of 
scientific knowledge and its subsequent integration into broader societal constructs was encouraged. 
 Scientific materialism was a politically and intellectually radicalised version of liberalism, 
which found itself particularly relevant after 1848. It drew on the ideas of Georg Büchner, Ludwig 
Feuerbach, Karl Marx, and Charles Darwin. Unlike Austrian resistance to German idealism, the 
impact of scientific materialism was strongly felt in Austria throughout the second half of the 
nineteenth century, as it arrived from northern Germany after 1848.  Scientific materialism found 7
itself particularly at home in the science and medicine faculties at the University of Vienna, where 
recent advances in anatomy, physiology, and cell biology exercised considerable influence. Indeed, 
the educational framework of late-nineteenth century Vienna was largely determined by scientific 
materialism over idealism, historicism, and the human sciences.  Where positivism and the social 8
sciences reigned in France, and idealism and historicism in Germany, scientific materialism and the 
natural sciences dominated Austria’s intellectual elite. The force of scientific materialism was 
further compounded in the 1860s as Darwin’s ideas were seen to contribute further justification for 
the materialist perspective on the world. By the late-nineteenth century, scientific materialism, 
according to Luft, “emphasised empiricism and reason, and refused to contrast philosophical 
 Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 7; Matthew Rampley, The Vienna School of Art History: Empire and Politics of 4
Scholarship, 1847-1918 (University Park: Penn State University Press, 2013), 8-9.
 Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 15.5
 Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 17.6
 Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 7-8.7
 Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 24-25.8
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thinking in any fundamental way to the methods of natural science.”  That is, in its pursuit for 9
objective knowledge of the natural world, scientific materialism often excluded the realms of 
intuition and psychology, lapsing into a dogmatic and rigid empiricism. 
 In combination, liberalism and scientific materialism created an intellectual context in 
Vienna that celebrated the study and discoveries of science, and emphasised the qualities of reason, 
experience, observation and objectivity. Vienna, therefore, was conveniently prepared for the 
apogee of scientific theory in the nineteenth century: Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural 
selection. 
The reception of Darwin in Vienna 
 From the outset, Darwin’s ideas found a warm and welcoming reception in Vienna and 
Austria. Vienna’s liberalism and scientific materialism predisposed its intellectuals, scholars, and 
scientists towards several aspects of Darwin’s theory: its seemingly mechanistic nature; its 
challenge to religious doctrine; its rebuke of the teleology of German idealism; and perhaps most 
importantly, its objective empiricism.  Darwin’s ideas were eagerly received at the University of 10
Vienna, and during the 1860s and 1870s he was the recipient of a number of honorary awards, and 
was the only living scientist to be represented as a bust on the exterior of the Naturhistorisches 
Museum, designed by Gottfried Semper as a part of the liberalist renewal of the Ringstrasse. 
Furthermore, Darwin’s works were frequently reviewed in detail by the Viennese press, particularly 
the Neue Freie Presse, the liberal paper which became a voice for Darwinism.  Importantly, 11
Darwin’s work was not often read first-hand by the public. Rather, Darwin’s ideas were 
disseminated through the work of popularisers, whose sales were often massive, and far surpassed 
Darwin’s own sales in Germany and Austria, as we shall see with Ernst Haeckel. Heinrich Georg 
Bronn’s 1860 German translation of the Origin provided a focal point for a generation of young 
scientists who, as Alfred Kelly describes, “saw science as an unstoppable, progressive force.”  A 12
generation of scientists and scholars could see the far-reaching relevancy and consequences of 
Darwin’s theory beyond its original grounds of biology, and its potential to radically shift 
 Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 25.9
 For a thorough and detailed analysis of Darwin’s reception in Germany and the reasons behind its success, see Alfred 10
Kelly, The Descent of Darwin: The Popularization of Darwinism in Germany, 1860-1914 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1981), 3-9.
 Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 26; Marsha Morton, “Art's ‘contest with nature’: Darwin, Haeckel, and the Scientific Art 11
History of Alois Riegl,” in Darwin and Theories of Aesthetics and Cultural History, ed. Barbara Larson and Sabine 
Flach, (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013), 54; Kelly, Descent of Darwin, 5.
 Kelly, Descent of Darwin, 21-22.12
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intellectual and cultural mores. A Viennese example of Darwin’s reception can be found in the work 
of Karl Rokitansky, a member of the medical faculty at the University of Vienna, whose work The 
Solidarity of All Animal Life (1869), as we shall discuss later in this chapter, read Darwin through 
the lens of irrationalist philosophy.  Darwinism, much like scientific materialism, had transcended 13
the category of scientific theory, into a popular philosophy and verged on religious status.  That is, 14
popularisers used the theory of evolution by natural selection to transcend biology, in order to serve 
their own philosophical agenda. 
 Darwinism, therefore, was tied to many of the same intellectual currents that dominated in 
Vienna: the tradition of German humanists, liberalism, and scientific materialism.  However, by 15
the 1870s, the nature of what Darwinism meant and represented had muddied. The narrow account 
of evolution by natural selection described by Darwin was thought not to go far enough by some 
materialists, who viewed the theory as a comprehensive approach for understanding the origins and 
mechanisms of life.  Ultimately, during the course of the 1890s, Darwinism extricated itself from 16
its difficult relationship with positivism and materialism. Instead, it became associated with 
philosophies that took a spiritual and imaginative perspective on nature.  In many respects, this 17
shift is due to the interpretation of Darwin’s theory by Ernst Haeckel, whose work we will now 
consider.  
Ernst Haeckel: Darwin’s mediator in Austria and Germany 
 Ernst Haeckel (1834-1919) was Darwin’s chief populariser in Germany and Austria, though 
his influence was felt across the European continent during the second half of the nineteenth 
century. A zoologist and biologist at the University of Jena, Haeckel’s prolific and substantial 
publications, including Generelle Morphologie der Organismen (1866) and the hugely successful 
Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte (The History of Creation) (1868), were among the most common 
 Karl Rokitansky, Die Solidarität alles Thierlebens : vortrag gehalten in der feierlichen Sitzung der Kaiserlichen 13
Akademie der Wissenschaften am 31 May 1869 (Vienna: Hof- und Staatsdruckei, 1869).
 Kelly, Descent of Darwin, 5; Luft, Eros and Inwardness, 24.14
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sources for an understanding of Darwin’s theories in the public and intellectual elite.  In Vienna, 18
Haeckel’s enthusiastic and persuasive interpretation of Darwin—highly influential among the 
liberal and intellectual elite—advocated Darwinism as scientific evidence for the unstoppable force 
of nature’s progress.  19
 In 1863, Haeckel gave a lecture at Stettin (now Szczecin, in western Poland), which Alfred 
Kelly described as “the public debut of German Darwinism.”  Haeckel called for Darwinism to be 20
applied far beyond the bounds of science and even the academic realm. In Haeckel’s speeches and 
publications, two major undercurrents of thought are evident: scientific materialism, and the 
German humanism of Goethe and Humboldt.  Haeckel’s unique popularisation of Darwinism came 21
to be called ‘monism,’ which denied the drawing of dualistic distinctions between categories, such 
as organic and inorganic, matter and mind. Further, Haeckel’s staunch advocacy for empirical 
objectivity and progress combined with scientific materialism to produce a philosophy of life and 
history in which cause and effect dominated the processes of existence. As Kelly describes, in 
Haeckel’s monism,  
although there were no blind-chance random events - the law of cause and effect kept things on a narrow and 
predictable path—neither was there any purpose in the universe, living or non-living. Darwin’s monumental 
contribution, said Haeckel, had been the final destruction of teleology.   22
Here, we can tease out a subtle but important distinction between Darwin’s theory of evolution—
where chance events do play a role within a broader evolutionary history—and Haeckel’s 
interpretation, in which a strict causal chain describes one purposeless phenomenon after another. 
Significantly for Riegl, Haeckel was among the first to highlight Darwin’s dismantling of 
teleological arguments. Darwin’s negation of teleology proved to be a crucial factor for Haeckel’s 
monism, as Darwinian theory demonstrated that objective causality could be extended from the 
world of inorganic matter to the organic world of living organisms and humans, dissipating the 
dualistic separation of nature and humanity, matter and spirit.  In seeing all matter and beings as 23
 Robert J. Richards, “The Tragic Sense of Ernst Haeckel: His Scientific and Artistic Struggles,” in Darwin and the 18
Search for Origins, ed. Pamela Kort and Max Hollein, published in conjunction with the exhibition of the same name, 
shown at the Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt, 92; Kelly, Descent of Darwin, 23. Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte went 
through twelve edition from its publication in 1868 to Haeckel’s death in 1919.
 Ernst Haeckel, Gemeinverständliche Vorträge und Abhandlungen aus dem Gebiete der Entwicklungslehre, 1:4-5, 30, 19
cited in Kelly, Descent of Darwin, 22.
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existing within the same sphere of ateleological causality, Haeckel drew strongly upon the tradition 
of Goethe, Humboldt, and Spinoza’s German Naturphilosophie, to which he describes his own 
ideas as “[adhering] firmly to.”  Influenced by the romantic slant of Naturphilosophie, Haeckel’s 24
work, mirroring the wider development of Darwinism and scientific materialism in the late-
nineteenth century, began to embody a spiritually-tinged monism. Specifically, in the unifying spirit 
of monism, Haeckel combined the categories of the material (biology and evolution) and irrational 
(spirit). This infiltration of the irrational into Haeckel’s thought would have supported his ongoing 
reception in Vienna where, after 1848, along with scientific materialism, the tendency for 
philosophical irrationalism had taken hold.   25
 Philosophical irrationalism was the current of post-Kantian thought that stood as an 
alternative to the interpretations of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, and emphasised the “power of 
nonrational and nonconscious elements in human thought and behaviour.”  The work of Arthur 26
Schopenhauer (1788-1860) provided Vienna’s introduction to philosophical irrationalism, followed 
by the early work of Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) and Richard Wagner (1813-1883). As both 
Cordileone and Luft have highlighted, these irrational thinkers were keenly read and discussed at 
the University of Vienna during the 1870s.  As a result of philosophical irrationalism, a generation 27
of Viennese intellectuals developed a sharpened awareness of the role of feelings, emotions, and 
human psychology.  The influence of Nietzsche and his relationship to Riegl will be more fully 28
discussed in the next section. The key outcome of the shift towards philosophical irrationalism in 
Vienna was that it echoed the shift towards the irrational and speculative in Haeckel and Darwinism 
more generally. This mutually reinforcing trend cemented the ongoing relevance of Darwinian 
theory in Vienna, beyond the scope of scientific materialism. Thus, the Viennese public became 
acquainted with a version of Darwinian theory, through Haeckel, which emphasised the unity of 
nature and existence, the power of causal relationships, and the ateleological nature of the universe. 
 To sum up, the intellectual climate of Vienna during the second half of the nineteenth 
century was vibrant and complex. Political liberalism had laid the foundations for Vienna, isolated 
 Ernst Haeckel, The Riddle of Universe, trans Joseph McCabe (London: Watts, 1911), 8.24
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from German Idealism, to become a centre where interest in scientific materialism and the work of 
Darwin flourished. Darwinian theory found an enthusiastic reception across the broad spectrum of 
intellectual life in Vienna, gaining favour amongst both scientific materialists and philosophical 
irrationalists. It was particularly Haeckel’s popularisation of Darwinian theory, which drew on a 
materialist basis to establish a speculative irrationalism, with which the Viennese intellectuals 
became familiar. Importantly, this unique fusion and tension between the material and the irrational, 
the empirical and the emotional, also played a decisive role in the foundations and development of 
art history in Vienna. 
Art Historical Traditions  
 Vienna’s reputation as a centre for art historical research was cemented by the flourishing of 
the First Vienna School (approximately 1880s-1900s) and the Second Vienna School (1920s and 
1930s). Crucial to Vienna’s ongoing success throughout the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries 
were the two institutions that dominated Viennese study and practice of art history: the University 
of Vienna, and the Österreichisches Museum für Kunst und Industrie (Austrian Museum of Art and 
Industry), now the Museum für angewandte Kunst Wien (Museum of Applied Art Vienna). In this 
section, the complex relationships that informed the study and practice of art history in Vienna will 
be unraveled. This intertwined network of connections can, I argue, be approached through first 
unpacking the disciplinary foundations of art history in Vienna, then considering the issues and 
problems which arose in the institutional contexts of the university and the museum. Importantly, 
both sites of art historical engagement played a vital and nuanced role in the emergence of art 
history as a potent phenomenon in Vienna from 1860 to 1890. What is revealed by this examination 
is a picture of the intellectual context which directly informed Riegl’s work. Furthermore, it is this 
art historical context, in combination with Vienna’s welcoming acceptance of Darwinian theory that 
provided, I argue, the major impetus for Riegl’s reformulation of art historical methodology through 
Darwinian constructs.  
Disciplinary Foundations: 1852-1874 
 In comparison to other German-speaking universities, and across Europe generally, art 
history arrived belatedly in Vienna: prior to the 1860s there were no significant public art 
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collections, and the university did not commence lectures on the subject until 1847.  Meanwhile, 29
the University of Göttingen had provided lectures on art history since 1799; at Königsberg from 
1825; and at Berlin from the 1820s with Hegel’s lectures on aesthetics.  However, despite art 30
history’s delayed institutionalisation in Vienna, the city’s intellectual climate of political liberalism 
and scientific materialism proved to be a fertile foundation upon which the discipline could 
develop. Indeed, once established the status of art history grew rapidly: Rudolf Eitelberger 
(1817-1885) was appointed the first chair in art history in 1852, and in 1864 he also became the 
inaugural director of the Museum für Kunst und Industrie (Museum for Art and Industry). By 1873, 
Vienna played host to the first ‘Art Historian’s Congress.’ Eitelberger, through his pivotal 
involvement in the inception of art history at the university, and the establishing of the museum, is 
arguably the father of Viennese art history. Consequently, with his influence diffused across both 
institutions, Eitelberger was responsible for shaping several aspects of the study and practice of art 
history in Vienna during the second half of the nineteenth century.  
 During the period from 1852 to 1874, the parameters of art historical research in Vienna 
were chiefly delimited by Eitelberger’s concern for a wissenschaftlich art history: “an empirical 
field, founded on the close observation of exemplary works of art.”  The wissenschaftlich art 31
history that Eitelberger advocated placed a heavy emphasis on the use of primary textual and artistic 
sources, with a view to constructing a clearly elucidated realm of objects for the art historian to 
consider. Additionally, there was a further focus on the authenticity of these sources, and accuracy 
and precision in the art historian’s recording of them.  By underscoring its rigorous empirical 32
foundations, art history was attempting to demonstrate not only the authenticity of any given object, 
but also to justify and authenticate its own scholarly existence. The positivist and empiricist 
paradigm of art history (what Rampley terms the “historical-critical” approach ) owed much to the 33
preoccupation of Vienna’s liberal elite with political liberalism and scientific materialism, as 
outlined above. Further, in Vienna the embracing of works by philosophers such as Auguste Comte, 
 Eitelberger was employed as a non-salaried Dozent (private lecturer) in 1847, then promoted to the position of 29
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John Stuart Mill, and Herbert Spencer, strongly encouraged the empirical, optimistic and 
positivistic approach which art history was to adopt.  Positivism was seen to imbue its Viennese 34
adherents with a “profound sense of methodological superiority,” as Cordileone states.  35
Wissenschaftlich art history, fuelled by the energies of empiricism and nineteenth-century optimism, 
would create an industrious network of scholars, curators, galleries, museums, and institutes, 
through which to propagate its agenda. 
 The intellectual currents of empiricism and positivism were further combined with a unique 
manifestation of Austrian patriotism to define the study of art history at the university. From 1854, 
two years after Eitelberger’s appointment as its first professor, art history moved from the faculty of 
philosophy to the newly formed Institut für Österreichische Geschichtforschung (the Institute for 
Austrian Historical Research). The institute would house the study of art history for nearly two 
decades, until the advent of a separate Institute for Art History in 1874. The Institute for Austrian 
Historical Research emerged from the aftermath of 1848 when, during the years succeeding the 
revolutions, a large program of reforms to the university were carried out. These reforms, instigated 
by education minister Count Leo Thun, while accelerating Austria’s academic development closer 
towards that of their Prussian counterparts, were also designed to lay the ideological foundations 
which would prevent a repeat of the revolutionary attempts.  36
 Initially the institute was directed towards shaping a sense of national history and national 
consciousness, which specifically focused on the notion of the empire as a union of various 
ethnicities and territories, and minimised the concerns of kleindeutsch German nationalism. 
Cordileone argues that the scientific approach of positivism became a vital tool for the institute’s 
scholars, with their “neutrality” itself becoming “a marker of an Austrian scholarly identity in 
response to the pressures of nationalism.”  The addition of a patriotic mood to Vienna’s positivism, 37
which has already been encouraged by the popularity of scientific materialism, further underscored 
the importance of the objective and direct observation of artworks. Moreover, Vienna’s patriotic 
positivism prioritised the telling of uniquely Austro-Hungarian art histories, as evidenced in Riegl’s 
account of the empire’s regional craft industry, Volkskunst, Hausfleiß und Hausindustrie  (Folk Arts, 
Household Production and Household Manufacturing) (1894), and Spätrömische Kunstindustrie 
 Rampley, “Idea of a Scientific Discipline,” 62. See also Hughes, Consciousness and Society, 36-37; Coen, Age of 34
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(Late Roman Art Industry) (1901), commissioned to consider late Roman artefacts found within the 
empire. In this regard, as Cordileone highlights, positivism was not only a practical art historical 
methodology, but also a firmly entrenched political ideology at the Institute for Austrian Historical 
Research.  38
 Therefore, Eitelberger’s legacy at the university evidenced itself in an institutional 
methodology that emphasised the objective, observational values of empiricism and positivism. 
Consequently, art history at the university was taught from a foundation grounded in the direct use, 
analysis, and investigation of primary materials, including both objects and documents. This 
resulted in a focus on producing monographs on individual artists, sourcebooks of documents and 
catalogues of drawings for scholars to utilise, such as Eitelberger’s Mittelalterliche Kunstdenkmäler 
des österreichischen Kaiserstaates (Medieval Monuments of the Austrian Empire) (1858-60) and 
the series which he edited, Quellenschriften für Kunstgeschichte (Source Texts for Art History) 
(1871-1908).  However, by the early 1870s, despite decades of dedicated work both at the museum 39
and the university, the status of art history as a discipline was still vulnerable, as shall be discussed 
in what follows. 
 The First Art Historian’s Congress, held in Vienna in 1873 (for which Eitelberger was on the 
organising committee), presented an opportunity to thoroughly explore and troubleshoot problems 
currently besetting the discipline. These problems included practical issues such as inconsistencies 
in cataloguing conventions, but also a lack of trained teachers and the unsystematic administration 
of museums. Primarily, it was a lack of academic infrastructure that most frustrated the participants 
of the Congress.  This had led to a high demand (and lack of supply) for trained art historians, 40
which consequently impacted the capacity of universities to teach art history. However, despite 
revealing the ongoing difficulties encountered by the discipline, the Congress also demonstrated the 
crystallisation of a professional community of art historians, who used the Congress to 
systematically establish a set of uniform protocols and standards to be employed in museums and 
universities across Europe.  Hence, by the mid-1870s, art history had developed a strong 41
professional identity and a growing community of scholars. The period after the Congress of 1873 
marked a shift in the development of art history in Vienna, as the limitations of positivism began to 
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emerge. It was during this time that Riegl entered the intellectual fray of Vienna, and the 
development of the First Vienna School emerged.  
  
Riegl’s Education and The First Vienna School: 1870s-1890s 
 An important predecessor for the First Vienna School, and Eitelberger’s prized protegé and 
anointed successor, Moritz Thausing (1838-1884), would combine Eitelberger’s emphasis on 
empirical documentation and the individual artist with a view towards a broad, ‘objective’ art 
history, which largely set notions of taste and value aside.  Importantly for themes that Riegl would 42
later take up, Thausing was among the first to make clear the difference between art history and 
aesthetics.  Riegl commenced at the University of Vienna in 1875, in the faculty of law, before 43
transferring to history in 1878. In 1881 he joined the prestigious historical community of the 
Institute for Austrian Historical Research, where he was immersed in its intellectual and ideological 
currents of positivism, patriotism, and empiricism. Despite the conceptual advances of Thausing, 
Margaret Olin, in her monograph on Riegl, is keen to underscore that the primary pedagogical mode 
at the institute during the 1880s still retained traits of empiricism, materialism, and positivism: “like 
many optimistic positivists of mid-nineteenth-century Europe, [Riegl’s professors] saw scientific 
methodology as a solution to humanistic and social concerns.”  However, Riegl’s education at the 44
university was not limited to his formal training at the institute. 
 Diana Reynolds Cordileone, in Alois Riegl in Vienna 1875-1905: An Institutional Biography 
(2014), takes up the influence of Nietzsche’s early works on Riegl’s thinking.  Before he 45
commenced at the institute in 1881, Riegl had not only studied under a wide variety of lecturers in 
philosophy and aesthetics (including Franz Brentano and Robert Zimmerman), but he had also been 
an active member of the Reading Society of German Students in Vienna (Der Leseverein der 
deutschen Studenten Wiens). Cordileone recounts that the club’s records demonstrate that Riegl 
joined in his first year at university (1875), and over the next three years (until the club’s dissolution 
in 1878) he held a variety of leadership positions.  The club provided a distinct site for the 46
reception of Schopenhauer and the early Nietzsche for its members. There were three crucial 
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outcomes of this engagement with Schopenhauer and Nietzsche’s philosophies, according to 
Cordileone: 
First, the club’s reception of Schopenhauer presented a significant challenge to the optimism and confidence in 
progress that characterised much of Vienna’s liberal society. Next, their readings of the early Nietzsche…
provided these young men with the tools of cultural criticism and a mistrust of the excessed of academic science 
(Wissenschaft). Finally, given both philosophers’ vehement rejection of Hegel, it was unlikely that Riegl could 
even take Hegel’s optimistic theory of World Spirit, development and progress seriously.  47
The significance of these outcomes cannot be underestimated. Rereading Riegl through a 
Nietzschean perspective has ramifications on the entire history of his reception in Anglophone 
scholarship. This is largely because of the propensity of early Anglo-American scholarship to read 
Riegl’s work, especially Kunstwollen, through a Hegelian framework.  Indeed, much of the early 48
Anglophone scholarship on Riegl, produced during the 1980s and 1990s, was preoccupied with 
trying to unravel and explicate the seemingly intricate (if fraught) relationship between Riegl and 
Hegel.  What Cordileone’s work suggests is that, in fact, there was probably only ever a negligible 49
relationship between the two thinkers, if there was a relationship at all. This is a radical reappraisal 
of Riegl’s intellectual influences. It also helps to understand Riegl’s direct remarks on Hegel, which 
are highly critical and had clashed with previous attempts to resolve Riegl’s art history within a 
Hegelian paradigm.  50
 In contrast to Hegel and Kant, Schopenhauer, in Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung (The 
World as Will and Representation) (1818) presented a profoundly pessimistic perspective on human 
history and its development.  For Schopenhauer, no amount of progress on humanity’s part—51
whether through science, or industry, or knowledge—could release humankind from the ambivalent 
and irrational Will. There was no master design to the universe and its contents. Significantly, Luft 
emphasises that there was an enthusiastic response towards Schopenhauer from Darwin’s followers 
in Vienna, who viewed the philosopher’s views as complementary to Darwin’s biology.  As early 52
as 1869, Darwin’s theories had been given a Schopenhauerian reading by a member of Vienna’s 
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medical faculty, Karl Rokitansky.  This interpretation of Darwin is important for Riegl’s later 53
understanding of Darwinian theory, for much like Haeckel, Rokitansky, in The Solidarity of All 
Animal Life (1869), presented an account of evolution by natural selection that emphasised its 
ateleological and nonanthropocentric qualities.  The irrationalism of Schopenhauer’s Will would 54
also provide a crucial foundation for the reception of Nietzsche, who in 1875, was still little known. 
 During Riegl’s time with the Leseverein (1875-1878), the club read both Nietzsche’s The 
Birth of Tragedy (1872) and Untimely Meditations (1873-76). Nietzsche’s reception with the club 
was warm and effusive, as he provided a vehicle to transform Schopenhauer’s drastic pessimism 
and nihilism into, Cordileone states, “a philosophy of heroic creativity and cultural redemption.”  55
That is, for the students of the Leseverein, there were two key aspects of Nietzsche’s thought that 
carried significant potency. Firstly, his critique of Alexandrian (or Western) scholarship, established 
in The Birth of Tragedy, in which he questioned the inexhaustible quest for knowledge through 
scientific enquiry.  And secondly, also present in The Birth of Tragedy, though more explicitly 56
taken up in his second Untimely Meditation, “On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for 
Life” (“Vom Nutzen und Nachteil der Historie für das Leben”) (1874), Nietzsche tied the crisis of 
German culture in the nineteenth century to an ‘excess’ of inappropriate historical knowledge.  57
Importantly, cultural crisis was not isolated to Germany during the nineteenth century, and similar 
preoccupations with developing a new, ‘modern’ style could be seen playing out across Europe; for 
example the Design Reform movement in England was indicative of this push for a new style, as 
was the Viennese Secession movement. In Vienna, the Museum for Art and Industry would act as 
the main forum for debate surrounding the problem of contemporary style, and will be discussed in 
the next section. 
 Ultimately, Nietzsche provided Riegl and the students of the Leseverein with the drive and 
justification both for questioning and criticising academic culture and scholarship, and for a renewal 
of interest in the emotional, creative, and seeming unknowable aspects of art and life. The impact of 
Nietzsche’s critique of Alexandrian scholarship and scientific enquiry was further compounded by 
his criticisms of Hegel. Briefly, Nietzsche saw in Hegel the crystallisation of all the issues 
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surrounding the excesses of history. For Nietzsche, Cordileone argues, “Hegel’s false religion of 
history was the miserable mythology of the present age, a symptom of its cultural philistinism. 
Nietzsche believe both irony and modesty on the part of the scholar to be necessary preconditions 
for historical enquiry: Hegelians had neither.”  Nietzsche’s criticisms of Hegel, combined with his 58
influence over the Leseverein and the already weakened reception of Hegel in Vienna, strengthen 
the rationale for reviewing and reframing our understanding of Riegl’s intellectual influences within 
a Nietzschean, rather than Hegelian paradigm. 
 Riegl’s education, therefore, was demarcated by the tension between his formal education at 
the university, which stressed the values of positivism and scientific materialism, and his informal 
education through Nietzsche and the Leseverein, which gave him the tools of cultural criticism and 
an enduring skepticism of the claims of scholarship. Riegl remarkably fits Luft’s description of 
Viennese intellectual culture, where, “the best minds were shaped by an intellectual context that 
was often both positivist in its antimetaphysical commitment to modern science and empiricism and 
alert to what was ethically and spiritually problematic in Western culture.”  In Riegl’s work, this 59
sense of both belonging to an intellectual tradition and scholarly discipline, and simultaneously 
occupying a critical position outside of that tradition, is tangible. Furthermore, this tension between 
scientific materialism and philosophical irrationalism would dramatically shape Riegl’s art history: 
his detailed and careful formal analysis being offset and counter-balanced by the irrational 
Kunstwollen. This unique aspect of Riegl’s art history will be further explored in Chapter 3. 
 How then, do these competing intellectual traditions operate in regards to Riegl’s place 
within the First Vienna School of Art History? Besides Riegl, the other members of the Vienna 
School included Franz Wickhoff (1853-1909), Max Dvořák (1874-1921), Julius von Schlosser 
(1866-1938), and Josef Strzygowski (1862-1941). Riegl’s position within the Vienna School is 
intriguing and nuanced, as he exhibits both similarities and differences to the core concerns of the 
group. The First Vienna School is broadly recognised as representing a shift away from the 
priorities and objectives of Eitelberger’s generation, leaving behind the carefully collated editions 
of primary sources and reference works.  Matthew Rampley, in The Vienna School of Art History: 60
Empire and the Politics of Scholarship, 1847-1918 (2013), redresses the focus on Riegl as chief 
proponent of the Vienna School, and instead explores the prevailing themes which concerned art 
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historians in Austria-Hungary.  Rampley emphasises that the practice of art history in the empire 61
emerged from a nexus of political, social, and economic factors, including political liberalism, 
patriotism, and scientific materialism. What transpired was an art history that was, Rampley asserts, 
“raised […] above the level of empirical observations or submission to aestheticising norms.”  It 62
was the Vienna School’s unique combination of “the narrow focus of empiricism with a grand 
thesis,” for which it is most remembered and celebrated for today.  The works of art history that 63
resulted were truly grand in ambition and conception, with a focus on the continuity of artistic 
production across human history, and the limiting of taste and beauty as matters of interest to the art 
historian.  
 By retaining the empirical methods of their predecessors, but drastically reframing their 
application and use, the members of the Vienna School were able to write art histories that 
vindicated previously vilified or neglected artistic periods (and in Riegl’s case, also entire artistic 
mediums). This reformulation grew into a shared practice of empirical analysis, but also a shared 
belief that periods of decline—a common feature of histories of art after Winckelmann—did not 
exist.  Whilst there are aspects of the Vienna School’s synthesis of an empirical methodology with 64
an overarching conception of history, that are inherently problematic (such as the crisis of yielding 
too much data to craft into a comprehensive theory), Elsner argues that scholars such as Riegl, 
Wickhoff, and Strzygowski represent a remarkable development, as up until that point, “German art 
history, with its fundamentally philhellenic prejudices (reached back to Winckelmann), the Italian 
nature of Roman art was an aid to the theorists of decline, since it represented southern decadence 
by contrast with the Nordic spirit."  That is to say, the work of the Vienna School fundamentally 65
rejected the model of the historical development of art proposed by Winckelmann, which had 
dominated conceptions of art history since its publication. 
 Key examples of the shift away from narratives of rise and decline include the work of Riegl 
and Strzygowski on rehabilitating the culture of late Roman/early Christian antiquity, though they 
vastly and vehemently diverged on several aspects of its history, including its relationship to 
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Oriental styles.  Wickhoff’s uncovering of Roman art, which “up until that then had been 66
downgraded as a mere corruption of Hellenistic painting and sculpture,” also represents a 
significant contribution to the trend of rehabilitation.  The interest of the Vienna School in 67
noncanonical and non-Western art, especially in the case of Riegl, was fed to a large extent by their 
access to the collections of Vienna’s museums. The open, diverse, and ‘objective’ (or 
nonjudgmental) approach of the Vienna School would become its hallmark, its practitioners linked 
by their shared dedication to an universal, underlying practice of measured empiricism, claimed 
Wickhoff in 1904: 
A group of art historians have graduated from this institute and remained in professional and personal contact 
with one another. However different their individual fields of activity might be, they share they intention of 
placing art history on a scientific footing along with the other historical disciplines.  68
Despite Wickhoff’s claim for a group of art historians united by a shared desire for a ‘scientific’ art 
history, Riegl’s skepticism and mistrust of unrelenting scientific enquiry was already well (and 
publicly) established by the time of Wickhoff’s comments in 1904. Indeed, Riegl’s critical stance 
towards scholarship and the institutionalisation of creativity and artistic production marks his 
difference from his fellow members of the Vienna School, and was made directly apparent through 
his relationship to the university’s sister site of art history: the museum.  
The Museum and Riegl’s Disillusionment: 1864-1895 
 The Museum of Art and Industry, founded in 1864 by Eitelberger, would become a major 
participant in the art historical and cultural environment of Vienna. The museum, in many respects, 
acted as a laboratory for Viennese curators and art historians, in which theoretical and practical 
debates were often played out. Crucially, the museum was intended to function as a key institute for 
the “production and dissemination of art-historical research.”  It was to this end that the museum 69
commenced its ambitious collection strategy, particularly developing its holding of rare and antique 
textiles.  The museum’s collection tactics were also accompanied by a directive for recording and 70
 On the rivalry between Riegl and Strzygowski, see Riegl, “Late Roman or Oriental?”; Elsner, “Birth of Late 66
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documenting important monuments in their original contexts. Moreover, the museum further 
established the credentials of its research and educational elements with the opening of its design 
school, the Design School of the Museum for Art and Industry, in 1868.   71
 The museum’s ideological predecessor, the South Kensington Museum in London (now the 
Victoria and Albert Museum), was founded in 1855 under similar circumstances and with a similar 
reformative agenda. The founders of the South Kensington Museum, a group of architects, 
designers, and public servants (known as the ‘Cole’ group, for their leader Henry Cole), operated in 
response to the perceived need for reform in the decorative arts and design. In many respects, the 
activities and aims of the Museum for Art and Industry can be seen as a vivid emulation of the 
South Kensington Museum, with whose rationale Eitelberger strongly identified. The Cole group 
aspired to rectify the current state of the decorative arts through a program of education, exhibitions 
and public engagement.  The South Kensington Museum also pursued an enterprising collection 72
strategy, acquiring large quantities of textiles and other objects, particularly from India and other 
non-Western cultures, after the Great Exhibition of 1851. These characteristics of the South 
Kensington Museum—its emphasis on education, design reform, the decorative arts, and foreign 
collecting—would all be emulated by its Viennese inheritor.  
 The multiple facets of the museum’s institutional life—its exhibitions, research, collecting, 
and design school—fed into one of Eitelberger’s principle aims as director: Eitelberger “had 
promised to guide society’s tastes ‘on the right track.’”  Through an extensive program of 73
exhibitions, which showcased only the most exceptional examples from the museum’s collection, 
and the training of a new generation of artisans at its design school, Eitelberger attempted to 
establish a uniform sense of ideal taste. Deborah Coen highlights that Eitelberger’s goal of 
“aesthetic unity” was aimed at producing a sense of style that, beyond refining the public’s taste, 
would also “transcend the empire’s divisions of class and nationality.”  What style of art, however, 74
constituted “the canon of ‘good taste’” according to Eitelberger and his colleagues at the museum?  75
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 At the museum, this manifested as a stylistic historicism: the trend for reviving and imitating 
styles of the past, with the aim to educate and shape both the public’s taste, and the aesthetic of the 
work of contemporary artists. The museum, as a result of Eitelberger’s quest to retrain the aesthetic 
sensibilities of the museum’s audience, focussed obsessively on exhibiting the best styles of the past 
(usually examples from ancient Greece and the Renaissance). This stylistic historicism was further 
reinforced by the public architecture being produced in Vienna during the nineteenth century. In his 
seminal work, Fin-de-Siecle Vienna (1979), Carl E. Schorske recounts the history of Vienna’s 
Ringstrasse, the central circuit in Vienna, around which many major buildings are located, including 
the University of Vienna, the Museum for Art and Industry, the Rathaus (Town Hall), and the 
Austrian Parliament.  The Ringstrasse was the focus of urban renewal in Vienna during the 76
nineteenth century, and featured many buildings whose architectural style imitated a historical past. 
The museums and the university were constructed in a Renaissance revival style (figure 2.1), the 
parliament in Greek, and the Rathaus in Neo-Gothic, while German architect Gottfried Semper 
contributed the grand and imposing Kaiserforum square.  Within the Ringstrasse project the 77
historical styles of the past were appropriated by its architects and designers in order to fulfil what 
Schorske terms its “symbolic function of representation.”  That is to say, by annexing the aesthetic 78
ideals of the historical past, Vienna’s city fathers were also commandeering the supposedly superior 
ethical ideals associated with the cultures of ancient Greece and the Renaissance. 
 Ultimately, the intellectual culture at the museum was characterised by an optimistic, 
positivistic, and progressive attitude towards art history, and its collecting and exhibition strategies 
were further influenced by a rational and utilitarian historicism.  This was an intellectual context 79
with which Riegl had “no affinity,” according to Diana Reynolds Cordileone.  In fact, Cordileone 80
points out that it was Riegl, firstly in Volkskunst, Hausfleiß und Hausindustrie, and then in his 1895 
essay “Über Renaissance der Kunst” (“On [the] Rebirth of Art”), who first raised and analysed the 
problems surrounding the practice of art history at the museum.  By 1895, Riegl had occupied his 81
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position as an adjunct curator of textiles at the museum for a decade. During this time, he had 
published Altorientalische Teppiche (Ancient Oriental Carpets) (1891), in which Riegl catalogued a 
selection of textiles from the museum’s collection, arguing that the ornamental designs of Islamic 
textiles were a continuation of Greek and Roman (specifically Hellenistic) antiquity, and also his 
first major academic work, Stilfragen (Questions of Style) (1893).  Despite his apparent success, 82
Riegl was unhappy with the dominant breed of historicist art history being practiced at the museum. 
Riegl placed the original blame for the burden of historicism which art history now carried on 
Winckelmann’s promotion of the Greek ideal: 
From the moment when art chose Greek antiquity as its model [that is, after Winckelmann], the advantages and 
disadvantages of art history became apparent. Who knew anything about Greek antiquity? Those artists of the 
15th century [Italy] viewed the ruins of Roman antiquity with a naive and unfettered eye. The artists of the 18th 
century confronted Greek antiquity shyly, as a stranger. What course of action remained open to them except to 
consult the scholar?  83
This passage from Riegl demonstrates his sophisticated and nuanced understanding of how 
fifteenth-century artists engaged with the excavation of ancient Rome. In Riegl’s mind, these artists 
did not necessarily engage with antiquity directly and thoroughly, but in the first instance through a 
seemingly innocent and naive visual appreciation. Riegl’s approach here is empathetic and subtle—
instead of glossing over detail, Riegl seeks it out—further emphasising his difference from 
intellectual currents at both the university and the museum. The work of Johann Joachim 
Winckelmann, especially the Geschichte der Kunst des Alterthums (1764), resulted in an increased 
reliance on museums and art historians to mediate the relationship between artists, the public, and 
the rediscovered Greek aesthetic.  Moreover, after the philhellenism of Winckelmann began to 84
decline in the historicist paradigm of the museum, art historians instigated a series of historical 
revivals. The Gothic followed the Greek, then the Renaissance, and lastly the Baroque: 
Once again art historians were ready and willing to produce new samples of historical styles, to publish journals 
on French or German Renaissance styles, and to rummage through the storehouses of old castles and churches to 
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find long-forgotten examples of these styles - saved only by happy coincidence - and put them on display in 
museums.  85
Artists, overburdened and overwhelmed by the art-historical canon of ‘good taste,’ were unable to 
create anything new, argued Riegl: “art history had retarded, overgrown and smothered the 
development of art.”  The modern practice of art history, preoccupied with matters of taste and its 86
wissenschaftlichkeit (scholarliness), had led to a period of artistic sterility. Riegl was dismayed and 
frustrated by the situation at the museum, summarises Cordileone: 
Riegl’s irony is palpable as he envisions art historians running amok in cellars and attics and for Riegl, the 
Museum of Art and Industry was an accomplice in the frantic rush from one historical revival to another. […] 
By presenting and researching all available past styles, art historians presented modern man with everything 
necessary for outward decoration, but this scholarly activity could bear no fruit.  87
Riegl’s critique of the historicist excesses of the museum is a key example of the techniques of 
cultural criticism and skepticism that he drew from his reading of Nietzsche. Through as excessive 
and unquenchable thirst for cultural consumption, the nineteenth-century mechanism of art history
—perpetrated throughout the museums, the universities, and the press—had, for Riegl, stifled and 
suffocated any potential for creative freedom and expression. The museum, through its historicism 
and excessive scholarship had developed into an institute paralysed by its mission to educate the 
aesthetic tastes of the Viennese public and its artistic community. 
 The reaction of Riegl’s colleagues and employers to his criticisms was mixed. While the 
failure of historicism as an institutional policy was beginning to be acknowledged by some—
including the museum’s second director, Jacob von Falke—none were willing to identify the cause 
of the museum’s problems as rooted in the legacy and tradition of nineteenth-century scholarship.  88
Ultimately, Riegl’s critique of the museum cost him his position: the intellectual culture of the 
museum was quickly becoming untenable. He left in 1897 after twelve years in the same position of 
adjunct curator. 
 Riegl’s experience at the museum began with a spirit of enthusiasm and energy, but 
ultimately led to his disillusionment with its institutionalised positivist and pedagogical ideologies. 
As we shall see in the next chapter, Riegl’s history of disenfranchisement with the museum is also 
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mirrored by his intellectual relationship with the German architect and theorist, Gottfried Semper 
(1803-1879). 
Conclusion 
 In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated the conflicting and competitive relationship 
between the intellectual traditions of scientific materialism and positivism in Vienna during the 
second half of the nineteenth century. This was an intellectual context which allowed the 
enthusiastic reception and interpretation of Darwinian theory, in large part through the publications 
of German biologist Ernst Haeckel. However, it was also a context of intellectual tension, which 
problematised the status and scope of art historical research. Scientific materialism and positivism 
engendered a wissenschaftlich approach to art history, which emphasised an empirical and rigorous 
search for origins and certainty through the meticulous study of materials, technique, and content. 
At the museum, this manifested as a drive to educate public taste through a series of historical 
revivals. Philosophical irrationalism, on the other hand, through the influence of Schopenhauer and 
Nietzsche, contributed an element of cultural criticism and disdain of scholarly excess, which called 
into question the curatorial and pedagogical ambitions of the museum.  
 In terms of our broader discussion of the relationship between the ideas of Darwin and 
Riegl, there are three significant insights that this chapter has drawn out. Firstly, Darwinian theory 
was favourably received and adopted by both intellectual traditions, ensuring its diffusion 
throughout Viennese intellectual culture. Secondly, during the second half of the nineteenth century, 
art history in Vienna was a multi-institutional discipline: art historians such as Riegl often occupied 
positions at both the museum and the university. Consequently, the practice of art history in Vienna 
necessitated the navigation of a complex web of ideologies, agendas, and intellectual 
preoccupations. Additionally, the tension between the traditions of scientific materialism and 
philosophical irrationalism would come to affect every aspect of Riegl’s practice as art historian, 
from his early education at the university, through to his curatorial practice at the museum and his 
later publications. With this intellectual tension we come to this chapter’s final insight: the shift 
from a Hegelian perspective of Riegl’s intellectual development, to a Nietzschean framework, 
which emphasises irrationalism and the limitations of Western scholarship.  
 The significance of these factors to Riegl’s work cannot be underestimated. Not only did 
they directly inform his art history, but also his interaction with Darwinian theory. In the next 
chapter, we take up Riegl’s first major publication Stilfragen (1893), in which he engages directly 
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and explicitly with Darwin and his theories, and the beginnings of their influence on Riegl’s art 
history are demonstrated.  
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Chapter Two 
1893: Darwinian Constructs in Riegl’s Stilfragen 
Our objective, therefore, will be to examine how the blossoms, buds, 
and leaves of each style in question are connected as they fill up the 
decorative field. A continuous historical thread can be followed 
throughout, from the earliest Egyptian period up to Hellenistic times… 
— Riegl, Problems of Style 
 In this chapter, I demonstrate the nature and extent of Riegl’s engagement with Darwin and 
Darwinian theory in Stilfragen (Questions of Style) (1893).  Further, beyond Riegl’s explicit 1
invocations, a broader infusion of Darwinian constructs will be shown to have shaped and informed 
the arguments and ideas put forth by Riegl in Stilfragen. The early infusion of evolutionary theory 
into Riegl’s conceptual constructs is crucial to the development of his later work, a thread that will 
be taken up in Chapter 3. 
 Stilfragen represents Riegl’s first major theoretical contribution to art history. In Stilfragen, 
Riegl traces the development of a series of ornamental motifs, including the lotus, the acanthus, and 
the tendril (figures 3.1 and 3.2), from their origins, throughout artistic periods such as the 
Geometric, Egyptian, and Classical Greek, ending with Islamic ornament. Stilfragen developed out 
of Riegl’s time at the Museum for Art and Industry, Vienna, where he had been a curator in the 
textiles department since 1884. The purported aim of Stilfragen was to establish a few basic 
elements of the history of ornament, from which a systematic and thorough history of its 
development could be established. Crucially for Stilfragen, it is through the ideas of the German 
architect and theorist Gottfried Semper (1803-1879), and his followers, the so-called ‘Semperians,’ 
that Riegl engages most explicitly with Darwin. Riegl’s first citation of Darwin in Stilfragen is 
worth quoting in full: 
The theory of the technical, materialist origin of the earliest ornaments and art forms is usually 
attributed to Gottfried Semper. The association is, however, no more justified than the one made 
between contemporary Darwinism and Darwin. I find the analogy between Darwinism and artistic 
materialism especially appropriate, since there is unquestionably a close and causal relationship 
between the two: the materialist interpretation of the origin of art is nothing other than Darwinism 
imposed upon an intellectual discipline. However, one must distinguish just as much and just as 
sharply between Semper and his followers as between Darwin and his adherents. Whereas Semper 
did suggest that material and technique play a role in the genesis of art forms, the Semperians 
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jumped to the conclusion that all art forms were always the direct product of materials and 
techniques.  2
We will return to a more thorough analysis of this passage later in this chapter, however it is clear 
that Riegl explicitly invokes the relationship between Darwin and the Darwinists as an analogy for 
the relationship between Semper and the Semperians, whose ‘technical-materialist’ art history Riegl 
actively contests throughout Stilfragen. Nestled among the opening pages of Stilfragen, this passage 
raises several questions, from which the key themes guiding this chapter emerge: (i) an examination 
of Semper and the Semperians, the context through which Riegl most directly engages Darwin and 
his theories; (ii) an analysis of the text from Stilfragen which is directly relevant to Riegl’s analogy 
between Darwin and Semper; (iii) a more general textual analysis of Stilfragen, in order to 
determine if there are broader evolutionary constructs at play in Riegl’s arguments. What unfolds is 
an elaborate and interconnected web of personalities and ideas, around which considerable amount 
of myth has developed. It is the aim of this chapter to unravel these perceptions in order to fully 
extract the influence and effect of evolutionary theory on Riegl’s Stilfragen. 
Semper and the Semperians: Technical-Materialist Art History 
 In Stilfragen, Riegl’s interaction with Darwinian theory is mediated by the work of Gottfried 
Semper, and his interpreters, whom Riegl names the ‘Semperians.’  Much like Darwin’s subsequent 3
popularisation and repackaging by scientists and writers like Ernst Haeckel (described in Chapter 
1), Semper’s original theorems were appropriated to fit the ‘technical-materialist’ agenda of the 
Semperians. Technical-materialist art history understood the origins of motifs and artistic forms, 
like the zigzag, by explaining their occurrence as inspired by the spontaneous happenstance of an 
object’s material (medium) and the technique used to produce it. For example, the zigzag was 
argued to have arisen from the accidental observation of the manner in which woven baskets 
produced an interwoven ‘zigzag’ effect. In Stilfragen, Riegl describes technical-materialist art 
history as “taking motifs whose origins could not be traced back systematically beyond a certain 
point and matching them up with the techniques from which, unaided by conscious, artistic 
invention, they had been spontaneously generated.”  Riegl understands that the Semperians, having 4
reached a point where motifs could no longer be explained systematically and analytically (in the 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 4; Stilfragen, vi-vii.2
 Riegl, Stilfragen, vii.3
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 22; Stilfragen, 11.4
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mode of positivism), sought to explain the origins of motifs hypothetically, by reducing them to the 
product of technique and material. In order to fully explicate Riegl’s reasons for using the 
relationship between Darwin and Darwinism to highlight the dissonance between the Semperians 
and Semper, we shall consider the two most relevant aspects of Semper’s history: his theory of 
Bekleidung, and his subsequent reception.  
Semper’s Theory of Style and Bekleidung 
 Gottfried Semper’s theory of style was largely informed by the array of objects and ideas he 
had experienced during his education and early years as a professional. Semper studied architecture 
in Paris under Franz Christian Gau. He was Professor of Architecture at the Akademie der 
bildenden Künste, Dresden, until his flight (with the composer Richard Wagner) from the city after 
the revolutions of May 1849. Wagner fled to Switzerland, while Semper eventually travelled to 
England by way of Paris.  During his time in Dresden, Semper completed a number of architectural 5
commissions, most famously for the Hoftheather (1841, destroyed 1869).  Semper’s architectural 6
style was characterised by his dedication to the nineteenth-century concern for Historismus 
(historical revival), and subsequently his masterful use of Renaissance forms.  7
 Once in London, the diverse range of material Semper encountered, both through the Great 
Exhibition of 1851, and the collections of the British Museum, proved to be a vital influence on his 
theoretical work. Semper’s theory of Bekleidung, or ‘dressing,’ had its genesis during this time, with 
the publication of Die vier Elemente der Baukunst (The Four Elements of Architecture) (1851).  In 8
Die vier Elemente, Semper proposed a model for understanding the origins of architecture through 
four elements: the hearth, the roof, the enclosure and the mound. Further, each element correlated to 
a different technique: the hearth with ceramics; the roof with carpentry; the enclosure with weaving; 
and the mound with earthworks.  Semper, though he certainly devoted considerable energy to 9
technique and material, was primarily trying to approach the origins of architectural forms from an 
 Joseph Rykwert, “Gottfried Semper: Architect and Historian” in The Four Elements of Architecture and Other 5
Writings, by Gottfried Semper, trans. Harry Francis Mallgrave and Wolfgang Hermann (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1989), xv.
 Harry Francis Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper: Architect of the Nineteenth Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 6
1996), 76.
 Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 101, 114.7
 Gottfried Semper, Der vier Elemente der Baukunst: Ein beitrag zur vergleichenden Baukunde (Brunswick: Vieweg 8
und Sohn, 1851); Gottfried Semper, The Four Elements of Architecture and Other Writings, trans. Harry Francis 
Mallgrave and Wolfgang Hermann (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989).
 Semper, Four Elements, 102-103.9
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anthropological foundation—by investigating and analysing the origins of architecture from the 
standpoint of humanity’s needs. 
 Semper would remain in London until 1855, when he took up the position of Professor of 
Architecture at the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) in Zurich, upon the 
recommendation of Wagner.  Once in Zurich, Semper was able to draw upon the foundations laid 10
down in his London writings to compose the first two volumes of Der Stil in den technischen und 
tektontischen Künsten, oder praktische Aesthetik (Style in the Technical and Tectonic Arts; or 
Practical Aesthetics) (1860-63), the apotheosis of his theoretical work.  Though written mostly 11
between 1856 and 1861, Semper worked on different iterations of the manuscript for Der Stil for 
nearly twenty years.  In Der Stil, as with his earlier work, Semper was interested in investigating 12
how architectural and artistic forms and conventions arose from the nexus of function, human 
desire, material and environmental factors. Der Stil maintained Semper’s theory of the four 
elements, and also provided a platform for the central aspect of his architectural theory: the idea of 
‘dressing’ (Bekleidung).  
 In its simplest form, Bekleidung posits the analogy between the dressing of the body with 
clothes and the decoration of architecture with ornamental motifs originally derived from material 
structures.  To demonstrate this, Semper provides the example of the capitals of Egyptian columns, 13
which he argues were drawn from the manner in which Egyptian women ornamented their hair with 
lotus blossoms, or even more directly, whole masks of the goddess Isis, which served as a physical 
decoration for other capitals (figure 3.3).  What was a physical, structural element of the original 14
structure is transformed, with the theory of Bekleidung, into a symbolic structure. Furthermore, in 
this system individual ornamental motifs “symbolise functions related to their source.”  Semper’s 15
paradigmatic example is drawn from classical Greece, where he argues that formal elements from 
‘Asiatic’ (Chaldo-Assyrian and Egyptian) structural textiles became symbolic motifs which 
‘dressed’ the structures of Greek architecture: 
 Wolfgang Hermann, Gottfried Semper: In Search of Architecture (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1984), 78.10
 Gottfried Semper, Der Stil in den technischen und tektontischen Künsten, oder praktische Aesthetik 2 vols. (Frankfurt: 11
Verlage für Kunst und Wissenschaft, 1860-63). Translated as Style in the Technical and Tectonic Arts; or Practical 
Aesthetics trans. Harry Francis Mallgrave and Michael Robinson (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2004). 
 For a detailed account of Der Stil’s inception, see Mallgrave’s introduction to the English translation: Mallgrave, 12
introduction to Style in the Technical and Tectonic Arts, 11.
 Semper, Style, 155, 378-79. See also Mallgrave, introduction to Style, 50; Rykwert, “Gottfried Semper,” 71.13
 Semper, Style, 237-38.14
 Margaret Olin, “Self-Representation: Resemblance and Convention in Two Nineteenth-Century Theories of 15
architecture and the Decorative Arts” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 49, no. 3 (1986), 380.
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The Hellenic principle obviously had to be based on formal traditions that favoured masking the 
material construction. It could never have arisen with these traditions—for instance, on pure 
speculation—and these traditions were Asiatic! 
[…] 
It was merely a matter of transforming the forms of the Asiatic construction of the dressing that were 
based on the mechanical necessity into dynamic, even organic forms, a matter of endowing them with 
a soul.  16
That is to say, Greek architecture masked, or ‘dressed,’ its material structure with ‘structural-
symbolic’ motifs, derived from Assyrian and Egyptian sources; liberating those forms from their 
weighted, structural physicality. The Greek style of dressing “emancipated form from the 
material.”  In effect, what Semper tried to describe in these passages from Der Stil is the process 17
that transforms a material idiosyncrasy of functional or structural design into a stylised, non-
functional motif which still hints back to its material origins. Eventually, motifs were freed from 
their physical origins to become the stylistic conventions of decorative art. In summary, Semper’s 
encompassing theory of style mandated a relationship between the appearance (form) of an object, 
and (first and foremost) its function. This relationship between form and function was further 
mediated and influence by other factors including the available materials, techniques, tools, and 
also climate, geography, etc. Semper’s theory of style had a profound effect on attitudes towards the 
applied and decorative arts, both in intellectual and museological contexts across Europe. 
 In Vienna, Semper’s theoretical and architectural works fed into the city’s prevailing 
intellectual climate of political liberalism and scientific materialism. When Semper relocated to 
Vienna in 1871 to oversee the construction of his designs for the Ringstrasse, his influence and 
reputation were already established.  Semper’s reputation preceded him, largely due to the 18
advocacy of Rudolf Eitelberger, the director of the Museum for Art and Industry and pivotal figure 
in the foundation of art history in Vienna (discussed in Chapter 1). Indeed, Eitelberger had based his 
model for the museum and its agendas of education and collection upon the British example of the 
South Kensington Museum, where Semper taught during his time in London. Semper’s dedication 
to an empirical and systematic approach to the study of art was further embraced and encouraged by 
Vienna’s intellectual elite.  Hence, Semper’s theories and ideas were quickly diffused throughout 19
 Semper, Style, 379.16
 Semper, Style, 379.17
 Semper left Vienna in 1876, reportedly after a disagreement with his partner in the project, Karl Hasenauer, and spent 18
his remaining years travelling between Vienna and Italy. He died at Rome in 1878. See Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 
352-53. 
 In the prolegomena to Der Stil, Semper declared that one of his tasks was to uncover “the general principles, the 19
fundamentals of an empirical theory of art.” Semper, Style, 71.
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Viennese museological and art historical practice.  At the museum, the approach used to develop 20
its collection, design school and public exhibitions were closely derived from Semper’s theories on 
style and the applied arts (Kunstgewerbe). Semper’s influence reinforced the museum’s central 
concerns with the collecting of rare and foreign applied arts, and was also evident in the published 
investigations which emerged from the museum, including Riegl’s Altorientalische Teppiche 
(Antique Oriental Carpets) (1891).  21
 Riegl’s early years in the museum, which culminated in the publication of Altorientalische 
Teppiche, were spent engrossed in cataloguing, collecting and exhibiting textiles. Mallgrave asserts 
that during Riegl’s time as curator of textiles (the medium over which Semper exerted the most 
influence) at the Museum for Art and Industry, he had implemented a thoroughly ‘Semperian’ 
paradigm for the collection, display, and study of textiles.  Riegl’s early intellectual career, 22
Mallgrave argues, “was very much dependent on Semper’s lead.”  In Altorientalische Teppiche, 23
Riegl initiated a strain of thought which he would continue to pursue throughout much of his 
mature work: his argument for a direct line of descent from Greek and Roman models of ornament 
through to Islamic ornament.  However, despite the first wave of extremely positive reception 24
Semper received in Vienna, the history of his reception came to be dominated by the interpretation 
and ideals of one group: the artistic materialism (Kunstmaterialismus) of the Semperians.  
The Semperians and Kunstmaterialismus 
 The reception of Semper’s work, much like Riegl’s and Darwin’s, has been contentious and 
problematic. Semper has been simultaneously labelled a materialist, idealist, proto-functionalist, 
eclecticist, Marxist, historicist, and a Romantic. Scholars agree that Semper’s contested position is 
due to inherent ambiguities present in his work, not the least being the apparent disjuncture between 
his architectural practice and theoretical writings.  On the one hand, Semper’s architecture 25
 Semper’s influence in Vienna, especially within the museum is well documented. See Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 20
355-361; Diana Reynolds Cordileone, Alois Riegl in Vienna 1875-1905: an Institutional Biography (Burlington: 
Ashgate, 2014), 71-74; and Matthew Rampley, The Vienna School of Art History: Empire and Politics of Scholarship, 
1847-1918 (University Park: Penn State University Press, 2013), 38.
 Alois Riegl, Altorientalische Teppiche (Leipzig: T. O. Weigel, 1891). This view of Semper’s influence on this period 21
of Riegl’s work is also supported by Olin: see Olin, Forms of Representation, 54-66; Olin, “Self-representation,” 390.
 Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 371-72.22
 Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 372.23
 See, for example, Riegl, Altorientalische Teppiche, 141.24
 Mari Hvattum, Gottfried Semper and the Problem of Historicism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, (2004), 7; 25
Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 4-5.
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celebrated the forms and proportions of the historical past, firmly entrenched in the current of 
Historismus (historical revival), which also dominated the exhibitionary culture of the museums in 
London and Vienna. His theoretical writings, on the other hand, fed into the nineteenth-century 
campaign for a new modern style, which Semper worked towards by first looking closely at the 
mechanisms underpinning the origins and genesis of artistic motifs and traditions.  
 On the subject of Semper’s relationship to Darwin, opinion is similarly fraught.  Semper 26
himself seems to have been wary of too readily applying Darwinian theory to the history of art and 
architecture, and Mallgrave goes so far as to frame Semper’s attitude as one of “anti-Darwinism.”  27
Leopold Ettlinger, on the other hand, writes that Semper, “in the first place firmly believed that the 
principle of Evolution—in the strict scientific sense of the term—could be applied to the arts and 
architecture.”  However Ettlinger qualifies this by adding that Semper did not wish “to transfer 28
Darwin’s method altogether to the arts.”  Even Semper’s own son, Hans Semper, linked his 29
father’s theories to Darwin in 1880.  30
 However, despite the various labels, it was the materialist interpretation of Semper that 
dominated throughout the final three decades of the nineteenth century. In a general sense, 
materialism pursued explanations for phenomena through purely physical and material causes. 
Much like the scientific materialism that gripped Vienna, with its emphasis on observation and 
empiricism, materialism pursued its preferred root cause (the material facts of the universe) to the 
exclusion of all other elements, including the irrational and emotional. Artistic materialism 
(Kunstmaterialismus), therefore, investigated the forms, origins, and histories of art through the 
materials and techniques used to produce it. This artistic materialism saw some archaeologists and 
historians extend Semper’s theory of Bekleidung to argue that the origins of conventionalised, 
abstract motifs (such as the zigzag) arose from the direct copying of idiosyncratic characteristics of 
specific materials and techniques (especially textiles). The materialist interpretation of Semper 
 For examples of historians of design, architecture and archaeology (who are roughly contemporaneous with Semper 26
and Riegl), whose relationship to Darwin is explicit in their work, I direct the reader to the work of Alfred Haddon, 
Evolution in Art: as Illustrated by the Life-Histories of Designs (London: W. Scott, 1895) and Augustus Pitt Rivers, The 
Evolution of Culture and Other Essays (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1906). More recently, there is Philip Steadman’s The 
Evolution of Designs: Biological Analogy in Architecture and the Applied Arts (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1979). My thanks to an examiner of this thesis for their suggestions. 
 Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 364, 305. Mallgrave’s opinion is further supported by Joseph Rykwert, who calls 27
Semper’s theory “un-evolutionary, even anti-evolutionary.” Rykwert, “Gottfried Semper,” 77.
 Leopold Ettlinger, “On Science, Industry and Art—Some Theories of Gottfried Semper,” Architectural Review 136, 28
1964, 58 (original emphasis).
 Ettlinger, “On Science, Industry and Art,” 58.29
 Hans Semper, Gottfried Semper: Ein Bild seines Lebens und Wirkens (Berlin: S. Calvary, 1880), 4, cited in 30
Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 376.
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arose from his emphasis on the relationship between material and function, and their governance 
over form. Importantly, Wolfgang Hermann claims this was a superficial reading of Semper’s work: 
“because throughout [Der Stil] [Semper] emphasised the decisive influence of material and 
function, he was, and at times still is, thought to have been a materialist. This he certainly was 
not.”  The role of material and function, whilst certainly critical (and arguably the most important) 31
to the genesis of artistic motifs, were not the sole factors relevant to their creation. That is, the 
materialist interpretation of Semper is a fundamentally reductionist reading of his theory of style: it 
stripped away all other factors and influences on the production of art, until only material, technique 
and function remained.  
 In Stilfragen, those who persisted with a Kunstmaterialismus interpretation of Semper were 
called the ‘Semperians’ by Riegl. The reductionism of the Semperians flared Riegl’s ire, and 
motivated him to analogise their relationship to Semper with the relationship between Darwin and 
the Darwinists. The Semperians, according to Riegl, “immediately and crudely, thought that art 
forms were a direct product of material and technique”  and as a consequence, “in the last twenty-32
five years, have exerted such a decisive and paralysing influence upon all art historical research.”  33
In Stilfragen, Riegl identifies two major culprits of the Semperian discourse: Alexander Conze 
(1831-1914) and Reinhard Kekulé (1839-1911). Conze was a German archaeologist, serving as 
Professor of Archaeology at the University of Vienna in the 1870s, and rose to prominence as a 
result of his excavations at Samothrace, Greece. In his written works, such as Zur Geschichte der 
Anfänge der griechischen Kunst (The History of the Beginnings of Greek Art) (1870-73), Conze 
applied Semper’s theory of Bekleidung to the origins of motifs on Greek Geometric style vases.  34
Conze took an unyielding approach to the genesis of motifs, arguing for a direct relationship 
between ornamental motifs, and material factors.  Reinhard Kekulé strove to further the work of 35
Conze, making detailed claims concerning the relationship between basket weaving and Geometric 
Greek vases.  In 1890, Kekulé presented a paper at the Berlin Archaeological Society, “Ursprung 36
 Hermann, Gottfried Semper, 121.31
 “so meinten die Semperianer sofort schlechtweg: die Kunstform wäre eine Produkt aus Stoff und Technik.” Riegl, 32
Stilfragen, vii.
 “in den letztverflossenen 25 Jahren einen so bestimmenden und vielfach lähmenden Einfluss auf unsere gesammte 33
Kunstforschung ausgeübt haben” Riegl, Stilfragen, vi. 
 Alexander Conze, Zur Geschichte der Anfänge der griechischen Kunst (Wien: Im Commission bei Karl Gerold’s 34
Sohn, Buchändler der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1870-73).
 Riegl does not cite a particular source by Conze, but he is mostly like thinking of Conze’s Zur Geschichte der 35
Anfänge der griechischen Kunst (1870-73).
 For Riegl’s critique of Kekulé, see: Riegl, Stilfragen, 25-29; Riegl, Problems of Style, 34-38.36
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der Form und Ornament der ältesten griechischen und vorgriechischen Vasen” (“Origins of Form 
and Ornament in Ancient Greek and pre-Greek Vases”), in which he argued that the shape and 
decoration of particular pre-Greek vases of the Geometric Style (including Dipylon and Mycenaean 
examples, see figure 3.4) were directly modelled on actual baskets and basket weaving motifs.  37
Kekulé asserts that “the first pattern for ceramic vases was from woven and wooden baskets, and 
these origins have dominated the development of all that has followed since.”  Which is to say that 38
the painted ornamental motifs that decorated ancient and pre-Greek pottery were drawn directly 
from the materials and techniques used in baskets and basket-weaving. Crucially, it is to the 
exclusion of all other factors that Kekulé argues for the surpassing dominance of material and 
technique at the genesis of artistic motifs. In contrast to Conze and Kekulé, Riegl adopts a more 
nuanced approach to Semper’s theory, arguing that for Semper, “material and technique would also 
come into consideration” in combination with a variety of other factors.  39
 What arose with the Semperians was both an extension and a reduction of Semper’s ideas. 
The Semperians extended Semper’s interest in material and technique to the point where it 
dominated their views on artistic creation. It will do to recall that while Semper recognised the 
importance of material and technique, it was only one set of factors that he saw as influencing the 
development of art and architecture. Though it is clear that Riegl rejects the reductionistic 
materialism of the Semperians, it is important to note that Riegl does not attempt to clarify or 
employ the other factors influencing art’s origin that Semper includes in Der Stil. Contrary to 
Semper’s own convictions, the Semperians pursued technique and material to the exclusion of all 
other potential influences: reducing Semper’s theory of style to a single root cause. This resulted in 
a dogmatic approach to the history of art that, according to Riegl, Semper would have barely 
recognised or supported. Crucially, it is this exploitation of Semper’s theory that Riegl rejects in 
Stilfragen, and provokes him to explicitly invoke Darwin and evolutionary theory. 
Darwin as Analogy: Evolution and Metaphor in Stilfragen 
 Reinhard Kekulé, “Ursprung der Form und Ornament der ältesten griechischen und vorgriechischen Vasen,” 37
Archäologischer Anzeiger (July 1890), 106-7. See also Riegl, Problems of Style, 34; Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 
377-78.
 Kekulé, “Ursprung,” 106: “Die ertsen Muster für Thongefäfse waren Körbe aus Geflecht und Holz und diese 38
Ursprünge haben die Entwickelung für alle Folgezeit beherrscht.”
 Riegl, Stilfragen, vii. “kämen auch Stoff und Technik in Betracht.” See also Riegl, Problems of Style, 19-20; 39
Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 372-73.
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 In the opening pages of Stilfragen, Riegl makes a bold comparison. He uses the relationship 
between Darwin and the Darwinists as an analogy for the relationship between Semper and the 
Semperians: a detailed reading of this interaction will reveal several insights. Firstly, we can discern 
the extent of Riegl’s knowledge of Darwinian theory and its reception. Next, by examining the 
manner in which Riegl constructs his analogy, we can develop an understanding of his own attitude 
towards Darwin and his theories. Finally, we can begin to unravel Riegl’s motivations behind 
drawing such a potent comparison. It is worth quoting Riegl’s analogy in full, from which we will 
then conduct a systematic reading: 
The theory of the technical, materialist origin of the earliest ornaments and art forms is usually 
attributed to Gottfried Semper. The association is, however, no more justified than the one made 
between contemporary Darwinism and Darwin. I find the analogy between Darwinism and artistic 
materialism especially appropriate, since there is unquestionably a close and causal relationship 
between the two: the materialist interpretation of the origin of art is nothing other than Darwinism 
imposed upon an intellectual discipline. However, one must distinguish just as much and just as 
sharply between Semper and his followers as between Darwin and his adherents. Whereas Semper 
did suggest that material and technique play a role in the genesis of art forms, the Semperians 
jumped to the conclusion that all art forms were always the direct product of materials and 
techniques.  40
Auf Gottfried Semper pflegt man die Theorie von der technischemateriellen Entstehung der ältesten 
Ornamente und Kunstformen überhaupt zurückzuführen. Es geschieht dies mit demselben, oder 
besser gesagt, mit ebensowenig Recht, als die Identifizierung des modern Darwinismus mit Darwin: 
die Parallele — Darwinismus und Kunstmaterialismus — scheint mir um so zutreffender, als 
zwischen diesen beiden Erscheinungen zweifellos ein inniger kausaler Zusammenhang existiert, die 
in Rede stehende materialistische Strömung um der Auffassung der Kunstanfänge nichts Anderes 
ist, also so zu sagen die Uebertragung des Darwinismus und Darwin, ist auch zwischen 
Semperianern und Semper scharf und streng zu unterscheiden. Wenn Semper sagte: beim Werden 
einer Kunstform kämen auch Stoff und Technik in Betracht, so meinten die Semperianer sofort 
schlechtweg: die Kunstform wäre eine Produkt aus Stoff und Technik.  41
 This passage is dense with references to not only different theoretical positions and 
ideological claims, but also compares the individual disciplines of art history and biology. Riegl 
begins: “the theory of the technical, materialist origins of the earliest ornaments and art forms is 
usually attributed to Gottfried Semper.” Here, Riegl tell us how the technical-materialist theory of 
art history is usually traced back to Gottfried Semper, and in invoking their relationship, prepares 
the reader to questions its status. As we have uncovered, the proponents of ‘technical-materialist’ art 
history had been originally inspired by Semper’s theory of Bekleidung, though they eventually 
extended and reduced it in a manner which would have seemed quite foreign to Semper.  
 Next, Riegl provides his reader with his alternate proposal: “the association [between 
Semper and technical-materialist art history] is, however, no more justified than the one made 
between contemporary Darwinism and Darwin.” Riegl’s major claim is that the work of Semper is 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 4.40
 Riegl, Stilfragen, vi-vii.41
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not truly reflected in the dogmatic theories of the ‘Semperians,’ much like the original work of 
Darwin is not reflected in the wild philosophical extensions made by the Darwinists (see Chapter 
1). In this sense, Riegl is taking a sympathetic stance towards both Semper and Darwin—almost 
one of defence—and a critical stance towards their interpreters and adherents. Crucially, Riegl also 
reveals an important component of his own knowledge of Darwinism: by contrasting 
“contemporary Darwinism” with “Darwin,” Riegl reveals his knowledge of the current status of 
Darwin’s theory, as it became ‘Darwinism’ (Darwinismus) through his popularisers. That is, Riegl 
demonstrates his awareness of the difference that existed between Darwin’s work, and the iteration 
of Darwinism in circulation by the 1890s. Recalling Darwin’s reception and popularisation in 
Austria and Germany (see Chapter 1), wherein the vast majority of those who encountered Darwin’s 
theories did so through his popularisers rather than first-hand through Darwin’s own publications, 
Riegl’s deliberate invocation of the difference between Darwin and Darwinismus is crucial. This is 
because it demonstrates that even if Riegl did not read the Origin itself—it is impossible to 
definitively say whether he did or not—at the very least he had enough understanding of Darwin’s 
thought in its original context to appreciate the vast liberties which some of the adherents of 
Darwinismus had taken. Therefore, though unable to state with absolute confidence whether Riegl 
had direct, first-hand exposure to Darwin’s work, I argue that he did have a reasonably solid 
knowledge of Darwin’s theory and its original context, as well as its subsequent reception and 
popularisation. This is an argument that will be further supported as we explore Riegl’s interaction 
with Darwin throughout Stilfragen. 
 In the next sentence, Riegl makes a further claim. Here, Riegl asserts that artistic 
materialism (Kunstmaterialismus), or technical-materialist art history, is nothing other than the 
ideologies of Darwinismus transferred to a scholarly discipline. Furthermore, he argues that there is 
an “intimate causal relationship” (“inniger kausaler Zusammenhang”) between artistic materialism 
and Darwinismus; that artistic materialism has been shaped by Darwinismus. If we examine the 
similarities between Kunstmaterialismus and Darwinismus, we can certainly appreciate the parallel 
Riegl has drawn. As discussed in Chapter 1, the reception of Darwinian theory during the second 
half of the nineteenth century was strongly materialist: recall Ernst Haeckel’s insistence on the 
inexorable dominance of cause and effect over the physical world. Kunstmaterialismus, as 
discussed above, exhibited a similarly unrelenting belief in the supremacy of material and technique 
over all else in the causal process of artistic creation. Beyond his apparent distaste for the reductive 
extensions of Kunstmaterialismus, Riegl is actively aligning himself with the originators (Semper 
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and Darwin), and just as actively distancing himself from their adherents (the Semperians and 
Darwinists). 
 Riegl continues: “However, one must distinguish just as much and just as sharply between 
Semper and his followers as between Darwin and his adherents.”  Again, we see Riegl 42
demonstrating his awareness of the issues surrounding the history of Darwin’s reception. He 
implores that just as it is crucial to separate out Darwin’s original thought from the interpretations 
of the Darwinists, we must also apply the same separation to Semper and the Semperians. Again, 
Riegl aligns himself with Semper and Darwin. Finally, Riegl elucidates: “Where Semper said: at the 
genesis of art forms material and technique came into account, so the Semperians immediately and 
crudely thought: art forms were the product of material and technique.”  That is to say, as we have 43
already discussed, while Semper certainly did suggest that materials and techniques had a role at the 
origin of art forms, the Semperians eagerly pursued Semper’s suggestion to its extreme and 
materialist end.  For Riegl, the Semperians had reduced the creation of art’s earliest forms and 44
motifs to an accident of material and technique, and with one broad stroke minimised the role of 
spontaneity, and the ingenuity of human creativity, from having any place in the origin and creation 
of novel artistic elements. Riegl could not abide by this dogmatic, reductionist approach to art 
historical enquiry, labelling the Semperians “extremists” (Extremen) whose work amounted to 
“terrorism” (Terrorismus).  Riegl highlights that Semper himself did not propound a theory which 45
undermined creativity in such a spectacular fashion: “Gottfried Semper (…) would never have 
agreed to exchanging free and creative artistic impulse [Kunstwollen] for an essentially mechanical 
and materialist drive to imitate.”   46
 From Riegl’s polemic against the Semperians, a situation emerges that is remarkably akin to 
what he would face at the museum only two years later. In Stilfragen, Riegl is carrying out an early 
version of his Nietzschean critique of scholarly excess, which we saw in his article “On [the] 
Rebirth of Art” (1895), discussed in Chapter 1. What the Semperians had done, in Riegl’s mind, by 
eroding and reducing the act of artistic creation to an issue only of materials and technique, was 
exclude any opportunity for the irrational, the emotional, or the creative aspects of humanity to be 
 Riegl’s alliteration here between “scharf und streng” (“sharply and strongly”) is quite lovely. 42
 My emphasis.43
 See Semper, Style, 237-238, 378-79.44
 Riegl, Stilfragen, vi. 45
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 4. “Dies geschah gewiss nicht im Geiste Gottfried Sempers, der wohl der Letzte gewesen 46
wäre, der an Stelle des frei schöpferischen Kunstwollens einen wesentlich mechanish-materiellen Nachahmungstrieb 
hätte gesetzt wissen wollen.” Riegl, Stilfragen, vii.
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expressed in art. Further, the Semperians had either ignored or failed to recognise the purposiveness 
of the process of artistic creation. Riegl’s commitment to purposiveness (often without a central 
purpose), what is often described as his “teleology without a telos,” will be discussed in Chapter 3.  
If we recall Riegl’s criticism of the museum’s ideology of Historismus (historical revival), it was 
that through a surfeit of knowledge—an excess of history—by looking too hard for the ‘original’ or 
the ‘best’ style to inspire contemporary artists, that the museum had in fact stifled any potential for 
creative innovation. Riegl’s critique of the Semperians, grounded in a rejection of their 
reductionism and rationalism, would have far-reaching consequences for his art history, and also 
helps to shed light on his motivations for analogising Semper and the Semperians with Darwin and 
the Darwinists.  
 Before we consider Riegl’s reasons for drawing his analogy, let us return briefly to 
summarise what we can determine of Riegl’s knowledge and sources of Darwin’s theories, and his 
general attitude towards them. From our analysis, it is possible to discern three key points: first, that 
Riegl did indeed appear to have knowledge of Darwin’s work. Secondly, though it seems likely 
given the circumstances of Darwin’s popularisation in Austria and Germany (outlined in Chapter 1) 
that the majority of Riegl’s knowledge came from Darwinist popularisers, it is crucial to underscore 
that Riegl had enough knowledge of Darwin’s original theories and their original context, not only 
to appreciate the difference between Darwin and the Darwinists, but also to take a wary and critical 
stance towards the latters’ thought. Thirdly, by aligning Darwin with Semper, whose work he was 
defending against the indulgences of his followers, Riegl casts Darwin in the same positive light. To 
summarise, Riegl appears to have possessed a sound knowledge of Darwin’s work, certainly 
through his popularisers (and perhaps also through some direct contact with Darwin’s publications), 
and while he approached the Darwinists with a considerable degree of critical caution, Riegl’s 
attitude towards Darwin’s work was largely positive. 
 These conclusions are further supported and elaborated on throughout Stilfragen. For 
example, let us consider a passage from Riegl’s chapter on the Geometric Style: 
Considering the strictly scientific methods normally followed by classical archaeology today, this 
unquestioned belief in the authority of the second proposition [which claims that the characteristic 
motifs of the Geometric style originated from wickerwork and textile weaving] only makes sense 
within the context of the general characteristics of the times and the predominant intellectual tendencies 
of the last thirty years. By this I mean the materialist, scientific worldview, first promulgated by 
Lamarck and Goethe and subsequently brought to maturity by Darwin, which has left such grave 
consequences in its wake even in the field of art history. As a parallel to the effort to explain the 
evolution of species by means of the purely physical drive for survival, there was also an effort to 
discover primary and intrinsically physical mechanisms for the intellectual evolution of the human race. 
Art obviously represented - or so one thought - a higher stage of intellectual evolution and therefore 
could not have been present from the very beginning.  47
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 21.47
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Angesichts der streng wissenschaftlichen Methode, mit welcher die klassische Archäologie unserer 
Tage arbeitet, ist die Autoritätsgläubigkeit gegenüber dem in Rede stehenden Lehrsatze nur zu 
verstehen wenn man den allgemeinen Zug der Zeit, die übermächtige Strömung der Geister in den 
letztverflossenen dreissig Jahren in Betracht zieht. Es ist die durch Lamarck and Goethe angebahnte, 
durch Darwin zum reifen Ausdruck gelangte Art der Weltanschauung nach stofflich-
naturwissenschaftlichen Gesichtspunkten, die auch auf dem Gebiete der Kunstforschung 
schwerwiegende Folgen nach sich gezogen hat. Parallel mit der Darlegung der Entwicklung der Arten 
unter rein stoffliche Fortbildungsmotiven war man bestrebt, auch für die geistige Entwicklung des 
Menschengeschlechts ursprünglich wesentlich materielle Hebel ausfindig zu machen. Die Kunst als 
augenscheinlich höhere Potenz einer geistigen Entwicklung konnte — so meinte man — nicht von 
Anbeginn vorhanden gewesen sein.   48
In this passage, Riegl not only explicitly references Darwin and evolutionary theory again, but 
further demonstrates a nuanced and detailed comprehension of the complex set of intellectual 
traditions which influenced and interconnected with Darwin’s work. Firstly, he mentions Jean-
Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829), the French naturalist and biologist. Lamarck’s theories, published in 
works such as Recherches sur l’organisation des corps vivants (1802) and Philosophie Zoologie 
(1809), were often perceived as a precursor and competitor to Darwin’s work. Lamarck suggested a 
theory of adaptation and evolution through acquired traits, although contemporary knowledge of 
evolution understands that adaption does not occur according to Lamarck’s ideas.  Through his 49
reference to Lamarck, Riegl demonstrates a broader knowledge of theoretical concerns in the area 
of evolution. Secondly, Riegl mentions the German philosopher Goethe. As discussed in Chapter 1, 
Goethe’s humanism (with Humboldt) was an important influence in Vienna throughout the 
nineteenth century, and also acted as a significant predecessor to Darwin’s work.  50
 Riegl claims that this worldview (Weltanschauung) informed by the material-scientific 
perspective (stofflich-naturwissenschaftlichen Gesichtspunkten), which began with Lamarck and 
Goethe but was brought to fruition by Darwin, had “grave/burdensome” (schwerwiegende) 
consequences, even in the discipline of art history.  Once again, our study of Darwin’s reception in 51
Chapter 1 demonstrated that Darwin’s popularisers often extended his theories far beyond the 
realms of biology and natural science, and therefore Riegl’s understanding of evolution’s 
reverberation across academic disciplines, even art history, is warranted. Riegl elaborates that since 
Darwin, significant effort has been made to understand humanity’s intellectual evolution through its 
“original and intrinsically physical levers [mechanisms]” (ursprünglich wesentlich materielle 
Hebel). The drive to unravel the intellectual evolution of humanity quickly deteriorated into the 
 Riegl, Stilfragen, 10.48
 Daniel C. Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea (London: Penguin, 1995), 321.49
 For a study on the relationship between Goethe and Darwin, see Robert J Richards, The Romantic Conception of Life: 50
Science and Philosophy in the Age of Goethe (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2002), 511-54.
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 21.51
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morally-laden Social Darwinism associated with theorists like the English economist Herbert 
Spencer. From this perspective, the temptation was to draw conclusions on which cultures 
represented ‘higher’ states of intellectual development compared to others.  This moralising 52
interpretation of Darwin’s idea seems to have caused Riegl considerable concern. This push to 
connect humanity’s intellectual development to material and physical mechanisms, Riegl argues, is 
what led to the dominant method of technical-materialist art history and archaeology. For Riegl, one 
of the most problematic outcomes of the Semperian’s Kunstmaterialismus was the idea that art was 
the inevitable product of a higher stage of intellectual evolution.  For the Semperians, more 53
complex art forms could not have existed in earlier stages of society. Riegl outlines that for the 
materialists, “art obviously represented - or so one thought - a higher stage of intellectual evolution 
and therefore could not have been present from the very beginning.”  For Riegl, the moralising 54
argument for an evolutionary dichotomy between simple/primitive and complex/evolved art was 
simply untenable.  
 Consequently, in Stilfragen Riegl proffered several examples disproving the Semperians’ 
theory, including his now famous trump card: the Palaeolithic carvings made on reindeer bones 
found in the caves of Aquitaine, France, in the late-1870s and 1880s (figure 3.5).  Riegl argues that 55
these carvings disprove (and “directly contradict” ) the technical-materialist theory as they 56
represent an origin of art which is not geometric, and is, in fact, sculptural and figurative.  57
Ultimately, Riegl laments that: 
An enormous amount of energy was squandered on these [materialist] investigations, a wide variety of 
combinations investigated, and as was to be expected, a wide variety of techniques suggested for one 
and the same motif. And just as it had been a German, Häckel, who developed Darwin's theory most 
systematically and authoritatively, so it was the German archaeologists who once again strove 
staunchly in the forefront.  58
 See Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, 361.52
 It should be noted that this evolutionary perception of culture and society was also present in the work of French 53
philosopher (and positivist) Auguste Comte, whilst also corresponding to the colonialism of the nineteenth century. My 
thanks to an examiner of this thesis for highlighting these connections. 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 21. 54
 “The popular theory of the technical derivations of primal motifs…is left hanging in midair since its supporting 55
evidence does not date back to this remote period of origin.” Riegl, Problems of Style, 28.
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 33.56
 See Riegl, Problems of Style, 27-33. For a more detailed account of Riegl’s use of the reindeer carvings, see 57
Cordileone, Alois Riegl, 94-99. 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 22; Stilfragen, 11.58
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In this passage, Riegl again distances himself from the followers of Semper and Darwin. It is with a 
palpable tinge of irony that Riegl compares the eager excess of the Semperians to the popularisation 
of Darwin by Ernst Haeckel. Haeckel, whom we discussed in Chapter 1, though one of Darwin’s 
most vocal advocates and his most widely-read interpreter in Austria and Germany, nevertheless 
took philosophical liberties with Darwin’s theory. However, Riegl does acknowledge the thorough 
nature of Haeckel’s interpretation, and defends his critique by claiming that he does “not intend to 
dispute the value and significance of the materialist movement in art of the last twenty years, or 
even less to criticise the theory of Darwin and his followers.”  In essence, Riegl does not fully 59
deny or reject the role that technical and material factors play in the development of art, rather he 
suggests that their importance has been drastically overemphasised. By the time of Spätrömische 
Kunstindustrie’s publication in 1901, Riegl would come to describe material and technique as 
“inhibitory…coefficients of friction” that had a negative influence on creativity, and had to be 
extracted from the analysis of objects in order to determine the status of Kunstwollen.  Ultimately, 60
the Semperians’ focus on material and technique resulted in an imbalanced, overly-materialistic, 
ahistorical view of the development of art. Similarly, it appears that Riegl is sympathetic towards 
Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection, but just as with the Semperians, Riegl is 
immediately cautious and skeptical wherever he perceives scholarly excess. This allows Riegl to 
maintain an intriguing and rhetorically useful analytical and intellectual perspective on both the 
relationship between Semper and the Semperians, and Darwin and the Darwinists. In the end, 
however, as he repeatedly demonstrates throughout Stilfragen, Riegl does come to Semper’s (and 
by implicit extension, Darwin’s) defence. 
 It is clear that Riegl aimed to distance himself from those who he felt had taken Semper’s 
honourable and reasonable ideas to excess. However, as many scholars highlight, the majority of 
Riegl’s readers misinterpreted his defence of Semper.  Riegl’s critique of the Semperians was 61
instead received as a critique on Semper. Hence, Stilfragen is driven by a curious tension between 
constructive argument and destructive argument, positive and negative. The constructive force of 
Riegl’s argument for a continuous history of the development of ornamental motifs from the 
Egyptian lotus, throughout the cultures of ancient Greece and Rome, to the Islamic arabesque, is 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 23. “Es fällt mir darum nicht bei, der kunstmaterialistischen Bewegung der letzten 20 Jahre 59
allen Werth und all Bedeutung abzusprechen, oder gar damit eine Kritik der Lehre Darwin’s und seiner Nachfolger zu 
beabsichtigen.” Riegl, Stilfragen, 12.
 “Diesen drei letztern Faktoren kommt somit nicht mehr jene postiv-schöpferische Rolle zu, die ihnen die sogenannte 60
Sempersche Theorie zugedacht hatte, sondern vielmehr eine hemmende, negative: sie bilden gleichsam die 
Reibungskoeffizienten innerhalb des Gesamtprodukts.” Riegl, Spätrömsiche Kunstindustrie, 9. 
 Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 371-75.61
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countered by the destructive force of Riegl’s polemical discourse against the materialist excesses of 
the Semperians. This tension, for the most part, is engaging and dynamic, however it also 
undoubtedly contributed to the ambiguity surrounding Riegl’s attitude towards Semper. Indeed, 
Riegl’s only criticism of Semper was that he had merely over-emphasised the role of textile arts in 
the development of ornamental motifs:  
I consider Gottfried Semper in no way responsible of the subsequent interpretation and extension of his ideas… 
. He was not at all intent on finding the supreme materialist explanation for the earliest forms of human artistic 
expression. His cherished theory, advancing a principle of dressing as the origin of all architecture, caused him 
to exaggerate the status of textile arts over other media, something that we can no longer prudently accept.   62
…dass ich Gottfried Semper keineswegs dafür verantwortlich machen möchte, dass man seine Worte in der 
erörterten Richtung interpretiert und weiter entwickelt hat. Semper handelte es sich keineswegs darum, eine 
möglichst materielle Erklärung für die frühesten Kunstäusserungen des Menschen zu finden; es war seine 
Lieblingstheorie vom Bekleidungswesen als Ursprung aller Baukunst, die ihn dazu geführt hat, der Textilkunst 
unter allen übrigen Künsten eine Rolle zuweisen, wie sie ihr besonnernermassen nicht mehr wird eingeräumt 
werden dürfen.  63
The vast majority of Riegl’s ire was directed towards the Semperians. Whilst Riegl took a negative 
position towards the Semperians, his attitude towards Darwin, as we have seen, was largely positive 
and sympathetic. It is possible to see part of Riegl’s efforts in Stilfragen as an attempt to justify and 
validate his own early work as it had been influenced by Semper (as has been suggested by 
Mallgrave). However, I wish to suggest that there are broader issues at play in Riegl’s analogy 
between Semper/Semperians and Darwin/Darwinists. In contrast to Riegl’s destructive critique of 
the Semperians, the body of Stilfragen is infused with a constructive Darwinian discourse that 
establishes key characteristics of Riegl’s art history, such as its continuous structure and 
methodology. 
Broader Darwinian Constructs in Stilfragen 
 The microcosm of Stilfragen which we have just explored saw Riegl explicitly engage with 
Darwin, and demonstrate his knowledge of evolutionary theory and its reception to implement a 
destructive argument against the interpreters of Gottfried Semper, the Semperians. We now turn to 
Stilfragen’s constructive element, with a reading of the broader Darwinian constructs implicit 
within its methodology, content, and structure. I argue that in Stilfragen, Riegl’s absorption of 
evolutionary theory manifests in two key elements: the structure of the art history which he 
recounts, and the methodology he employs. In Stilfragen, Riegl emerges as an art historian in 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 40.62
 Riegl, Stilfragen, 32.63
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pursuit of continuity and nuance, who declines the reductionism of his contemporaries in favour of 
an inclusive, nonhierarchical history of art that celebrates creativity. The conceptual foundation of 
Stilfragen, imbibed as it is with Darwinian constructs, proved crucial to Riegl’s mature work, in 
which the influence of evolutionary theory is fully played out. The implications of Darwinian 
theory for Riegl’s mature work forms the basis for Chapter 3. 
 From the outset of Stilfragen, Riegl was keenly aware that both its structure and 
methodology were radically different to the those applied by his peers: 
Even though the principle take of historical and art historical research it usually to make critical 
distinctions, this book tends decidedly in the opposite direction. Things once considered to have 
nothing in common will be connected and related from a unified perspective. In fact, the most pressing 
problem that confronts historians of the decorative arts today is to reintegrate the historical thread that 
had been severed into a thousand pieces.  64
Wenn es oberste Aufgabe aller historischen Forschung an somit auch der kunsthistorischen ist, kritisch 
zu sondern, so erscheint die Grundtendenz diese Buches nach dem Gesagten vielmehr nach der 
entgegengesetzten Seite gerichtet. Bisher Getrenntes und Geschiedenes soll untereinander verbunden, 
und unter einheitlichem Gesichtspunkte betrachtet werden. In der Tat liegt die nächste Aufgabe auf dem 
Gebiete der Ornamentgeschichte darin, den in tausend Stücke zerschnittenen Faden wieder 
zusammenzuknüpfen.  65
That is to say, Riegl opposed the ahistorical, disintegrative approach to the origins and history of art 
propagated by art historians like the Semperians. Indeed, Riegl’s “unified perspective” would come 
to characterise much of his mature art history, which worked to weave together threads of 
decorative arts, fine arts, applied arts, social history and philosophy. The “historical thread” which 
Riegl strove to reestablish in Stilfragen told a history of art that was diachronic, non-hierarchical 
and inclusive.  In Stilfragen, once he had deconstructed the ahistorical determinism of 66
Kunstmaterialismus and the Semperians, Riegl proposes a new understanding of the origins and 
development of artistic forms. 
 Riegl’s theory for the development of art is grounded in an unshakeable conviction in the 
continuous and unified nature of the history of art and ornamental forms. It is one of Riegl’s central 
arguments that, just as with other forms of art in all other periods, ornament experiences the same 
“continuous, causal interrelation” (fortwährende kausale Zusammenhang) throughout its 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 12.64
 Riegl, Stilfragen, xviii-xix.65
 This is to be contrasted with the new methodology that Riegl suggests is needed in his introduction to the second 66
draft of Historische Grammatik in 1899. (Riegl, Historical Grammar, 287-288.) In Historische Grammatik, Riegl steps 
away from the completely continuous thread of art’s evolution he traced in Stilfragen, and instead approaches the 
history of art from the evolution of certain ways of looking (haptic and optic), adopting a synchronic approach to 
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between diachronic and synchronic throughout his career. 
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development.  As an example, Riegl cites the relationship between ancient mythological imagery 67
and Christian iconographic types (for example, the Apollo/Christ relationship, although Riegl was 
perhaps more specifically thinking of the topic of his Habilitationschrift, which we discussed in the 
introduction, see figure 1.2). More specifically to Stilfragen, Riegl’s major cause for this cohesive 
argument is the relationship between the vegetal ornament of antiquity and the Arabesque of 
Islamic ornament through the Byzantine style and beyond. Riegl argues that the Arabesque “directly 
follows” (schliesst sich…unmittelbar) the vegetal ornament of ancient Greece “chronologically as 
well as evolutionarily” (somit chronologisch wie entwicklungsgeschichtlich).  This was a radical 68
connection for Riegl to make, and he acknowledges as much. However, connecting the 
nonrepresentational forms of Islamic ornament with the naturalistic style of ancient Greece and 
Rome, through the Byzantine, demonstrates Riegl’s commitment to a history of art which took no 
leaps and made no assumptions. Riegl’s theory of artistic development is continuous and 
diachronic, unfolding in a succession of motifs and ornamental forms that subtly shift and evolve 
across generations, cultures and mediums. 
 A crucial outcome of this pursuit of a continuous art history was that Riegl was no longer 
interested in a hierarchy of value, but instead a hierarchy of descent. By this, I mean that Riegl 
refused to indulge the standard artistic hierarchies which dominated nineteenth-century art historical 
discourses. These hierarchies, the result of four hundred years of art history (due in large part to the 
work of Vasari, Winckelmann and Hegel), ordered artistic forms, mediums, and styles in terms of 
virtue and beauty. This ranking of artistic creation was vehemently rejected by Riegl throughout 
Stilfragen, and we have already seen it in his reaction to the Semperian’s view of artistic production 
being only available to more advanced (we could easily substitute ‘virtuous’ for ‘advanced’) 
cultures. Certainly, Riegl does acknowledge that at any given time, some societies may appear more 
developed than others, but he rejects the idea that this should result in the art of one culture being 
valued more highly than the art of another.  Rather than a hierarchy of value which positioned 69
cultures in a dogmatic order, Riegl approaches each culture he discusses with a view to their unique 
vision and their unique (and often novel) set of artistic problems and concerns. For example, Riegl 
praises the efforts of the ancient Egyptians, who in the face of “grand…artistic concerns” that arose 
from new societal conditions, and consequently, as they had no prototypes or predecessors to fall 
 Riegl, Stilfragen, xiii.67
 Riegl, Stilfragen, 259.68
 See Riegl, Problems of Style, 21; Marsha Morton, “Art's ‘contest with nature’: Darwin, Haeckel, and the Scientific 69
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back upon, “so great were the difficulties involved in their solution.”  This is a theme underscored 70
throughout Stilfragen and Riegl’s later work; each culture possessed its own set of distinct artistic 
problems to solve, which meant that for Riegl, a hierarchy of value or virtue was practically 
meaningless.  
 Riegl also rebuked another common result of the prevailing emphasis on value: the 
devaluing of certain styles and cultures. In Stilfragen, Riegl decries that “classical archaeology has 
thus far considered any concentration on the late Roman period to be more or less beneath its 
dignity.”  Of course, Riegl would later come to champion the late Roman style in his magnum 71
opus Spätrömische Kunstindustrie (1901). However it was not only the artistic production of late 
Roman society that was degraded by the hierarchy of value, argued Riegl, but also the Geometric 
style: 
The Geometric Style, strictly constructed in accordance with the highest laws of symmetry and rhythm, 
is from the standpoint of regularity the most perfect of styles; on our scale of values, however, it 
occupies the lowest rank. Our present understanding of how the arts developed associates the 
Geometric Style as a rule with cultures still at a relatively low stage of development.  72
It should be noted, however, that Riegl does not entirely abandon or relinquish beauty. In Stilfragen, 
which represents an early—though crucial—stage in Riegl’s thought, Riegl still caches some 
concepts in terms of beauty, and makes occasional remarks about “formal beauty.”  For example, 73
one of Riegl’s arguments against the artistic materialists was that “...whatever capacity allows 
human beings to take pleasure in formal beauty...also enabled them to create combinations of 
geometric lines freely and independently without the intervention of material factors…”  But 74
importantly, this use of the idea of beauty feeds into Riegl’s psychological approach to the genesis 
of artistic forms and his celebration of creativity, rather than a traditionalist hierarchy of value. 
Despite these small mentions of beauty in Stilfragen, Riegl presents a history of art that is a 
remarkable step away from hierarchies of value and unlike much of the art historical discourse 
being produced in Vienna, or for that matter, the general European context of his day. 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 81.70
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 228.71
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 16.72
 See Riegl, Problems of Style, 40, 80-82. See also Henri Zerner, preface to Problems of Style, by Alois Riegl, xxii-73
xxiii. 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 40 (my emphasis). Riegl also observes that ancient Egyptian art, while being the first style 74
to move beyond the purely decorative urge, was unable to successfully combine formal beauty with symbolism, see 
Riegl, Problems of Style, 80-2. Riegl’s formalist conception of aesthetics here betrays the influence of Zimmermann 
(whom Riegl studied under at the University of Vienna) and Herbart (Zimmermann’s teacher), in which beauty is 
apprehended as the relations of forms. See Olin, Forms of Representation, 5-6 for a discussion of the role of 
Zimmermann in Riegl’s education at the university. 
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 In Stilfragen, we find Riegl constructing a hierarchy of descent for the motifs and 
ornamental forms he discusses. This is one of the clearest examples of Riegl’s absorption of 
Darwinian constructs. Riegl did not draw a genealogical ‘tree of life’ for the ornamental species of 
Stilfragen, but it is not difficult to imagine the form such an illustration would take. Morton notes 
the specific influence of genealogy—a particular preoccupation of German biologists and, indeed 
Darwin—over Riegl’s thinking, asserting that, “Riegl’s understanding of evolution, as an ordered 
process through kinships of forms and laws,” developed under the influence of the work of 
scientists like Haeckel.  Indeed, Riegl’s preoccupation with the genealogical descent of ornamental 75
motifs is repeated again and again throughout Stilfragen. The tendril: 
began as an undulating band emitting spirals within a narrow border; by the late Hellenistic period, it 
has turned into an elaborately branching, leafy vine capable of spreading out over large areas. In this 
form it continues in Roman art and beyond to the Middle Ages, in the West as well as in the East, in 
Islamic no less than in Renaissance Art.  76
While the lotus (figure 3.1), of which Riegl discusses numerous descending “versions,”  is exalted 77
for its longevity: 
The [lotus] motif has lived on the stylised flower ornament of all later cultures and styles, not only of 
antiquity but also of the Middle Ages, especially in Islamic art, and it still survives in modern times up 
to the present day. At the bottom of it all there must have been something enduring, universally valid, 
and classic for the motif to have found such consistent acceptance and ubiquitous diffusion.  78
Implicit here in Riegl’s description of the genealogy of the lotus, is the inherent continuity and 
coherence of Riegl’s history of artistic descent in which, much like in Darwin’s history of biological 
evolution, the distance between ornamental specimens is “not unbridgeable” (keineswegs 
unüberbrückbarer).  Moreover, the “roots” of artistic tendencies (like that of the late Roman and 79
Islamic styles) are able to be traced to their original source, and evolution takes place slowly with 
variations often holding sway for over a thousand years before being succeeded.  However, not all 80
motifs and conventions of ornament were as successful as the tendril or lotus. In Riegl’s history, as 
demonstrated in Darwin’s tree of life (figure 1.3), not every branch of descent that Riegl describes 
results in artistic success; dead ends occur. For example, concerning an Egyptian means for 
connection lotus motifs in a particular frieze-like arrangement, Riegl states that the example “is 
 Morton, “Art's ‘contest with nature,’” 56.75
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 9.76
 See Riegl, Problems of Style, 59-67.77
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 63-64 [my emphasis].78
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only of general interest and has no real bearing on further developments,” demonstrating that the 
artists of ancient Egypt “did not cling tenaciously to their initial solutions,” but rather engaged in a 
process of “constantly” rearranging the traditional ornamental forms which they had inherited from 
their predecessors.  The artists of ancient Egypt jettisoned, or made extinct, those conventions that 81
did not satisfactorily solve the peculiar artistic problems with which they were acutely concerned. 
 In addition to the permeation of his conceptual constructs by Darwinian theory, Riegl’s 
practical methodology—his formalist analysis—was also influenced by a primary concern of 
biologists like Darwin and Haeckel: morphology. Morphology - the study of forms - was used by 
Darwin and Haeckel to not only identify an organism’s species, but also to trace the minute shifts 
and changes that developed as a species evolved. This morphology can be seen in Haeckel’s studies 
of radiolaria (figure 3.6) and Darwin’s writing on many species, including the now-famous 
Galapagos finches.  Despite his rebuke of Kunstmaterialismus and the Semperians, in Stilfragen 82
Riegl still retained hallmarks of his positivist and scientific-materialist training at the Austrian 
Institute of History, and then in practice during the early years of his career at the Museum for Art 
and Industry. Riegl’s descriptions of ornamental motifs are often discursively empirical and richly 
detailed, with Morton describing them as often reading like the writing of “a botanist describing a 
specimen.”  Riegl’s morphological emphasis is evident in his discussion of the development of 83
three-dimensional acanthus ornamentation, which covered the capitals of columns: 
Acanthus ornament in relief sculpture, as they appear, for example on the Monument of Lysikrates and 
on the acroteria of grave stelai during the early decades of the fourth century, display an undeniable 
resemblance to the leaf of the acanthus spinosa. All of them are articulated into separate projecting 
units, which are in turn subdivided into a number of sharp jagged points; between each of these larger 
units (the so-called pipes of the sculptural depictions of acanthus), there is a deep concavity. This 
specific type of articulation, however, is absent from the earliest examples of acanthus ornament.  84
Whilst Riegl’s empirical and systematic approach to the evidence he utilises in Stilfragen was 
certainly encouraged and reinforced by the scientific-materialist culture of Vienna, a vital 
relationship also exists between his now-famous formalist approach and the morphological 
constructs of Darwinian theory. The emphasis placed on the observation and description of evidence 
by Darwin and Haeckel, and replayed over and over throughout their publications, seems to have 
firmly impressed upon Riegl the importance of this systematic approach. Riegl’s morphological 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 70.81
 See Ernst Haeckel, Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte (1868), trans. E. Ray Lancaster, The History of Creation (New 82
York: D. Appleton, 1876).
 Morton, “Art's ‘contest with nature,’” 56.83
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 191-3.84
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descriptions are employed throughout Stilfragen, including his analysis of the morphology of 
arabesque motifs, and his discussion of the laws of symmetry and rhythm in the Geometric style (to 
note only a few of many examples).  85
 Further evidence of Riegl’s absorption of Darwinian constructs in Stilfragen is seen in the 
significant extent to which the text is suffused with evolutionary language. Beyond the instances 
already highlighted, Riegl makes more than one mention of the existence of a “genetic relationship” 
(genetische Zusammenhang) between motifs (especially when making his argument regarding 
Islamic and antique ornament).  Riegl implores that “the all-pervasive law of causality impels us to 86
assume a genetic relationship between the ornamental Islamic tendril and its direct predecessor, the 
tendril ornament of antiquity.”  The development of this direct genetic relationship, Riegl adds, 87
will be carefully demonstrated “step by step.”  Riegl’s language here is undeniably infused with 88
the constructs of evolution, mirroring the theory of evolution by natural selection outlined by 
Darwin, and popularised by Haeckel.  
 Underlying Riegl’s engagement with Darwin’s theories in Stilfragen, in both his explicit 
invocations and the implicit conceptual influences, resides a single overriding concern. The crux of 
what Riegl drew from Darwin was support for his rapidly developing antireductionist approach to 
history and scholarship. It is for this reason the Riegl took such offence at the Semperians’ 
interpretation of Semper’s work. In Riegl’s view reducing the genesis of artistic forms and motifs to 
the influence of one set of factors—material and technique—had disastrous implications for the 
power of human creativity. The Semperians’ theory of the origins of artistic forms reasoned that art 
arose from a spontaneous coincidence of technique and material. This emphasis on material and 
technique disenfranchised the power of human creativity in favour of a fortunate accident of strictly 
physical factors. The reductionism of the Semperians, according to Riegl, “[maintained] that art 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 229-34, 15-16.85
 Riegl, Stilfragen, 1, 258, 265; Problems of Style, 14, 229, 234.86
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 229, my emphasis. “das allwaltende Kausalitätsgesetz die Vermuthung auf, es müsse 87
zwischen der saracenischen und der ihr zeitlich unmittelbar vorausgehenden antiken Ornamentranke ein genetische 
Zusammenhang existiren, welchen im Einzelnen genau und schrittweise nachzuweisen, im Folgenden unsere Aufgabe 
wäre.” Riegl, Stilfragen, 258.
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 229. Riegl’s work on a “genetic” art history that considered objects in a continuous or 88
diachronic arrangement was taken up by his pupil Max Dvořák who took up this focus throughout his career, 
particularly in ‘Das Rätsel der Kunst der Brüder Van Eyck’, Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des 
allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses, xxiv (1903), 161–319; as booklet, ed. J. Wilde and K. M. Swoboda (Munich, 1925). 
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must have originated here and there spontaneously and autochthonously.”  In this light, we can 89
reframe Riegl’s project in Stilfragen as one which endeavoured to restore the nuanced and complex 
character of art’s evolution. 
 Here enters the final component of Stilfragen, which plays a small, though arguably 
important and controversial, role: Kunstwollen. In Stilfragen itself, the term is used only a handful 
of times, though it appears intuitive to draw a parallel between Riegl’s Kunstwollen and Darwin’s 
natural selection.  The relationship between Kunstwollen and natural selection will be thoroughly 90
taken up in Chapter 3, however a few preliminary remarks can be made. Kunstwollen is an 
irreducible (even antireductionist) concept: it is influenced by, and expressive of, a vast array of 
environmental and social factors. Hence, in Stilfragen, Kunstwollen feeds into Riegl’s ambition to 
provide an antidote to the materialist and (in the Nietzschean sense) excessive claims of 
Kunstmaterialismus and contemporaneous art historical enquiry. The continuous, nonhierarchical 
art history Riegl narrates, punctuated by Kunstwollen, creates space in the evolution of art for the 
irrational, the irreducible, and the chance products of the creative psyche. Riegl, therefore, is 
inclusive not only of ill-regarded styles and objects, but also of the ill-regarded elements of human 
experience. This current of irrationality—Riegl’s comfort with the irreducible and the unknowable
—lay in stark contrast to the materialist, empirical and objective aims of contemporaneous art 
historical and museological practice. 
Conclusion 
 In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated both Riegl’s explicit interaction with Darwin’s 
theories (mediated by the relationship between Gottfried Semper and his followers, the 
Semperians), and his implicit absorption of Darwinian constructs in Stilfragen. What emerges from 
this engagement is a reframing of Riegl’s art history through a lens that is vitally antireductionist. In 
Semper and Darwin, Riegl saw subtle, nuanced, and complex approaches to understanding the 
histories of art and life. This is why, in his rebuke of the Semperians, Riegl positioned himself 
alongside the original theorists, and against their adherents. His Nietzschean skepticism of 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 11. "dass die Kunst da und dort ihren spontanen, autochthonen Ursprung genommen haben 89
müsse…” Riegl, Stilfragen, xvii. It should be noted that Riegl’s criticism of the Semperians here is really quite limited. 
Not only do the Semperians reduce the genesis of art to material factors, but as highlighted by Vlad Ionescu in “The 
Rigorous and the Vague,” materialism cannot explain the image as a visual phenomenon. What Riegl is really 
advocating here is an implicit phenomenology of the image (i.e. how we read objects as art, rather than a collection of 
material elements). See “The Rigorous and the Vague,” 1-7. My thanks to an examiner of this thesis for bringing this 
point to my attention.
 See, for example: Riegl, Problems of Style, 4: “[The Semperians] were, of course, not acting in the spirit of Gottfried 90
Semper, who would never have agreed to exchanging free and creative artistic impulse [Kunstwollen] for an essentially 
mechanical and materialist drive to imitate.”
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scholarship was profoundly provoked by the excessive and reductionist appropriation of Semper 
and Darwin by the Semperians. 
 In the broader narrative of Stilfragen, Darwinian influence is played out in the elements of a 
continuous, inclusive history of artistic evolution, which is governed by a hierarchy of descent, 
rather than a hierarchy of value. The concept of Kunstwollen makes a small and intriguing 
appearance in Stilfragen. The continuing role of Kunstwollen, and the further implications of 
Darwinian theory, seeded in Stilfragen, will be seen to play out in Riegl’s mature works, discussed 
in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
1899-1903: the Consequences of Evolutionary Theory for Riegl’s Mature Work 
Yet, some of us are convinced that the mission of our discipline 
is not simply to find the things in the art of the past that appeal 
to modern taste, but to delve into the artistic volition 
(Kunstwollen) behind works of art and to discover why they are 
the way they are, and why they could not have been otherwise. 
— Riegl, The Group Portraiture of Holland 
The well-known, dubious, and loudmouthed argument, 'What, 
you don't know that? Then you don't know anything at all!' may 
have had a certain validity in the period of materialistic 
reaction to Hegelian overestimation of conceptual categories. 
In the future we will have to ask ourselves in regard to every 
single reported fact, what the knowledge of this fact is actually 
worth. Even the historical is not an absolute category, and for 
the scholar, not only knowing per se, but also the knowing-
how-to-ignore certain facts at the right moment may well have 
its advantage. 
— Riegl, “Late Roman or Oriental?” 
 This chapter demonstrates the continued and evolving relevance of Darwinian constructs in 
Riegl’s mature works, from 1899-1903. The influence of Darwin’s theories on Riegl’s art history is 
demonstrated through three central aspects of Riegl’s mature art history: (i) its loss of telos; (ii) the 
concept of Kunstwollen; and (iii) the death of beauty (the subjectivity of value). To mirror these 
intellectual constructs, this chapter separates Riegl’s mature work into three significant stages. The 
first section, from 1897-1899, represents a transitional period from Riegl’s earlier works like 
Stilfragen, to his mature works (post-1900). In Historische Grammatik der bildenden Künste (1966, 
written 1897-99), we see a continuation of the evolutionary constructs that permeated Stilfragen, 
with the addition of a new element to Riegl’s art history: a loss of telos.  The second period, from 1
1901-1902, takes in the publication of three of Riegl’s largest and most significant studies: 
Spätrömische Kunstindustrie (1901), Die Entstehung der Barockkunst in Rom (1908) and Das 
 Alois Riegl, Historische Grammatik der bildenden Künste, ed. Karl M. Swoboda and Otto Pächt (Graz: Böhlau, 1966); 1
Alois Riegl, Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, trans. Jacqueline E. Jung (New York: Zone, 2004).
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holländische Gruppenporträt (1902).  In this penultimate period of Riegl’s intellectual 2
development, Kunstwollen takes a central role in the evolution of artistic styles, working through 
both individuals, cities and states. In the final section, we discuss Das moderne Denkmalkultus 
(1903), where the last consequence of Darwin’s influence manifests itself: the death of beauty.  3
 Ultimately, Riegl develops a history of art that prioritises looking, but is fundamentally 
suspicious of beauty. Beauty is, in fact, all but negated by Riegl’s schema of values. Riegl’s art 
history is continuous, and like the existence of life on earth, all pervasive. It considers objects in a 
hierarchy of descent: interested in the relationships between objects, artists, even cultures, in 
diachronic manner, rather than ranking them according to a subjective idea of beauty or virtue. It is 
a history of art that is no longer reduced to a series of cyclical drives towards a universal goal or 
telos. Instead, the production of art is informed by a complex and subtle array of factors and 
influences. Artistic creation is further mediated by the irreducible force of Kunstwollen. 
 Weaving its way through each of these final stages in Riegl’s work is the very first element 
he took from Darwin: his antireductionism. By antireductionism, I mean that Riegl rejects or 
refuses to reduce the origins or development of art to a single cause, origin, or goal. Here he is 
unlike the Semperians, who in their spirit of artistic materialism, reduced both the original genesis 
of artistic motifs and any subsequent development as being dependent on material and technique, to 
the exclusion of all other factors. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, Riegl vehemently rejected the 
reductionism of the Semperians, instead propagating a model for the development of artistic motifs 
which promotes the consideration of a subtle and complex web of factors and influences. In 
Stilfragen, even at the closest level of examination, Riegl ties the drive to produce art to what is, in 
itself, an irreducible concept—the psychological, human desire to create, and the desire for beauty.  4
The key here is that this drive itself is entirely irreducible, complex, and nearly infinite in its 
variations and possibilities.  
 The importance of Riegl’s antireductionism cannot be underestimated. For a discipline like 
art history that, since its inception, had been obsessed with a Platonic-like quest to unearth and 
 Alois Riegl, Die spätrömische Kunst-Industrie, nach den Funden in Österreich-Ungarn (Vienna: Hoff- & 2
Staatsdruckerei, 1901); Alois Riegl, Die Entstehung der Barockkunst in Rom, eds. Arthur Burda and Max Dvořák 
(Vienna: Schroll, 1908); Alois Riegl, The Origins of Baroque Art in Rome, ed. and trans. Andrew Hopkins and Arnold 
Witte (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute for the History of Art and the Humanities, 2010); Alois Riegl, “Das 
holländische Gruppenporträt.” Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 23 (1902): 71-278, trans. Evelyn 
Kain and David Britt as Alois Riegl, The Group Portraiture of Holland (Los Angeles: Getty Research Center for the 
History of Art and the Humanities, 1999); 
 Alois Riegl, Der moderne Denkmalkultus: Sein Wesen und seine Entstehung (Vienna: W. Braumüller, 1903); Alois 3
Riegl, “The Modern Cult of Monuments: Its Character and Origins,” trans. Kurt Foster and Diane 
Ghirardo, Oppositions 25 (1982): 21-51.
 Alois Riegl, Stilfragen: Grundlegungen zu einer Geschichte der Ornamentik (Berlin: Siemens, 1893), vii, 23.4
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expose the origins and essences of artistic production, Riegl’s antireductionism presents a radical 
and significant departure. All three of the aspects discussed in this chapter—the loss of telos, the 
concept of Kunstwollen, and the death of beauty—each represent and reinforce elements of Riegl’s 
antireductionism.  
 What Riegl took from Darwin was that questions can and must remain unanswered and 
open; that the interest and wonder of our shared histories of art and life is in the story and 
development of how they unfolded, rather than in the pursuit of a single, obedient, absolute truth.  
1897-1899: Historische Grammatik and the Loss of Telos 
 Riegl’s Historische Grammatik der bildenden Künste (Historical Grammar of the Visual 
Arts), first published in 1966, comprises two versions of the same text. The first draft is an 
unfinished book manuscript from 1897, whilst the second version is based on his lecture notes of 
1899. In Historische Grammatik, Riegl describes an all-encompassing history of Western art, traced 
from its origins in ancient Egypt and Greece, through the Byzantine and Renaissance periods, to the 
consequences of the scientific and industrial age. As in Stilfragen, Riegl’s language in Historische 
Grammatik is again permeated with evolutionary phrases and idioms. He speaks of the history of 
“earlier stages of development,” and how art evolves “step by step,” and that “artistic progress 
advances not in a regular sequence but in fits and starts and with repeated set backs.”  Moreover, as 5
with Stilfragen, the history which Riegl narrates is continuous, and though it does not necessarily 
progress at a steady and predictable rate, it is decidedly noncyclical. Once again, changes and 
evolutions of artistic expression are intricately tied to a broad range of factors, including cultural 
elements. As Riegl highlights, “changes in cultural attitudes or modes - which, especially in recent 
times, tend to occur in swift succession - demand corresponding changes in the artistic motifs 
bound to them by tradition.”  Artistic motifs, intrinsically part of a lineage or hierarchy of descent, 6
are forced to evolve as a result of the changing pressures and demands of cultural attitudes. 
 Besides demonstrating the continuing relevance and importance of Darwin’s theories for 
Riegl’s thought, there is another key outcome from Historische Grammatik: the loss of telos. Now, 
what do I mean by this rather abstract claim? Telos, from the Greek τέλος, which translates as ‘end,’ 
denotes an ultimate (perfect) object or aim. That is, given any particular development or 
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 98.5
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 139.6
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progression, it may be possible to discern an end or telos toward which it is advancing. Telos has 
become inextricably tied to the concept of purposes, with the word ‘teleology’ denoting the 
explanation of phenomena through the purpose they serve, rather than through the postulated causes 
behind them. Within the specific context of the evolution of life, ‘teleological arguments’ have 
come to represent theological arguments for the existence of life through intelligent design. 
Intriguingly, Binstock has described Riegl’s art history as a “teleology without a telos.”  That is to 7
say, Riegl’s art history appears to operate teleologically—ostensibly through purpose—but without 
an end, telos, or ideal of perfection towards which art is progressing. And as we shall now see, in 
Riegl’s art history, a ‘teleology without a telos’ is certainly the case. In fact, this is why I have called 
the intellectual products of Historische Grammatik the ‘loss of telos,’ rather than the ‘loss of 
teleology.’ Crucially, Riegl retains his interest in the purposes and motivations which drive artistic 
production, whilst relegating the idea of a final or ultimate end to art. 
 One of the central themes Riegl pursues in Historische Grammatik is the motivation behind 
artistic creation. In the second draft, Riegl begins his discussion by asking: “why does man create 
art? What is the purpose of the work of art?”  Riegl begins to explore this question by describing 8
the two extremes which frame the production of art: function, from which aesthetic qualities arise 
incidentally, and form, which allows the existence of art purely for its own sake.  Arranged along 9
this spectrum, Riegl describes three subcategories of purpose: decorative purpose 
(Schmückungszweck), practical purpose (Gebrauchszweck), and conceptual purpose 
(Vorstellungszweck).  He emphasises that at any given time, all three purposes are always at play, 10
and their relationships to one another are in constant flux: “no one of the three functions can be 
singled out as the solitary focus of attention. The very question as to which one first entered human 
artistic practice cannot be answered with any certainty.”  Hence, even when considering the most 11
fundamental factors which motivated artistic production, Riegl takes an antireductionist approach, 
and refuses to simplify or clarify for his reader, nor does he allow one single purpose (telos) to take 
hold. 
 Binstock, foreword to Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, by Alois Riegl, trans. Jacequeline E. Jung (New York: 7
Zone Books, 2004), 24.
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 127.8
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 109.9
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 109-110.10
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 110-11, 116.11
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 Finally, Riegl arrives at what appears to be the heart of the issue: “all human art production 
(Kunstschaffen) is…at heart nothing other than a contest (Wettschaffen) with nature.”  What Riegl 12
means here is not as obvious as it may first seem: this true purpose of art (Kunstzweck) is cached in 
humanity’s deep integration with the natural world, and its ability to creatively innovate (in contrast 
to duplication and imitation).  The production of art provides a mode through which humanity can 13
creatively express its interpretations and responses to nature and the universe. To summarise Riegl’s 
sense of this ‘contest:’ initially humanity perceives the nature of the external world, and creates an 
internal (psychological) representation that is used to comprehend its experiences. Creativity and art 
arise from humanity’s compulsion to create a tangible expression of its internal construct of nature: 
Just as nature paints itself in man’s imagination, not in its manifold sensorially perceptible appearances but in 
its deepest being, so it presses man to make it appear, visible and tangible, before his eyes. This in the final 
analysis is the root of all artistic creativity. We may now flesh out our definition: the creation of art is a contest 
with nature with the aim of bringing to expression a harmonious worldview.  14
Wie sich nun die Nature in ihrem eigensten Wesen, nicht in ihrer vereinzelten sinnfälligen Erscheinung in der 
Vorstellung des Menschen malt, so drängt es ihn dieselbe auch greifbar vor Augen zu sehen. Dies ist im letzten 
Grunde die Wurzel alles Kunstschaffens. Wir dürfen also unsere Definition jetzt ergänzen: Kunstschaffen ist 
Wettschaffen mit der Natur zum Ausdruck einer harmonischen Weltanschauung.  15
However, even here, at what Riegl himself calls the “true essence of any work of art,” his 
antireductionism mandates that questions remain open and unanswered.  Every culture, individual, 16
or style, is going to form their own internal interpretation of the natural world, which they can 
potentially represent through artistic expression. This results in a pluralisation of possibilities for 
artistic production (and consequently also art historical interpretation). Riegl has, in fact, ‘reduced’ 
in the most antireductionist way possible, the ‘essence’ of art to yet another irreducible construct.  
 The almost infinite potential created by Riegl’s understanding of the motivations behind art-
making all but eradicates the possibility of a telos surviving within the evolution of art. Importantly, 
even when Riegl describes art as expressing “a harmonious worldview,” he does not embed a 
perfect ideal or telos. Rather, he refers to the creative imagination of the artist, and their unique 
perspective on the world. The evolution of art, therefore, remains teleological (in that it is still 
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 115. In the second draft of Historical Grammar, Riegl phrases this as: “thus the three 12
external functions have not revealed the true purpose of art. Human artistic creativity is a contest with nature.” Riegl, 
Historical Grammar, 298 (original emphasis).
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 298-9. In the first draft of Historical Grammar, Riegl phrases this concept thus: “The 13
creation of visual art is a contest with nature, not a desire for interchangeability with nature. Man can never produce a 
perfect illusion (Täuschung) or counterfeit (Fälschung) of nature.” Riegl, Historical Grammar, 52.
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 300.14
 Riegl, Historische Grammatik, 217.15
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 121.16
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driven by purposes) but lacks a telos, as Riegl equalises and pluralises all possible motivating 
factors, diminishing their potency. 
 How then, is Riegl’s antireductionist loss of telos connected to the conceptual constructs of 
Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection? First, it is through appreciating the enormous 
shift in thinking that ideas like those of Darwin and Riegl signified. The examination of the 
universe through a conventional framework of telos and teleological thinking produces a sizeable 
problem: the seemingly infinite descent into questions asking ‘why?’ Aristotle’s answer, and the 
answer of every major religion, was clear: God. As Dennett argues, teleological explanations prior 
to Darwin arrived at the answer that “all our purposes are ultimately God’s purposes.”  Prior to 17
Darwin, by positioning God at the core of all teleological enquiry, it was implied that the 
complexity of the universe came from God: “the whole universe was His artefact, a product of His 
Intelligence, His Mind.”  If we recall from the introduction, Darwin’s theory of evolution by 18
natural selection is a cumulative process that, to a certain degree, relies on chance, with the products 
of evolution exhibiting a high degree of complexity. This cumulative evolution, through the 
mechanism of natural selection, is steered by the nonrandom survival of species. Crucially, this 
lends evolution the retrospective appearance of a teleological process, whereas it is actually devoid 
of meaning or telos.   19
 All of this is to say that what Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection proposes, 
counter to the idea that held sway up to that point (that the structure, purpose, and meaning of the 
universe came from God), is that—given the laws of the universe—complexity (‘design’) arose 
from simplicity. Though seemingly a simple concept, its impact cannot be underestimated. The 
consequences of the idea that complexity developed where there had previously been none were far-
reaching. Of most concern for us is the status of telos in the post-Darwinian intellectual landscape, 
for what Darwin had demonstrated was that there was no inherent telos, meaning, or purpose to the 
design and structure of the universe. This is not to say, however, that the appearance of the history 
of evolution is nonteleological. As Dennett highlights: “Darwin explains a world of final causes and 
teleological laws with a principle that is to be sure, mechanistic but—more fundamentally—utterly 
independent of ‘meaning’ or ‘purpose.’”  In other words, the history of evolution can certainly be 20
 Daniel C. Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea (London: Penguin, 1995), 25.17
 Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, 65.18
 See Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, 48-60; Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker (London: Penguin, 2006), 19
43.
 Daniel C. Dennett, “Why the Law of Effect Will Not Go Away,” Journal for the Theory of Social Behaviour 5 (1975), 20
171-172. 
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understood from a teleological standpoint in the sense that, for example: the reason Galápagos 
finches evolved such a variety of adaptations was due to the unique conditions of each species, or 
the purpose for the evolution of the peppered moths was to counteract industrial pollution. However
—and this is the crux of the implications of Darwin’s theory—there is no inherent meaning to these 
reasons or purposes.  The history of evolution may appear retrospectively teleological, but there is 21
in fact no telos. 
 How then, does Darwin’s negation of telos relate to the loss of telos in Riegl’s art history? 
This is complicated slightly by the fact that while the evolution of life has no intrinsic meaning or 
telos, humans are intentional and teleological beings: we create and understand objects and the 
universe through purpose. This has the consequence that we often impose meaning and purpose 
where there may in fact be none.  Up to this point, art history had tried to impose a telos—not 22
merely in the sense of an end or final cause, but additionally in the sense of a telos embodying 
perfection (that is, something which has been perfected)—onto the history of art. This is the 
ultimate end of Hegel’s or Vasari’s history of art, the ultimate cause of the Neoplatonists, and 
Aristotle’s end. This telos-driven perspective on the history of art created not only the assumption 
that there was a telos or ‘pinnacle’ to artistic production, but also that this telos could be embodied 
in an ultimate, perfected form of artistic expression. 
 Therefore, in Historische Grammatik, Riegl builds upon the aversion to a moralising 
perspective that we saw established in Stilfragen. By removing a telos from our understanding of 
what motivates art making, Riegl also removes the prospect of a ‘perfect’ art in terms of both 
beauty and virtue. Importantly though, art making was still a profoundly teleological process for 
Riegl. Instead of a perfect telos residing at the end of an arduous process of progression, Riegl’s 
‘teleology without a telos’ opens up the creation and evolution of art to a plurality of purposes, 
meanings, and intentions (both physical and irrational). Crucially, the intellectual foundation that 
enables Riegl to reject telos was laid in the aftermath of Darwinian theory. Yet again, Riegl’s 
antireductionism causes him to celebrate and revel in what he does not know, rather than indulge 
scholarly excess in reaction to ignorance. Riegl’s loss of telos is apparent throughout his mature art 
history, where artistic evolution and development is freed from fulfilling any moralising or virtuous 
requirement in order to progress towards a perfecting telos. The loss of telos, indeed, has further 
 In Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, Dennett makes the distinction between intrinsic and derived intentionality. The 21
problem, he argues, is that we mostly mistake derived intentionally for intrinsic. See Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous 
Idea, 401-412. Further, Dennett makes the point that in fact, “real meaning, the sort of meaning our words and ideas 
have, is itself an emergent product of originally meaningless processes,” that is, evolution (Dennett, Darwin’s 
Dangerous Idea, 427).
 See Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, 401-412.22
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implications for Riegl's art history, as well shall see for his concept of Kunstwollen and the death of 
beauty. 
1901-1902: Spätrömische Kunstindustrie, Die Enstehung der Barockkunst in Rom, Das 
holländische Gruppenporträt, and the Role of Kunstwollen 
 Kunstwollen is arguably the most recognised and most widely-misinterpreted element of 
Riegl’s art history. It has been variously translated as “artistic will” or “artistic impulse,” and in this 
thesis my understanding of Kunstwollen is formed by the literal translation “will of art.”  Across 23
Riegl’s major works form 1901-1902—Spätrömische Kunstindustrie (1901), Das holländische 
Gruppenporträt (1902), and Die Entstehung der Barockkunst in Rom (lectures delivered 1894-1902, 
published posthumously 1908)—Kunstwollen undergoes an intriguing, and not always consistent, 
set of changes. What we shall uncover in these texts is not so much a change in the character of 
Kunstwollen itself, but rather a shift in the relationship between Kunstwollen, the environments it 
operates within, and the objects of art on which it operates. Hence we shall develop a picture of the 
consistencies and application of Kunstwollen, and further consider the extent of its relationship to 
Darwin’s natural selection. 
 In Stilfragen, Riegl introduced Kunstwollen as a psychological force arising from 
humanity’s psychological need to experience aesthetic pleasure.  Riegl describes our “horror 24
vacui” on perceiving the blank surfaces of objects and structures, and our desire to fill this space (to 
experience aesthetic pleasure) drove us to create art.  In this way, Kunstwollen is conceptualised 25
similarly to Freud’s Triebe (drives) that, though distinct from our basic survival instincts, are 
nevertheless powerful forces that encourage the external satisfaction of an internal psychological 
need. Madeleine Vermorel, in her article “The Drive from Goethe to Freud” outlines the evolution 
of the meaning of Trieb, from its origin in Goethe and the Sturm und Drang movement, through the 
the Vienna in which Freud (and Riegl) were immersed.  Importantly, Vermorel highlights, “the 26
 It has been suggested that Kunstwollen can also be rendered as “art-will” (omitting the genitive instance of the 23
preposition ‘of’), as highlighted by an examiner of this thesis, this calls to mind Freud’s Todestrieb “death-drive” and 
Lebenstried “life-instinct.” For a discussion of the evolving meaning of Trieb in relation to Goethe, Freud, and Vienna 
in the nineteenth century, see Madeleine Vermorel, “The Drive from Goethe to Freud” International Review of 
Psychoanalysis, 17 (1990), 249-56. 
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 4, 17, and 30.24
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 32.25
 Vermorel, “The Drive,” 253. Vermorel also notes Freud’s membership of the Leseverein at the University of Vienna, 26
of whose leadership Riegl was apart of at the same time as Freud’s membership. See Chapter 1. 
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instinct of biology and animal life is contrasted with the metapsychological concept of Trieb.”  27
Riegl’s Kunstwollen, it appears, was conceived in a similar sense: as a drive to satisfy externally or 
physically an internal, psychological need. Riegl confirms this understanding of Kunstwollen in 
Historische Grammatik, when he describes humanity’s motivation for artistic creation as deriving 
from a pressing need to bring nature’s  “manifold sensorially perceptible appearances…appear, 
visible and tangible, before his eyes.”  As I outlined earlier in this chapter, Riegl establishes the 28
purposiveness of art as arising from a psychological need which “pushes” (drängt) humanity to 
create an aesthetic (external) representation of their internal perceptions of the universe.  
 This conception of Kunstwollen bears notable similarities to Freud’s Trieb, first proposed in 
“Three essays on the theory of sexuality” (1905), a Trieb is a force which impels us to satisfy a 
psychological need: satisfying internal, excited energy through physical, external means.  Vermorel 29
summarises the three major meanings of Trieb as “the mechanical imparting of motion; an organic 
action (the force that encourages and plant to grow); and—an abstract psychological sense—a force 
that impels forward from the inside to the outside.”  It is in the third sense where Freud’s Trieb 30
and, I argue, Riegl’s Kunstwollen overlap.  For Riegl, Kunstwollen is a force that works (much like 
the force of gravity draw objects towards the centre of the earth) to express an abstract 
understanding of the world from the internal environment of the human mind into an external 
aesthetic experience, satisfying an intense psychological need. Importantly, this underlying 
psychological basis for Riegl’s conception of Kunstwollen remains consistent throughout his work, 
as we shall encounter in this chapter. As we turn to consider the texts from 1901-1902, what instead 
emerges as inconsistent and evolving is the relationship of Kunstwollen to the environments in 
which it exists and the object which it influences. 
 Spätrömische Kunstindustrie (1901) (SKI) was commissioned by the Austrian government 
in order to demonstrate the supposed familial relationship between the cultures of Roman antiquity 
and the Austro-Hungarian Empire. It considers a vast range of artefacts, all uncovered from within 
the empire’s territories (figure 1.1). Kunstwollen has a much foregrounded role in SKI. In it’s 
introduction, Riegl declares:  
In opposition to [Semper's] mechanistic conception of the character of the work of art, I advocated in 
Stilfragen, and as far as I know I was the first to do so, a teleological view according to which I saw in 
 Vermorel, “The Drive,” 254.27
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 300. (“vereinzelten sinnfälligen Erscheinung in der Vorstellung des Menschen malt, so 28
drängt es ihn dieselbe auch greifbar vor Augen zu sehen.” Riegl, Historische Grammatik, 217. 
 Sigmund Freud, Drei Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorie (Fischer: Frankfurt am Main, 1905).29
 Vermorel, “The Drive,” 251.30
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the work of art the result of a specific and consciously purposeful Kunstwollen that prevails in a battle 
against function, raw material and technique. 
Im Gegensatze zu dieser mechanistischen Auffassung vom Wesen des Kunstwerkes habe ich — soviel 
ich sehe, als Erster — in den »Stilfragen« eine teleologische vertreten, indem ich im Kunstwerke das 
Resultat eines bestimmten und zweckbewußten Kunstwollens erblickte, das sich im Kämpfe mit 
Gebrauchszweck, Rohstoff und Technik durchsetzt.  31
In this passage, Riegl positions Kunstwollen as an active, ‘conscious’ power—as a phenomena that 
acts with a purposeful agency, against the material factors, to produce a work of art. In light of our 
discussion of Trieb and Kunstwollen, Kunstwollen remains consistent here in its character as a force 
driven by psychological need. Where we begin to see the amorphousness of Kunstwollen emerge is 
in how Riegl applies it to art and art-making. From Stilfragen to SKI, what begins to alter is how 
Kunstwollen influences and operates on the environments in which it is found. In SKI, Riegl argues, 
Kunstwollen is a conscious, active phenomenon, which overcomes the problems of material and 
technique in a teleological manner. Kunstwollen acts directly and causally: “turning to its own ends 
every conceivable practical purpose and raw material, and always and of its own accord selecting 
the most appropriate technique for the intended work of art.”  Hence, Riegl was still actively using 32
Kunstwollen as a counter-concept to the artistic materialism of the Semperians, in order to rebut 
their denial of nonmaterial influences on the development of art: “a generation that preferred to see 
the work of art as the mechanical product of raw materials, technique, and unmediated external 
functionality was incapable of thinking of the pronouncements of writers on the Kunstwollen of 
their time as anything other than speculative fantasies.”  Given our understanding of Viennese 33
intellectual life during the late nineteenth century and Riegl’s unique and early encounter with 
Nietzschean irrationalism (established in Chapter 1), we can read this expression of Riegl’s 
frustration quite clearly as a manifestation of the reappraisal of scientific materialism and positivism 
by philosophical irrationalism.  
 Within this frame of reference, we can see Riegl’s efforts as stemming from a desire to stake 
art’s claim as art—as an entity in and of itself—as a product of its own specific environment. 
Kunstwollen allowed Riegl to rescue art and art-making from being, on the one hand, an inevitable 
illustration of history (Hegelian art history) or, on the other, an accident of material and technique 
 Riegl, Spätrömische Kunstindustrie, 9, trans. Margaret Olin, Forms of Representation in Alois Riegl’s Theory of Art 31
(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992), 71.
 Alois Riegl, “The Main Characteristics of the Late Roman Kunstwollen,” trans. Christopher S. Wood, in The Vienna 32
School Reader, 87-103, ed. Christopher S. Wood (New York: Zone, 2000), 94-95.
 Riegl, “Main Characteristics,” 90. Originally published as “Die Grundzüge des Spätrömischen Kunstwollens,” in Die 33
spätrömische Kunst-Industrie, nach den Funden in Österreich-Ungarn , 389-405  (Vienna: Hoff- & Staatsdruckerei, 
1901).
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(artistic materialism). Binstock highlights that Kunstwollen enabled Riegl to find “a middle ground 
between the unfolding of spirit on the one hand and function or technique on the other in the formal 
elements of the work of art as art, the specifically visual character of its thought.”  It is crucial here 34
to make a distinction between the active, causal relationship Riegl describes between Kunstwollen 
and art in SKI, and historical determinism. Kunstwollen still acts as a force in SKI, though it 
operates causally and directly. Hence, I would still argue against readings of Kunstwollen in SKI as 
“a controlling Zeitgeist that rules the artistic development of an epoch.”  The power of the concept 35
of Kunstwollen (much like Riegl’s teleology without a telos) lies in its retrospective ability to frame 
developments; its power only barely extends into the present moment, where it many make a 
‘selection’ based on the given environment. In this way, Kunstwollen does not have predicative 
overtones of Zeitgeist or determinism: there is no telos to which progress can aspire. Whilst 
Kunstwollen’s relationship with art may appear retrospectively deterministic or controlling, Riegl 
has not allowed this to undermine his conception of Kunstwollen as a force which converts internal 
psychological need into external, visual satisfaction through art-making. What we see in SKI, is that 
the relationship between Kunstwollen and art is characterised by the direct selections of 
Kunstwollen, within a a very specific environment, resulting in art.  
 Crucially in SKI, Kunstwollen appears so decisive and specific precisely because Riegl 
emphasises the coherency and homogeneity of the environment in which it operated. In the 
introduction to SKI, Riegl describes Kunstwollen as being “enclosed” (“ist beschlossen”) in the 
context of a time and place.  There are two key insights to be draw from this. Firstly, Riegl creates 36
a distinction between the external environment of the late Roman period (its physical culture, 
history, etc) and the internal, intellectual environment (psychological drives and biases). In SKI, 
Riegl present us with a rather inflexible picture of the internal environment of humanity 
(represented as the force of Kunstwollen) exerting control (“prevailing over”) the environment of 
physical, external factors (including art objects). A rare instance of generalisation and simplification  
 Binstock, foreword to Historical Grammar, 15-16. In contrast to Binstock, Mallgrave emphasises the break which 34
Spätrömische Kunstindustrie marked in Riegl’s attitude towards Semper (whom he had imitated in Altorientalische 
Teppiche, then defended in Stilfragen), calling Riegl’s change in attitude “extreme.” As we saw in Chapter 2, in 
Stilfragen Riegl used Kunstwollen to defend Semper against the materialist reductionism of the Semperians. (Riegl, 
Problems of Style, 4; Riegl, Stilfragen, vii.) However, by 1901, Riegl has applied Kunstwollen in ‘opposition’ to 
Semper’s theories, arguing that Kunstwollen “prevails in a battle” against the material factors which Semper 
emphasised (Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 380). Mallgrave goes so far as to claim that Riegl created this opposition 
based upon a mistranslation of Semper.
 Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper, 380.35
 Riegl, Spätrömische Kunstindustrie, 401; see also Vlad Ionescu, “The Rigorous and the Vague,” Journal of Art 36
Historiography 8 (December 2013), 14 n.46.
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in Riegl’s art history streamlines and homogenates the varied contexts of production in late Roman 
society into one single environment from which late Roman art emerged.  
 In Das holländische Gruppenporträt (DHG), we see the relationship between Kunstwollen 
and the external environment become further nuanced. DHG, published in the year following SKI, 
is more widely recognised for Riegl’s development of the first theory of Rezeptionästhetik 
(aesthetics of reception). Through works such as Rembrandt’s Anatomy Lesson of Dr Nicolaes Tulp 
(1632) (figure 4.1), Riegl traces the development of the Dutch group portrait from the late fifteenth 
and early sixteenth centuries, culminating in the work of Rembrandt and Hals in the seventeenth 
century. Riegl asserts that in works like Dr Tulp, the figures are depicted with a resistance to 
hierarchical subordination within the narrative space of the picture, and that internal unity is 
sacrificed in favour of an external unity achieved with the beholder. In contrast to SKI, where 
Kunstwollen’s relationship was direct and focussed on a very specific environment of art-making, 
DHG sees the embrace of multiple contexts for artistic production, and a more parallel influence of 
Kunstwollen on art’s development. Thus Kunstwollen’s relationship to external, physical context 
diversifies, whilst maintaining its fundamental conception as a drive for satisfying an internal, 
psychological need. 
 In DHG, the environment in which Kunstwollen operates expands from the temporally and 
culturally homogenised presentation of the late Roman period to include national (Dutch) and civic 
(Haarlem and Amsterdam) environments. The psychological basis of Kunstwollen allows Riegl to 
place heavy emphasis on the ethnopsychological character of the Dutch people, and the major art-
making centres of Haarlem and Amsterdam: not only their physical, external environments, but also 
their abstract, intellectual environments. (REFS) Importantly, Kunstwollen retains its nature as a 
force: 
Artistic volition freely picks and chooses that appropriate artistic genres according to its needs. That might lead 
one to assume that art in Holland would abandon its superseded forms of portraiture as soon as the genre 
painting of Ostade and Steen, Terborch and Vermeer presented it with the perfect opportunity to fulfil all its 
artistic intentions. And this assumption would be perfectly logical, if individual evolutionary stages succeeded 
each other like discrete, stratified layers. We know, however, that history always progresses in barely 
perceptible transitions. A work of art can, for example, have one aspect that is advanced because the artist 
happened to be concentrating on the solution to that particular problem at that particular time. This can make 
another aspect seem that much more outdated, and yet each compensates for the other so that, on balance, the 
work retains its appropriate stratum in the evolution.  37
Nun darf man freilich nicht vergessen, daß nicht die Kunstgattungen als solche zwingend gegeben sind, sondern 
das oberste Kunstwollen, das im letzten Grunde die Dinge psychisch und physisch isoliert oder verbunden 
sehen und so im Kunstwerk wiedergeben will. Diese Kunstwollen schafft und wählt sich die ihm jeweilig 
passenden Kunstgattungen völlig frei nach seinen Bedürfnissen. Man sollte also meinen, daß die holländische 
Kunst in dem Augenblicke, also sie in der Genremalerei der Ostade und Steen, Terborch und Vermeer die 
vollkommenste Erfüllung ihrer Absichten fand, die dagegen rückständige Porträtmalerei fallengelassen hätte. 
Eine solche Schlußfolgerung wäre vollkommen zwingend, wenn die einzelnen Phasen der Entwicklung 
 Riegl, Group Portraiture of Holland, 345.37
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gleichsam schichtenweise, in strenger wechselseitiger Trennung aufeinanderfolgten. Nun lehrt aber alle 
geschichtliche Erfahrung, daß der Fortschritt sich stets in allmählichen Übergängen vollzieht. Das Kunstwerk 
kann in einem Punkte, in welchem der Künstler eben sein Problem erblickte, einen ungeheuren Fortschritt 
aufweisen, während es in anderen Punkten um so rückständiger erscheint sich infolge der dadurch bewirkten 
Kompensation wieder in die normale Schichtreihe der Entwicklung einfügt.  38
Here, like in SKI, Riegl describes Kunstwollen as a specific force which “chooses” (wählt) genres 
“according to its needs” (“nach seinen Bedürfnissen”). Kunstwollen remains a means for tangibly 
expressing the internal psychological needs of humanity. Where Kunstwollen diverges from earlier 
iterations in DHG is in its interaction with art and the environments of art-making. Riegl highlights 
that what may seem “completely obligatory” (“volkommen zwingend”) assumptions about the 
development of art are rarely fulfilled: the evolution of Dutch portraiture, indeed the evolution of 
art in general, does not occur as “individual evolutionary stages [succeeding] each other like 
discrete, stratified layers.” Rather, the history of evolution is one of “barely perceptible 
transitions” (“allmählichen Übergängen”), and the inconsistent application of solutions to artistic 
problems. 
 Importantly, the individual artist was not immune to the particular artistic challenges which 
Kunstwollen provoked within their environment. Riegl describes Rembrandt as an “agent of the 
artistic volition of his nation and times” (“Exekutor des Kunstwollens seines Volkes und seiner 
Zeit”).  Like elsewhere in his work, Riegl minimises the genius of the individual artist in favour of 39
framing their work in terms of the psychological force of Kunstwollen and the environments in 
which they produced art. (Rembrandt, for example, existed within the spheres of both Holland and 
Amsterdam.) In DHG, what may seem like the diffusion and weakening of Kunstwollen’s potency 
by subdividing it into types is, I argue, Riegl’s effort to demonstrate the continuing psychological 
basis for Kunstwollen whilst stepping away from the restrictive, homogenised environment he 
described in SKI. This development between SKI and DHG sees Riegl expand and tease out the 
environments in which Kunstwollen operates (whether Holland, Haarlem or Amsterdam). As a 
result, Riegl shores up what was a weakness in the case for late Roman art he defended in SKI, 
ultimately creating room in the relationship between Kunstwollen and art-making environments for 
variation and pluralisation.  
 In Barockkunst in Rom (BIR), we see Kunstwollen undergoing the final shift that occurs 
during the period 1901-1902: Kunstwollen appears less potently and frequently than in SKI and 
DHG, and its relationship to the environments of artistic creation expand once more. Similarly to 
 Riegl, Das holländische Gruppenporträt, 261-62.38
 Riegl, Group Portraiture of Holland, 254; Das holländische Gruppenporträt, 181.39
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DHG, where Kunstwollen was shown to work within the contexts of nation and city, in BIR Riegl 
extends Kunstwollen once more to consider individual artists themselves. The contexts of 
Kunstwollen—individual, civic, national, stylistic—often intersect and overlap, while at other times 
provide the conditions for creative innovation. Riegl describes, for example, Michelangelo’s 
individual relationship to Kunstwollen in detail: 
Michelangelo strives for the emancipation of deep space, and as a concept he searches for the emancipation of 
feeling. Deep space and feeling are thus parallel phenomena, to a certain extent two sides of the same coin, the 
psychological and the physical. In order to understand why Michelangelo felt the urge to realise his 
Kunstwollen also through architecture, one has be aware of this parallel.  40
Michelangelo strebt in der Komposition an: Emanzipation des Tiefraumes; in der Auffassung: Emanzipation der 
Empfindung. Also Tiefraum und Empfindung sind Parallelerscheinungen, gewissermaßen zwei verschiedene  
Seiten eines und desselben Wesens, eine Psyche und Physis. Dessen muß man sich bewußt sein, um zu 
verstehen, warum Michelangelo überhaupt den Drang in sich gehabt hat, sein Kunstwollen auch in der 
Architektur zu verwirklichen.   41
Meanwhile, Riegl continues, Michelangelo was also engaged with the broader context of the 
Roman Baroque: “the initial phase of Roman Baroque art is dominated by Michelangelo. He faced 
a clear problem: he was aware of a new Kunstwollen, which he intended to introduce in all areas of 
the visual arts.”  As an individual, Riegl reads into Michelangelo a psychological need to 42
emancipate “deep space,” and as a result the force of Kunstwollen acts to satisfy this internal need 
with physical, aesthetic form. Not only did Michelangelo posses an individual compulsion to create 
art but he also was an active participant in broader creative concerns of the Roman Baroque 
provoked by Kunstwollen. Thus, similarly to DHG, we begin to see the development of creative 
environments within other creative environments: the individual mind of the artist within the 
context of his city, his national, his artistic style, and his time. Though the relationship of 
Kunstwollen to the environments in which it does work has once again shifted, its status as a force 
that transforms internal needs into external representations has remained consistent.  
  Far more intricate and detailed than the causal and restrictive force found in SKI, 
Kunstwollen is, by BIR, discoverable within a wider range of creative environment, and enriched 
with a broader understanding of the artistic challenges that guide art making. Despite the shifting 
relationship of Kunstwollen to art and the contexts in which it is created, Riegl has remained 
steadfast in his psychological representation of Kunstwollen as an “immanent artistic 
 Riegl, Baroque Art in Rome, 122.40
 Riegl, Barockkunst in Rom, 43-44.41
 Riegl, Baroque Art in Rome, 112.42
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drive” (“immanenter kunstlerische Trieb”) originally described in Stilfragen.  Throughout this 43
development in his thought, Riegl has consistently reinforced the distinction between the internal 
environment of the artist (their intellect, creativity, imagination), and the external environment in 
which the physical forms of art are created. Riegl’s has used Kunstwollen to stake art’s claim as a 
product of the relationship between an internal psychological need and a collection of external 
environments which overlap and intersect. Moreover, Kunstwollen has remained an anonymous 
psychological force, whose potency and influence is only revealed in response to the environments 
in which operates. 
 Before we turn to consider the relationship between Kunstwollen and natural selection, the 
continued influence of Darwinian constructs across these three texts begs to be briefly 
highlighted.  As we saw in Stilfragen and Historische Grammatik, Riegl continues to demonstrate 44
consistent elements of Darwinian constructs in his thinking during the period from 1901-1902. 
Evolutionary language and concepts pervade all three texts from this period: in DHG, Riegl 
emphasises that evolution occurs “step by step.”  Further, Riegl demonstrates a subtle 45
understanding of evolutionary process when he rebuts the idea that art discards forms immediately 
upon their succession: “this assumption would be perfectly logical, if individual evolutionary stages 
succeeded each other like discrete, stratified layers. We know, however, that history always 
progresses in barely perceptible transitions.”  Lastly, all three discuss styles that had been 46
traditionally considered as periods of ‘decline’ and ‘decay,’ or as aberrations within the progression 
of art towards its ultimate (and perfect) telos. In SKI, Riegl considers the late Roman and early 
Christian period (ca. 300-500 CE), which as Christopher Wood describes, was “customarily scorned 
as a debased and sterile descendant of classical Greek and Roman art.”  Similarly, Baroque art was 47
conventionally seen as “the decline of the Renaissance.”  Even the genre of Dutch group 48
 Riegl, Problems of Style, 30.43
 All three texts also deal with Riegl’s twin visual categories of haptic and optic, but these conceptual tools are not 44
largely relevant to this discussion.
 Riegl, Group Portraiture of Holland, 103. See also 364-66. Riegl even goes so far, in “Spätrömische oder 45
Orientalisch?” as to describe the development of late antique art, which he fully explicated in Spätrömische 
Kunstindustrie, as “a process of evolution, not revolution.” He extends this turn of phrase by saying that, “in the life of 
art there is no death, but only an external interpenetration of all that once was, in an endlessly advancing waving line.” 
Alois Riegl, “Late Roman or Oriental?,” trans. Peter Wortsman, in German Essays on Art History, ed. Gert Schiff, 
173-90 (New York: Continuum, 1988), 177.
 Riegl, Group Portraiture of Holland, 345.46
 Christopher Wood, The Vienna School Reader, ed. Christopher S. Wood (New York: Zone, 2003), 85. 47
 Riegl, Baroque Art in Rome, 99.48
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portraiture was perceived as a minor genre, worthy of little scholarly interest.  Riegl explains that 49
he consider styles typical thought of as degenerative “from the standpoint of universal evolution,” 
that is, from the perspective of the hierarchy of descent, which we first encountered in Chapter 1 
and related to Darwin’s tree of life.  50
 It appears intuitive to draw a parallel between Riegl’s Kunstwollen and Darwin’s natural 
selection: both constructs acts as the forces, which together with environment, drive their 
corresponding evolutions of art and life. And whilst there are similarities between these two 
constructs, their comparison also brings into sharp focus the homologation of art and life. Simply, 
we can ask, what are the limits in the analogy between art and life? And (perhaps slightly less 
simply), what are the limits of homologating the evolutionary biology of Darwin with the 
evolutionary art history of Riegl?  The relationship between Kunstwollen and natural selection, as 51
the mechanisms at the centre of evolutionary processes, provides the arena in which we can test the 
homologation of art and life. 
 In Origin of Species, Darwin describes natural selection as: 
…if variations useful to any organic being do occur, assuredly individuals thus characterised will have the best 
chance of being preserved in the struggle for life; and from the strong principle of inheritance they will tend to 
produce offspring similarly characterised. This principle of preservation, I have called, for the sake of brevity, 
Natural Selection; and it leads to the improvement of each creature in relation to its organic and inorganic 
conditions.  52
The key phrase to highlight here is Darwin’s emphasis that natural selection “leads to the 
improvement of each creature in relation to its organic and inorganic conditions.” That is, natural 
selection enables the survival of individuals that are best suited to their very specific environments. 
Importantly, this is not the environment of their parents’, though the individuals’ variations 
accumulate upon those of previous generations. This means that successive generations of 
organisms are not necessarily qualitatively ‘better’ than those that preceded them: each generation 
that thrives is suited for survival in their own particular environment. Thus, as the environment 
shifts, so too do the minimum requirements for survival, modulating the development of evolution. 
As we have seen in our discussion of Kunstwollen, Riegl’s force for artistic creation works in a 
similar way. Kunstwollen operates in direct relation to its physical and psychological environment, 
as we have seen throughout SKI, DHG, and BIR. The psychological drive of Kunstwollen impels 
 Riegl, Group Portraiture of Holland, 64.49
 Riegl, “Late Roman or Oriental?,”, 177.50
 My thanks to an examiner of this thesis for drawing this questions into sharper focus for my discussion. 51
 Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 104-105.52
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artists to create solution which resolve artistic problems provoked by the environment. As Riegl 
highlights in DHG, similarly to the process of evolution by natural selection, this results in a 
trajectory of development which is not linear or continuous.  The descent of evolution, therefore, is 53
often punctuated by a pause in one area, while another accelerates or development in another are 
has ceased entirely.  
 Both Kunstwollen and natural selection have a misplaced tendency to undergo 
anthropomorphisation—to be seen as determining, purposive, controlling forces. This style of 
thinking is demonstrated by Morton in her analogy between Kunstwollen and natural selection: 
in both stagings of evolution, individuals (whether plants and animals for Darwin or artists for Riegl) are 
engaged in a dynamic with larger supra-individual controlling forces: natural selection or the Kunstwollen, both 
functioning as the ‘engine’ (Robert Richards) or ‘motor’ (Michael Gubser) of the entire process.   54
Here, Morton describes Kunstwollen and natural selection as determining forces, which 
simplistically exert control over smaller individuals. Rather, as our discussion of Kunstwollen has 
revealed, Kunstwollen behaves as an anonymous force which interacts with the shifting conditions 
of the environment to express the internal, artistic desires of humanity in a physical form. The 
profoundly difficult aspect of Kunstwollen is its abstract and anonymous character—it moves 
quietly and almost imperceptibly—but this was precisely Riegl’s point: Kunstwollen is irreducible 
and nonconscious. As hard as scholars may try to compartmentalise it into a neater, more rational 
package (as both Sedlmayr and Panofsky attempted), Kunstwollen remains a driving force of 
change and creative inspiration. Importantly for Kunstwollen and natural selection, whilst both may 
appear retrospectively teleological, neither possess an inherent telos that frames their evolutions of 
art and life. Riegl’s interest in a teleology without a telos (or purposefulness without purpose) is 
strongly Darwinian. In this respect art and life homologate: in their progressive, but non-directed 
evolutionary development, which lacks a predetermined goal (telos) or hierarchy.  Both 55
Kunstwollen and natural selection appear to judge individuals (whether organism or art) successful 
using a criteria that is intrinsically tied to a cultural and environmental context, rather than an 
arbitrary set of values or virtues, or an equally arbitrary idea of beauty. Both natural selection and 
 Riegl, Group Portraiture of Holland, 345. Riegl, Das holländische Gruppenporträt, 261-62.53
 Marsha Morton, “Art's ‘contest with nature’: Darwin, Haeckel, and the Scientific Art History of Alois Riegl,” in 54
Darwin and Theories of Aesthetics and Cultural History, ed. Barbara Larson and Sabine Flach, (Farnham: Ashgate, 
2013), 59. Robert J. Richards, “The Tragic Sense of Ernst Haeckel: His Scientific and Artistic Struggles,” in Darwin 
and the Search for Origins, ed. Pamela Kort and Max Hollein, published in conjunction with the exhibition of the same 
name, shown at the Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt, 147; Michael Gubser, Time’s Visible Surface: Alois Riegl and the 
Discourse on History and Temporality in Fin-de-Siecle Vienna (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2006), 151.
 My thanks for an examiner of this thesis for enabling me to clarify my language on this point. 55
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Kunstwollen produce a lineage (or hierarchy) of descent, and neither are interested in virtue or 
beauty for its own sake.  
 However, divergences also exist between natural selection and Kunstwollen, and begin to 
reveal the limit to any comparison between art and life. Where the analogy between the evolutions 
of art and life encounters issues is if we fail to recognise that Kunstwollen, and the human 
psychology from which it arises, are both products themselves of the evolution of life by natural 
selection. Natural selection and biological evolution, operating within the environs of the natural 
world, have resulted in the most complex and sophisticated machine in the known universe: the 
human brain. This may seem blatantly anthropocentric, but the complexity of the human brain is 
undeniable. It is, in fact, an intellectual, abstract environment in its own right, that exists parallel to 
the natural world. On a conscious level, the continuing biological evolution of the human species is 
still determined by a host of factors, including genes, environment, and natural selection. The 
cultural, creative and intellectual development of humanity, on the other hand, must negotiate both 
the physical, external environments of the world, and the internal, psychological environment of the 
human mind.  
 This connection and relationship with the human psyche both enriches Kunstwollen and the 
creation of art, whilst simultaneously limiting any comparison between Kunstwollen and natural 
selection, or art and life. As a result of its basis in human drive and psychology, Kunstwollen 
embodies an irrationality not seen in natural selection. Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural 
selection, combined with Riegl’s psychological understanding of the creation of art, afforded 
Kunstwollen a unique potency, but also a beguiling ambiguity. As Christopher Wood highlights, 
"Riegl had no strong theory about the motor behind Kunstwollen. He considered the plastic 
imagination an irreducible mystery and preferred to leave it unpsychologised and unexplained, in 
effect to bracket it out of the historiographical equation.”  This sequestration of creative potential 56
away from the clutches of history is both the elegance and provocation of Kunstwollen: by 
operating as a force, rather than a determining agent, the outcomes and influences of Kunstwollen 
are indecipherable in any given moment, and can be understood only in retrospect. One of the most 
enduring aspects of Kunstwollen lies in this very conundrum: it provokes an intellectual oscillation 
between past comprehension and present (even future) confusion. Riegl forces us, through 
Kunstwollen, to confront the fact that there are some questions to which art history will never be 
able to provide definitive answers. Perhaps, given this we can nearly view Kunstwollen as the 
 Wood, introduction to The Vienna School Reader, 26.56
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marriage of Darwinian evolution and Nietzschean irrationalism. Having thus moved to detach both 
telos and objective knowledge from the process of scholarly enquiry, Riegl really only had one 
concern of art history left to disassemble: beauty. 
1903: Das moderne Denkmalkultus and the Death of Beauty 
 The evolution of Riegl’s art history culminates, I argue, in the last possible negation of art 
historical scholarship: the death of beauty. I have intentionally invoked Nietzsche’s famous 
proclamation that “God is dead” (Gott is tot), which is widely understood to be a response to the 
consequences of Darwin’s theories.  Nietzsche, by positing the death of God, was trying to 57
demonstrate that God no longer presented a reliable source for moral guidance. This issue of 
morality, the capacity to make judgements on virtue—good or bad—brings us to Riegl. Riegl, as we 
shall see, is decidedly uninterested in making value judgements—or moral judgements—on works 
of art. The supposed ‘beauty’ of an object is a factor which Riegl all but negates in the final stage of 
his career.  
 The death of beauty is particularly encapsulated in Riegl’s essay from 1903, “Der moderne 
Denkmalkultus” (“The Modern Cult of Monuments”), in which Riegl presents a radical 
reevaluation of the processes and cultural constructs surrounding how society values and regards 
objects of historical, cultural, and artistic significance. In doing so, Riegl presents a typology of 
value, exploring and describing the different means through which objects are ascribed worth. “Der 
moderne Denkmalkultus” arose out of Riegl’s time in the position as first Conservator General of 
Austrian Monuments, a government body responsible for the ongoing maintenance and restoration 
of important monuments in 1903.  This late change in career direction, motivated by his inability 58
to lecture, sparked a whole new realm of intellectual interest for Riegl. He published numerous 
papers on the topic of the culture and issues surrounding the preservation of monuments, and the 
first decade of the twentieth century found a general concern for issues of preservation and 
conservation in Viennese art historical practice.   59
 Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, 62. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science, trans. Walter Kaufmann (New York: 57
Random House, 1967), §108, 125, 343. 
 Henri Zerner, “Alois Riegl: Art, Value, and Historicism,” Daedalus 105 no.1 (1976): 185; Olin, Forms of 58
Representation, 175.
 See Matthew Rampley, The Vienna School of Art History: Empire and Politics of Scholarship, 1847-1918 (University 59
Park: Penn State University Press, 2013), 186-211.
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 In terms of the ongoing influence of Darwinian constructs, “Der moderne Denmalkultus” 
provides strong evidence for the continued importance of evolutionary ideas. The hierarchy of 
descent which Riegl established in Stilfragen, and perpetuated throughout works like Barockkunst 
and Historische Grammatik, is even more thoroughly described: 
Everything that has been and is no longer we call historical, in accordance with the modern notion that what has 
been can never be again, and that everything that has been constitutes an irreplaceable link in a chain of 
development. […] The essence of every modern perception of history is the idea of [evolution].  60
This passage recalls similar comments by Riegl on the process of evolution in Gruppenporträt, 
Stilfragen, and Historische Grammatik.  In this instance, however, Riegl even more explicitly 61
describes the retrospectively teleological character evolution’s trajectory: “each successive step 
implies its predecessor and could not have happened as it did without that earlier step.” Here, Riegl 
emphasises that the causal relationship between two successive phenomena is only implied 
retrospectively, that each stage is “irreplaceable”—infused with intention and meaning. That is, 
there was a tendency to read the evolutionary progressions of art and life through the lens of 
teleology. As we have seen, however, there is no inherent telos, purpose, or meaning to evolution, 
rather it is humanity’s own intentional nature that causes us to anthropomorphise (intentionalise) the 
history of evolution.  
 In “Das moderne Denkmalkultus” we can observe the crystallisation of Riegl’s ideas on 
telos and his understanding of Darwinian theory. Further to this, he then extends his dismantling of 
telos and moralising judgements, to assert that there is no inherent, absolute, or perfect beauty in 
works of art or culturally significant objects. Riegl does not deny the existence of beauty, rather, he 
denies its relevance or importance to the study of art history. In other words, Riegl saw beauty and 
moral judgements as yet another scholarly excess, which was unnecessary for historical enquiry and 
would eventually stifle contemporary artistic expression and innovation. Riegl had not always been 
so skeptical of the consequences of beauty: Stilfragen retains arguments that relate to beauty.  62
However, by Historische Grammatik, Riegl had definitively moved away from the notion of beauty, 
and his skepticism regarding value judgements was firmly in place.   63
 Riegl, “Modern Cult of Monuments,” 21. Alois Riegl, “Der moderne Denkmalkultus,” in Gesammelte Aufsätze 60
(Vienna: WUV-Universtitätsverlag, 1996), 140.
 Riegl, Group Portraiture of Holland, 345, 103; Historical Grammar, 98, 139; Stilfragen, xiii, 259.61
 See for example, Riegl, Problems of Style, 40 (my emphasis). Riegl also observes that ancient Egyptian art, while 62
being the first style to move beyond the purely decorative urge, was unable to successfully combine formal beauty with 
symbolism, see Riegl, Problems of Style, 80-2.
 Riegl, Historical Grammar, 121.63
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 How does Riegl approach the ideas of beauty and value in “Das moderne Denkmalkultus,” 
and how does he deconstruct beauty? In this essay, Riegl classifies various categories of value, 
analysing how value comes to be affixed to objects. Riegl outline seven major types of value 
(Wert): age-value (Alterswert), historical value (historisches Wert), commemorative value 
(Errinerungswert), use-value or functional value (Gebrauchswert), art-value (Kunstwert), and 
newness-value (Neuheitswert).  Finally, Riegl proposes a new category of value, called “relative 64
art-value” (kunsthistorisches Wert), which “offers the possibility of appreciating works of former 
generations as evidence not only of man’s creative struggles with nature, but also of his peculiar 
perception of shape and colour.”  Relative art-value, therefore, provides an avenue for 65
understanding and appreciating how past artists and cultures have dealt with the supraindividual 
concerns of their particular Kunstwollen. Relative art-value stands in direct opposition to “absolute 
art-value” (absoluten Kunstwert), that is, the concept of an objective, eternal system for judging the 
value of an artwork, which Riegl argues professed the existence of “an inviolable artistic canon” 
that dominated art historical thought until the nineteenth century.  Absolute art-value, which Riegl 66
states “claimed an absolute and objective validity to which all artists aspired but which they never 
achieved with complete success,” draws in several of the key themes that concern my arguments for 
Riegl’s art history.  Firstly, it is clear from Riegl’s description that absolute art-value presupposes 67
the existence of a perfect telos for art; an ideal end towards which the development of art is 
inexorably progressing. Consequently, absolute art-value imposes a moralising agenda on the 
products of artistic creation, judging them on their degree to which they have fulfilled art’s perfect, 
beautiful telos. Further to this, Riegl’s emphasis on the objective aspirations of absolute art-value 
recalls his uneasy relationship with the intellectual traditions of positivism and scientific 
materialism, which prized an objective, empirical methodology. 
 Riegl recognises that beauty and value are social and cultural constructs that undergo 
constant revision, and that perceptions of value at any one moment fluctuate. He declares that “at 
the beginning of the twentieth century, most of us have come to the conclusion that there is no such 
absolute art-value, and that it is pure fiction to consider ourselves wiser arbiters than were the 
contemporaries of misunderstood masters in the past.”  Riegl riles against the arbitrariness of 68
 Riegl, “Modern Cult of Monuments,”, 31-46. Riegl, “Der moderne Denkmalkultus,” 154-78.64
 Riegl, “Modern Cult of Monuments,” 47. Riegl, “Der moderne Denkmalkultus,” 178-79.65
 Riegl, “Modern Cult of Monuments,” 22. Riegl, “Der moderne Denkmalkultus,” 141-42.66
 Riegl, “Modern Cult of Monuments,” 22. Riegl, “Der moderne Denkmalkultus,” 141-42.67
 Riegl, “Modern Cult of Monuments,” 47. Riegl, “Der moderne Denkmalkultus,” 179.68
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absolute art-value, the dogmatism of its claim to possessing the knowledge of which objects were 
beautiful or significant. Riegl perceived the assertions of absolute art-value as excessive. Despite 
this, Riegl notes that there had already been some progress towards a more nuanced approach: 
The nineteenth century definitively abolished this exclusive claim, allowing virtually all other periods of art to 
assume their own independent significance, but without entirely abandoning the belief in an objective artistic 
ideal. Only around the beginning of the twentieth century have we come to recognise the necessary 
consequences of the theory of historical evolution, which declares that all artefacts of the past are irrecoverable 
and therefore in no way canonically binding.  69
Das 19. Jahrhunderts hat diesen alleinigen Anspruch der Antike endgültig beseitigt und daneben fast alle 
übrigen bekannten Kunstperioden in ihrer selbständigen Bedeutung emanzipiert: aber den Glauben an ein 
objektives Kunstideal hat es darum nicht aufgegeben. Erst gegen Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts hat man sich 
dazu entschließen können, aus dem historischen Entwicklungsgedanken die notwendige Konsequenz zu ziehen 
und alles verflossene Kunstschaffen als für uns unwiederbringlich vorüber auch in keiner Weise kanonisch 
maßgebend zu erklären.  70
As we have seen again and again throughout his work, Riegl has again sought out detail and 
nuance, preferring to consider subtle categories of value than reduce value judgements to the 
polarising categories of ‘good’ or ‘bad.’ In this sense, Riegl’s deconstruction of value does not reject 
or remove it entirely from the scope of art historical enquiry. Rather, by rejecting the idea of an 
absolute art value, Riegl creates room for alternative categories of value to enhance and deepen the 
art historian’s understanding of any given object. Riegl’s antireductionism and his deep skepticism 
of telos prevent him from indulging arbitrary, absolutist value judgements.  
 For Riegl, who recognises no hierarchy of value, the construct of beauty becomes all but 
irrelevant to his investigations. The retreat of beauty into scholarly obscurity is propelled by Riegl’s 
negation of personal taste, and his deconstruction of value: 
such arbitrary preferences according to considerations of taste seem incompatible with the objectivity that a 
historical conception is duty bound to observe. But it should not be forgotten that in art everything is ultimately 
a matter of taste. Possession of an express aesthetic judgement is an unavoidable necessity even for the art 
historian.  71
Here, Riegl acknowledges, just as he did in Stilfragen, that humans have an inherent ability to 
perceive objects within a culturally constructed idea of beauty. The possession of this construct of 
 Riegl, “Modern Cult of Monuments,” 22.69
 Riegl, “Der moderne Denkmalkultus,” 142.70
 “In der Tat scheint sich ein solches wählendes Belieben nach Geschmachrucksichten mit der pflichtsmässigen 71
Objektivität einer historischen Auffassung nicht zu vertragen. Aber man darf nicht vergessen, daß in der Kunst 
schließlich doch alles Geschmachsache ist. Ein ausgesprochenenes ästhetisches Urtheil zu besitzen ist auch für den 
Kunsthistoriker unumgängliche Notwendigkeit.” (Kolleg on Kunstgeschichte des Barockzeitalters [1894-1895], Riegl 
Nachlaß, carton 4, folder 1, p. 10, Archives of the Institut für Kunstgeschichte, Vienna), cited in Olin, Forms of 
Representation, 3, 191 n. 3.
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beauty, Riegl notes, is “unavoidable.” Whilst unavoidable, Riegl emphasises that beauty and taste 
have no role in an art historical encounter with an object: for art history, beauty is dead.   72
 However, whilst he relegates normative aesthetics from the domain of art-historical enquiry, 
Riegl’s attitude towards the aesthetic experience of beauty raises an intriguing tension in his work. 
As highlighted by Vlad Ionescu in “The Rigorous and the Vague” and outlined in Chapter 2 of this 
thesis, Riegl consistently conceived the desire to create visual objects as “intrinsically linked to 
wanting to be aesthetically satisfied.”  That is, whilst Riegl dismisses beauty’s relevance for art 73
history, his underlying conception of the creation of art is driven by the fulfilment of a desire for 
aesthetic pleasure (beauty).  Thus, though Riegl disdains normative aesthetics, his art history does 74
not exile aesthetics entirely, as Ionescu convincingly argues: “[Riegl’s art history] actually 
unconsciously integrates the aesthetic experience in the very justification of the aesthetic act.”  75
Riegl has yet again combined the subtleties of the rational (physical) and the irrational 
(psychological), just as we saw in his conception and application of Kunstwollen.  
 Let us briefly consider how Riegl’s tense relationship with the idea of beauty might relate to 
Darwin’s own attitudes in Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex (1871). In Descent of 
Man, Darwin proposes the mechanism of sexual selection: a process that joins natural selection as a 
mechanism which impacts the evolution of species.  One of the main aspects of sexual selection is 76
the capacity for one member of a species (usually the male) to be considered advantageously 
attractive by another (usually the female), thus encouraging reproduction. Examples of sexual 
selection include: “two males fighting for the possession of the female, or several male birds 
displaying their gorgeous plumage, and performing strange antics before an assembled body of 
 Riegl’s minimisation of beauty in the role of art historical enquiry is further supported by Dvořák’s quoting of Riegl 72
as saying: “The best art historian is one that has no personal taste because art history is concerned with finding the 
objective criteria of historical development.” Max Dvořák, “Alois Riegl,” Mitteilungen der K.K. Zentral-Kommission 
für Erforschung und Erhaltung der Kunst- und Historischen Denkmale, 3, no. 4 (1905), 262. My thanks to an examiner 
of this thesis for highlighting this source. 
 Vlad Ionescu, “The Rigorous and the Vague,” 17.73
 See Ionescu, “The Rigorous and the Vague,” 17-20 for a detailed discussion on this issue and how it relates to Riegl’s 74
Kunstwollen in particular. 
 Ionescu, “The Rigorous and the Vague,” 18. 75
 Charles Darwin, Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1880), vol. 2, 209. 76
For a comprehensive discussion of sexual selection and beauty, see: Helena Cronin, The Ant and the Peacock” Altruism 
and Sexual Selection from Darwin to Today (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). For a more targeted 
discussion of sexual selection and its impact on art and art history, see: Phillip Prodger, “Ugly Disagreements” 40-58, in 
The Art of Evolution: Darwin, Darwinisms, and Visual Culture ed. Barbara Larson and Fae Brauer (Hanover, NH: 
Dartmouth College Press, 2009), and Barbara Larson, “Darwin’s Sexual Selection and the Jealous Male in Fin-de-Siècle 
Art” 173-193, in The Art of Evolution: Darwin, Darwinisms, and Visual Culture ed. Barbara Larson and Fae Brauer 
(Hanover, NH: Dartmouth College Press, 2009).
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females.”  In other words, in the operation of sexual selection, the capacity of an individual to be 77
more attractive, more beautiful, more able to perform in mating behaviours, increases their chance 
of reproducing, and thus the chance for the survival of their genes. Importantly, Darwin separates 
sexual selection from natural selection by arguing that “it is clear that these characteristics are the 
result of sexual and not ordinary selection, since unarmed, unornamented, or unattractive males 
would succeed equally well in the battle for life in leaving numerous progeny, but for the presence 
of better endowed males.”  Echoing the debates surrounding ornament in the nineteenth century, 78
Darwin highlights that whilst beauty may have an functional role in sexual selection, it does not 
have a physiologically functional role in the day-to-day existence of an organism. Thus Darwin sets 
the stage for exploring the controversial role of beauty in reproductive success.  
 Crucially, however, he makes clear that there is a distinction between the function of beauty 
in the biological world, as it concerns most organisms, and the more complex attitudes which 
humanity adopts towards beauty. As Darwin highlights, considering the analogous human 
experience of any natural force is highly fraught: “When, however, it is said that the lower animals 
have a sense of beauty, it must not be supposed that such sense is comparable with that of a 
cultivated man, with his multiform and complex associated ideas.”  That is, the human mind, far 79
more complex than any other entity in the natural world, has a necessarily more complex 
relationship to the physical and psychological aspects of beauty. This contrast between beauty as it 
exists for less complex organisms, and humanity’s experience of beauty, enables us to appreciate yet 
another important instance of tension in the analogy between art and life. Both natural selection and 
sexual selection fall into our understanding of biological forces which impel organic or inorganic 
growth.  However, Kunstwollen and humanity’s sense of normative aesthetics and aesthetic pleasure 
(beauty and the pleasure we derive from it), emerge from the intense psychological environment of 
the human mind.  Importantly for Riegl, Darwin set out, as highlighted by Phillip Prodger, to 80
explore “the animal origins of the most complex human mental functions.”  Hence, whilst for 81
Darwin a sense of beauty certainly does have an functional role within the evolution of species and 
the operation of sexual selection, Darwin does not preclude that a sense of beauty has a far more 
complicated expression and function when it comes to humanity. That is to say, just as Kunstwollen 
 Darwin, Descent of Man, vol. 2, 211. 77
 Darwin, Descent of Man, vol. 2, 211.78
 Darwin, Descent of Man, vol. 2, 211.79
 See my discussion of Kunstwollen, and Vermorel, “The Drive.” 80
 Phillip Prodger, “Ugly Disagreements,” 55. 81
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must navigate both the complex, abstract environment of the human brain and the biological 
environment, any attempt to translate the role of beauty in the biological setting of sexual selection, 
to the intellectual setting of human taste and aesthetic pleasure (though not impossible) is 
exceedingly complicated and not necessarily a matter of simple transposition.  
 Therefore, the death of beauty, I suggest, represents the coming together of several threads 
within Riegl’s work. In and of itself, Riegl’s denial of normative aesthetics is not explicitly 
connected to Darwinian theory, rather it is fundamentally supported by elements of his art history 
that in some form certainly were: its continuous, noncyclical structure; the loss of telos; the role of 
Kunstwollen; its hierarchy of descent and antireductionism. What these factors enabled Riegl to 
understand was the futility and frustration provoked by approaching the history of art from the 
perspective of beauty and absolute value. Moreover, supported by his Nietzschean tools of cultural 
criticism and skepticism of scholarship, Riegl also understood the futility of trying to discern all of 
the answers (even assuming the possibility of knowing all of the answers): just as there is no 
absolute beauty, there is also no absolute truth. For Riegl, the joy and specialness of scholarship lies 
in exploring the questions surrounding how an evolutionary process unfolded, rather than asking 
why or to what end. Uninterested in value, Riegl poignantly notes: “the question 'What is 
Beautiful?' becomes harder and harder to answer. Everything that exists is beautiful, or at least 
everything that is coloured.”  The character of Riegl’s art history is wonderfully encapsulated by 82
this remark: from Riegl’s perspective, objects exist within the wondrous history of their 
evolutionary descent—the very fact of their existence, a singularity amongst endless possibilities, 
imbues them with a beauty that Riegl cherishes. His enthusiasm and curiosity for material culture 
leaps from the pages of his art history, further infused with his deep commitment to the creative 
expression of humanity. 
 The removal of beauty completely changed the intellectual landscape of art historical 
enquiry. For Riegl, there are simply more interesting things to think about beyond the absolute 
claims of beauty or telos. For Riegl, there are more interesting questions to ask, and more 
interesting questions to attempt to answer. This is not to say that by negating the demands of beauty 
Riegl’s art history does not emphasise the appearance of an object. On the contrary: Riegl’s is an art 
history which revels in the details and rich array of formal qualities embodied in an object. By 
 “Die Frage: was ist schön? wird immer schwerer zu beantworten. Alles Seiende ist schön; mindestens alles Farbige.” 82
Pensieri, folder, in a larger folder entitled “Italienisches Barock,” Riegl, Nachlaß, carton 4, folder 2, unpaginated, 
Archives of the Institut für Kunstgeschichte, Vienna), cited in Margaret Olin, “Spätrömische Kunstindustrie: The Crisis 
of Knowledge in fin de siècle Vienna,” Akten des XXV. Internationalen Kongresses für Kunstgeschichte vol 1: Wien und 
die Entwicklung der kunsthistorischen Methode, 29-36 (Vienna, Herman Böhlaus Nachf., 1984), 35 n. 15.
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removing the veneer of beauty from art historical scholarship, Riegl develops an art history that 
prioritises looking—closely and completely, and without preconceived notions of value—at works 
of art.  Hence, we can begin to see Riegl’s famed method of formal analysis from a new 83
perspective: as a step back from the art historical canon and the ideal of wissenschaftlich art history, 
and as reorienting itself towards an almost intuitive, irrational, and irreducible interaction with 
objects. This nuanced, detailed, and highly personal approach to engaging with the history of art 
asks a great deal from the art historian: they must not only be aware of their own personal 
preferences (and any broad constructs surrounding beauty), but they must also be willing to lay 
those preferences aside to begin an exploration in which the unknown (and perhaps unknowable) 
predominates. They must be comfortable with the irrationalities which objects contain, and not only 
employ their own intuition, but also be able to adopt a critical stance towards it. There are certainly 
issues to be encountered when taking this approach, as Wood describes:  
Intuitionism is either the magic of Riegl's art history or the beginning of its unraveling into mysticism, lyricism, 
and historicism. Riegl's intuitionism flashes rarely; but it may turn out that any cultural analysis grounded in 
formal analysis will have to rely at some point, with more or less explicitness, on intuitive links between form 
and world.  84
However, the power of Riegl’s art history is that he does not shy away, and does not allow himself 
to be disturbed or discouraged by facts he does not know or cannot explain. Riegl is willing to ask 
more questions than he answers, creating flexible and unique categories of knowledge. As Riegl 
himself states, 
The well-known, dubious, and loudmouthed argument, 'What, you don't know that? Then you don't know 
anything at all!' may have had a certain validity in the period of materialistic reaction to Hegelian 
overestimation of conceptual categories. In the future we will have to ask ourselves in regard to every single 
reported fact, what the knowledge of this fact is actually worth. Even the historical is not an absolute category, 
and for the scholar, not only knowing per se, but also the knowing-how-to-ignore certain facts at the right 
moment may well have its advantage.  85
Riegl celebrates his ignorance, and in contrast to the predilections of positivism and scientific 
materialism, he does not fear it. 
 Throughout Riegl’s mature work, we have witnessed a simultaneous diffusion and 
withdrawal. In these texts, the influence of Darwinian theory has been diffused throughout, 
combining variously with the constructs of philosophical irrationalism and scientific materialism, 
resulting in the loss of telos, a shift in the role and function of Kunstwollen, and ultimately the death 
 Riegl’s immediate intellectual successor in this regard, an art history focussed on ‘looking’ is Walter Benjamin. See 83
Walter Benjamin, “Strenge Kunstwissenschaft. Zum ersten Bande der Kunstwissenschaftlichen Forschungen“, 
Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3 v., eds. Rolf Tiedermann and Hermann Schweppenhäuser, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1982. 
 Wood, Introduction to The Vienna School Reader, 35.84
 Riegl, “Late Roman or Oriental?,” 189-90.85
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of beauty. At the same time, Riegl has withdrawn and tempered the scope and abilities of art 
historical enquiry, staving off empiricist and materialist rigour in order to protect the creative, non-
conscious, irreducible elements of the human psyche. Much like Riegl’s mature art history itself, the 
influence and consequences of Darwinian theory within the texts discussed in this chapter is subtle 
and nuanced. Riegl has not directly appropriated Darwinian constructs, nor attempted to map them 
explicitly onto art historical narratives or methodologies. Rather, it is clear that Riegl has thought 
carefully and considerately about the diverse and enduring implications of Darwin’s work, and used 
them to reformulate his own perspectives on art and life.  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Conclusion 
One hundred and fifty years have elapsed since the discipline of art 
history was born, since the structure of a history of art began to be 
built. In the beginning, Aesthetics was the master builder. […] But the 
higher the builders got, the more they were faced with the 
uncomfortable observation that they had rushed ahead too quickly in 
their initial zeal. The foundation proved weak, and the building 
materials, in many cases, poorly chosen and insufficiently prepared. 
All the blame, of course, was placed squarely on the master builder, 
Aesthetics, and she was promptly dismissed.[…] Today, the building is 
lacking connective corners, so that, for all its internal solidity, it still 
gives the impression of a ruin. It is time to create new connections 
among the four sections and to endow the fragmented whole with the 
impression of unity once more. This cannot be achieved without a 
plan; there needs to be a broadsighted and consistent process of 
construction. Who shall be in charge? 
—Riegl, Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts  
 This thesis has asked a great deal of its reader. It has asked you to suspend any preconceived 
notions of Riegl’s art history, and the intellectual context of Vienna during the second half of the 
nineteenth century. It has asked you to grapple with hierarchies of descent, questions of biological 
(and artistic) inheritance, and troubled histories of reception. It has asked you to look deeply and 
closely at the works of a generally obscure and misunderstood art historian, seeking out and 
relishing his complexities, subtleties, idiosyncrasies, and contradictions. The art history of Alois 
Riegl is not easy to understand, but then he did not write an easy or straightforward history of art’s 
evolution. Riegl’s art history represents a complex web of genetic and causal relationships that have 
multiple points of origin and intersection, whose branches sometimes terminate in dead ends, and 
sometimes alter the course of art’s development through irrational, creative acts. 
 This thesis has asked you to discern the difference between the material and the irrational, 
and understand how the tension between these two conventionally opposed perspectives on the 
universe proved so fundamentally invigorating and fertile for Riegl. This thesis has asked you to 
consider the intersections and kinship between Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection, 
and Riegl’s history of a continuous, nonhierarchical evolution of art. What began as a simple 
question—what is the nature and extent of Riegl’s engagement with Darwin’s theories?—has 
become an investigation that not only considers the works of Riegl and Darwin, but also extends 
connections to at least a dozen other scientists, philosophers, and historians from the second half of 
the nineteenth century. This thesis has demonstrated genuine, meaningful, and consistent sites of 
engagement with Darwin throughout Riegl’s art history. While not always explicit nor direct, 
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Darwinian constructs have been shown to have an enduring influence on Riegl’s way of thinking 
about the relationships between objects through time, space, and cultural distance, and also his ideas 
on how we inherently value or judge objects of artistic and cultural significance. Part of Riegl’s 
appeal to contemporary art history resides in his status as a radical and revolutionary art historian, 
and this perception is certainly not misplaced. This thesis presents a new perspective on Riegl’s art 
history, demonstrating how he adopted and adapted Darwinian constructs, conventional art 
historical practice, Nietzschean irrationalism, and a focus on looking closely at objects, to produce 
his pioneering and unique art history. 
 In the spirit of Riegl’s art history, this thesis has, in many ways, asked more questions than it 
has answered. Future research has a bevy of implications and further avenues to explore. There are 
consequences of a Darwinian reading of Riegl, for example, on how we understand the influence of 
his work on later art historians such as Aby Warburg and Walter Benjamin, especially given 
Warburg’s emphasis, particularly in his unfinished Mnemosyne Atlas (1927-29), on a 
nonhierarchical, transcultural approach to art history. This thesis also provokes a rereading and 
reevaluation of a number of prominent twentieth-century art historians, including Erwin Panofsky 
and Ernst Gombrich, and a great deal of the historiography from the 1980s and 1990s concerning 
Riegl. Riegl’s art history, seen through the lens of Darwinism, calls into question the assumptions 
and prejudices of these narratives: their emphasis on Hegelian and Kantian notions of beauty, 
aesthetics, vision, object, and subject. More than any one topic for future investigation, what this 
thesis has engendered is a new attitude with which these investigations can be carried out. This 
approach, which is what gives Riegl’s art history its radical vitality, asks the art historian to 
rediscover their naïve and intuitive relationship to art, then temper this reaction with the material 
facts of observation and evidence. Riegl’s art history is one that celebrates the unknown, the novel, 
and the conflicting. This acceptance of the not-yet-understood, and the reluctance to reduce 
complex relationships down to simple or trivial explanations—both characteristics of Riegl’s 
antireductionism—are what inspire today’s art historian, who is often met with artworks that defy 
definition or description. 
 During Riegl’s lifetime, as he lyrically describes in the introduction to his second version of 
Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, art history was going through a process of reformulation and 
refocussing. The foundations for the discipline had proved uncertain, forcing art historians to 
reconsider the scope, aims, and outcomes of art history. Today, just as during Riegl’s lifetime, art 
history is going through a period of transition and growth, as art-making branches out into digital 
and new media, reaching a larger public through more diverse platforms in an era of globalism. 
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Perhaps then, Riegl offers us a way for thinking about objects which confound and confront their 
audience. At a time when the questions ‘what is art?’ and ‘why is this beautiful?’ have never 
appeared more relevant, Riegl points us in a direction of acceptance and curiosity: demonstrating 
that there are simply more interesting questions to ask, and more interesting narratives of art’s 
history to explore. 
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Appendix 1: Figures 
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1.1 Gold Brooch with Garnets and Set Stones. From Alois Riegl, Spätrömische Kunstindustrie (1901).
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1.2 Month of November. Der Kalendar von St Mesmin bei Orleans. 11th century. Vat. Cod. Reg. lat. 
1263 folio 73 v. From Vaticanishce Miniaturen (1893).
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1.3 “Tree of Life” from Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species (1859).
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2.1 Karl Hasenauer and Gottfried Semper, Kunsthistorisches Museum (exterior, facade with statue in 
foreground), Vienna (1872-1881). Clarence Ward Archive, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, 
USA.
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3.1 Owen Jones, The lotus and papyrus, types of Egyptian ornament, 1856. From Egyptian chapter in 
The Grammar of Ornament, plate IV. Lithograph.  
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3.2 Acanthus. From Thomas Davidson, Chambers's Twentieth Century Dictionary of the English 
Language (1908). 
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Figure 5: Owen Jones, Capitals from a Temple in the Oasis of Thebes, 
the Portico of Edfu, and a Temple in the Island of Edfu, 1856. From 
Egyptian chapter in The Grammar of Ornament, plate VI. Lithograph. 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
3.3 Owen Jones, Capitals from a Temple in the Oasis of Thebes, the Portico of Edfu, and a Temple in 
the Island of Edfu, 1856. From Egyptian chapter in The Grammar of Ornament, plate VI. Lithograph. 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.  
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3.4 Dipylon Amphora, mid-8th century BCE. National Archaeological Museum, Athens. 
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3.5 Reindeer, 22-15,000 BCE. Incised bone, 1.5x4.25x0.75 inches. Paleolithic, Upper Magdalenian 
Period III-IV, Southwestern France. Menil Collection, Houston, Texas. 
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3.6 Ernst Haeckel, Spumellaria, 1904. From Kunstformen der Natur (1904), plate 91. 
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4.1 Rembrandt, Anatomy Lesson of Dr Tulp, 1632. Oil on canvas, 1.6×2.1 m, 1632. The Hague, 
Mauritshuis.  
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Works by Riegl 
(by year of publication) 
German 
 1880s 
Review of Das Riesenthor des St. Stephansdomes zu Wien, seine Bechreibung und Geschichte, by 
Paul Miller. Zeitschrift für die Österreichischen Gymnasium 34 (1883): 691-94. 
Review of Das Seitenstettener Evangeliarium des XII. Jahrhunderts, by Alphonse Nestlehner. 
Zeitschrift für die Österreichischen Gymnasium 34 (1883): 849-53. 
“Neue Erwerbungen für die Textilsammlung des Österreichischen Museums in Jahre 1885.” 
Mittheilungen des Österreichischen Museums für Kunst und Industrie 20 (December 1885): 
546-50. 
Review of Die Krypta in St. Florian: Ein Beitrag zur Baugeschichte der Stiftskirche St. Florian, by 
Alphons Müllner. Linz, 1883. Mittheilungen des Intstituts für Österreichische 
Geschictsforschung 6 (1885): 318-19. 
Review of Zur Geschichte von Schönbrunn, by Josef Dernjač. Vienna, 1885. Mittheilungen des 
Intstituts für Österreichische Geschictsforschung 6 (1885): 661-63. 
“Die Ausstellung weiblicher Handarbeiten im Österreichischen Museum.” Mittheilungen des 
Österreichischen Museums für Kunst und Industrie, n.s., 1 (June-July 1886): 115-19, 135-40. 
“Frühmittelalterliche Gewebe im Österreichischen Museum.” Mittheilungen des Österreichischen 
Museums für Kunst und Industrie, n.s., 1 (November 1886): 213-18. 
“Zur Geschichte des Möbels in 18. Jahrhundert.” Mittheilungen des Österreichischen Museums für 
Kunst und Industrie, n.s., 1 (April-May 1886):75-78, 98-100. 
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“Ein angiovinisches Gebetbuch in der Wiener Hofbibliotek.” Mittheilungen des Intstituts für 
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Review of Studien zur Geschichte der Miniaturmalerei in Österreich, by Joseph Neuwirth. Vienna, 
1887. Mittheilungen des Intstituts für Österreichische Geschictsforschung 8 (1887): 662-63. 
Review of Über den decorativen Stil in der altchristlichen Kunst, by Friedrich Portheim. 
Mittheilungen des Österreichischen Museums für Kunst und Industrie, n.s., 1 (February 
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“Die Textilausstellung in Rom, 1887.” Mittheilungen des Österreichischen Museums für Kunst und 
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“Die Textilindustrie im nordöstlichen Böhem, betrachtet von der Seite der Kunstgewerblichen 
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(March-April 1887): 303-6. 
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“Die Holzkalendar des Mittelalters und der Renaissance.” Mittheilungen des Intstituts für 
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“Das Kunstgewerbe auf der Kaiser-Jubiläums-Ausstellung zu Brünn.” Mittheilungen des 
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